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ORGANISATION OF THESIS 

This thesis is devoted to a description of the 

transient circuit analysis program EDNOS. The description 

is preceded by a study of those aspects of integrated 

circuit technology and computer systems which led to, 

or influenced, the specifications for ED11IOS. 

The material present in each chapter is detailed 

below. 

CHAPTER ONE 

This chapter provides a brief overview of the 

background to the thesia and discusses integrated 

circuit design considerations with particular reference 

to the design of Metal-Oxide-Semiconductor (MOS) 

Integrated Circuits. The need for an analysis program 

which could be made widely available to circuit designers, 

and its desirable specifications are discussed. 

CHAPTER TWO 

The history of field effect devices is discussed in 

this. chapter leading into the development of device 

equations and a discussion of the physical process 

to provide an understanding of the operation of the 

insulated gate field effect transistor. The chapter 

concludes with a review, of the suitability of device 

models for use in an analysis program. 

CHAPTER THREE 

This chapter reviews the component parts. of data 

processing systems and their effects on achieving an 

analysis program suitable for the needs of design 

engineers. 



CU ±11-TER FOUR  

An introduction to list processing techniques is 

provided in some depth to highlight the importance 

placed on these techniques in the attempt to meet the 

design criteria established for EDMOS in Chapter One. 

CHAPTER FIVE 

The actual specifications of RUNGS are discussed 

and compared with the design criteria from a user 

viewpoint. 

CHAPTER CIX 

The program logic is reviewed from a programmer 

viewpoint and implementations of improvements and 

possible developments are suggested. 

CHJ-ETER SEVEN 

This chapter is confined to a brief conclusion. 

AFPENI)IX A. 

This appendix provides detailed algorithms, flow 

charts and descriptions of the routines and sub-programs 

incorporated in EDNOS. 
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1.10 BACKGROUND TO EDNOS 

The basis of ED1"IOS was a project devised to establish 

a departmental capability in computer aided design (C.A.D.) 

with particular reference to the analysis of metal-oxide- 

semiconductor field effect transistor (IIOSFET) integrated 

circuits. This project was complementary to a development 

program being carried out, in the microelectronic 

laboratories of Edinburgh University, leading to the 

design, evaluation and, possibly, pilot production of 

special purpose NOSFET integrated circuits. The result 

of this project was a computer program, for the analysis 

of r1IOSFET integrated circuits, named EDIOS. The specifications 

for EDNOS were chosen after an investigation of integrated 

circuit technology, as widely implemented in 1970,  and 

computer technology, from a hardware and software 

viewpoint, and in the light of the resources available. 

Every consideration was given to the possibility of EDNOS 

eventually being developed as a base for a program 

which would interest members of the computer services. 

and electronic industries. 

Although only batch processing facilities were 

available at the time in the Edinburgh Regional Computing 

Centre (E.R.C.C.) it was considered important that EDNCS 

was developed in a way that would readily allow its 

conversion to an on-line program such that a designer 

would interact in real-time with the program. This 

requirement and the desire to make the program of basic 

interest to a wide cross-section of potential users placed 

the emphasis on developing EDNOS with a data structure 

and list processing routines which were both efficient and 

machine independent and yet with a minimal compiled 

length. The routines and structure which were finally 

adopted are believed to be worthy of consideration 

as a framework for other programs with similar basic 

requirements. 
Throughout the project the stress was placed on 

developing an efficient program capable of adapting to 



a variety of models rather than in devising a specific 

model for a NOSFET and developing a program around it. 

1.2. 	CIRCUIT DESIGN VITH INTEGRATED CIRCUITS 

Until the advent of the integrated circuit a 

circuit designer utilised a variety of discrete devices, 

all separately packaged, to implement his designs. 

The majority of these discrete devices can now be 

fabricated in monolithic integrated circuit form. 

which is the basis. for an increasing proportion of 

electronic circuitry. 

This technique of circuit fabrication makes. the 

processes of device and circuit design inseparable (2) 

since the 'devices' themselves are really physically 
inseparable from other devices, in the circuit as a 

result of parasitic interactions not found in conventional 

discrete circuits. A design change in an integrated 

circuit cannot be effected by the simple.expèdient:f 

removing or replacing a component but requires a 

comparatively major design effort and a complete 

re-processing of the circuit. The total design cost 

of circuits which are produced in high volume can be 

amortised over a large number of units., whereas. low. 

volume., production results. in the design cost representing 

a high proportion of the unit cost. iletal-oxide-

semiconductor field effect transistor (NOSFET) 

integrated circuits may be designed more easily and 

produced with higher yield of useful devices than is 

possible for bipolar integrated circuits. The NOSFET 

integrated circuit is of particular interest for the 

production of complex digital circuits in low volumes 

which might not be economic in bipolar integrated 

circuit form. The greater part of the total design 

expertise of bipolar integrated circuits resides with 

the integrated circuit producers and a few high volume 

2 



users such as the manufacturers of computer mainframes. 

However, the comparatively simple design rules associated 

with the I'IOSFET integrated circuit make it feasible 

for a large number of users -to have their own in-house 

design facility and to submit their designs, for processing, 

to the integrated circuit manufacturers. Complex chips 

have high design costs and, low volume production runs. 

They are apparently expensive but even so the cost 

could be below the functional approach and an improvement 

in system reliability is a likely benefit to be considered. 

1 -3-. 7 .. COMPUTER-AIDED-DESIGN OF NOB CIRCUITS-- 

DiiBIGN CRITERIA 

The essence of the computer-aided-design techniques 

is the linking of the skills of the circuit designer 

in design synthesis to the ability of a computer to 

handle vast quantities of data. This approach can 

significantly reduce the design cycle and, by 'testing' 

he design by an analysis program, avoid costly 

reprocessing when tests highlight design errors after 

the circuits have been produced. The 'manual' approach 

to design evaluation requires the construction of 

breadboarded assemblies to match the design. This 

technique is fraught with problems, in particular when 

the effects. of small capacitances at high frequencies 

are important. 

These problems are compounded as the chip complexity 

increases to take advantage of the latest technology 

and hence the need for computer design aids becomes 

greater. There are number of steps in the design 

process of NOB systems, illustrated in Fig. 1.1 

which can advantageously use C.A.D. techniques. The steps 

which were considered in the specification for EDNOS 

were D.C. Analysis and Transient Analysis. Both 

of these steps were considered important, but it was 

felt that transient analysis presented the greater 

3 
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problem to a designer. 

Suitable models for NOSIET devices have been developed 

for some of the general purpose analysis programs 
(15) 

which are available but these models do not exploit the 

ease with which a NOSFET device can be modelled in 

terms of its physical parameters (6) compared 

bipolar device. It is desirable that an analysis program 

for NOSFET devices utilises device data in the form 

of processing parameters and device dimensions as defined 

by proposed production masks. A number of analysis 

programs have been developed by integrated circuit 

manufacturers specifically for the analysis of NOSFET 

integrated circuits but these programs are not generally 

released. A feature of these programs i that they 

tend to be orientated towards a specific device model 

which can mean that the programs become out-dated if 

there is a change or refinement in the technology and 

requires that a complete new program be developed to 

accommodate this change. 

Another drawback with many programs is that they are 

written to be run on whatever computer configuration 

is available to the program developer, which tends to 

preclude a wide distribution of tha program if such a 

distribution 	otherwise allowed. 

The author felt that there was a case for developing 

a program which would ideally meet the following criteria:- 

It would be suitable for general distribution. 

It would be structured so that different models 

could be incorporated to meet the demands of 

changing technology and the variations in models 

demanded by integrated circuit manufacturers 

who process NOS circuits designed by equipment 

manufacturers. 

The program would be essentially capable of 

running in a time-sharing environment to allow 



designer/computer interaction and to enable those 

firms without their own computer installations 

to take advantage of C.A.D. for MOS circuits 

The progam would be efficient in terms of its 

ease of use, its execution time, the amount of 

storage space it would require and hence the 

running cost would be attractive.. 

The program would accommodate circuits of a 

size which would cater for the requirements 

of the majority of equipment manufacturers. 

1 	I 
I.'+. 	0 

The development of integrated circuit technology 

has provided electronic designers with the means of 

producing equipment with superior overall performance, 

for a given cost, than was earlier possible. New design 

techniques are necessary to take maximum advantage of the 

potential of the new technology. In particular the use 

of C.A.D. techniques allows designers to spend a greater 

proportion of their time doing creative work by allowing 

complex design ideas to be evaluated and tested without 

the time-consuming need to build up 'breadboards for 

the evaluation of proposed circuit designs. 

The widespread availability of commercial time-sharing 

services 	can provide many designers with access to 

a computer system which, with the provision of a suitable 

analysis program, could provide a low cost design aid. 

EDNOS is intended to provide a design vehicle, for NOS 

integrated circuits, which can be developed to run on 

commercial time-sharing services and will be readily 

adaptable to a variety of requirements. 



CHAPTER TWO 

NOSFET INTEGRATED CIRCUITS 
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2.1. 	HISTORY OF FIELD LF.FLOT t.L'FN3ITGL3 

Although tne development of voltage controlled or 

field effect transistors (FLT's) has lagged that of bipolar 

transistors, the basic principle was the subject of a 

patent issued in 1930  to J.E. LILIENFELD (8?. 

The structure proposed by LILILNFELB is shown 

in Figure 2.1. and consists of a thin layer of semiconductor, 

copper sulphile, as insulating layer, aluminium oxide 

and a control electrode of aluminium. The number of 

carriers available for cnduction in the semiconductor 

is controlled by a transverse electric field, at right 

angles to the longitudinal orientation of the semiconductor 

layer. Application of a voltage to the control electrode 

can, thus, vary the conductance of the semiconductor 

path between the two ohmic contacts. 

Attempts to produce a useful solid state amplifier 

with conductance controlled by an electric field at 

a semiconductor surface proved unsuccessful until an 

announcement on July 1, 1948. This reported 	the 

invention by Bell Telephone Laboratories, of a solid 

state electronic device to replace the vacuum tube. 

The device was named a transistor which is a contraction 

of transfer resistor 	This discovery was made whilst 

trying to develop a solid state amplifier controlled 

by an electric field as postulated by LILIENFELD. A 

subsequent evaluation of the operating mechanism proved 

that the control electrode was injecting minority 

carriers and that the changes in conductivity were 

not achieved by the use of a transverse field to control 

majority carrier population. The device was in fact 

a point contact transistor which, like the presently 

well established junction transistors, is a bipolar 

device in that it relies on minority carrier injection. 

with this discovery interest in field effect devices 

tended to diminish but in 1952  SIIOCKLEY (10) proposed 

a different approach to field effect devices. The 
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Fig. 21e The FET proposed by LILIENFELD. 



configuration he proposed is shown in Figure 2.2. 

A layer of F material was sandwiched between two layers 

of N material. At either end of the F material two 

highly doped F regions were formed. The conductance 

of the F material was varied by controlling the depth 

of penetration, into the P layer, of the depletion 

regions of two reverse biased 2W junctions. These 

depletion regions are essentially devoid of carriers. 

The shape of the depletion regions is a function of 

the amount of reverse bias at the source and the drain. 

A higher reverse bias on the drain would make the width 

of the depletion region correspondingly wider at the 

drain end than the source. Sufficient reverse bias 

could make the depletion layer extend all the way 

across the conducting F channel and cause 'pinch-off'. 

The area between the depletion layers is thus controlled 

by means of a voltage on the gate electrode and hence 

the conductivity of the path between source and drain 

may be varied. 

This device, which became known as the junction 

field effect transistor (JEET), was of little commercial 

interest for a considerable time because the attainable 

physical dimensions required that extremely high 

voltages be used to obtain useful variations in channel 

conductance. 

In 1962 3.11, HOFSTEIN and F.P. IIEINAN 
(11)  presented 

a paper describing a unipolar device which did not 

rely on control of channel conductance by reverse 

biased PN junctions. The device, which they termed 

the Silicon Insulated Gate Field Effect Transistor 

(IGFET), utilised a Metal-Oxide Semiconductor control 

structure as illustrated in Figure 2.. The control 

of the channel conductance was by means of a voltage 

on the gate electrode which was separated from the 

channel by a thin gate oxide such that, in contrast 

to $hockley device,no gate current flowed. The 
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units they described were fabricated using conventional 

diffusion, photoresist and vacuum evaporation techniques 

which had been developed in the course of planar 

technology (12) for bipolars. They discussed two 

basic forms of transistors, one where the source and 

drain diffusions were of the same type as the channel 

material and the other where these diffusions were of 

opposite type to the channel material. In the latter 

form, which is the basic MOSFET now in widespread use,

-back-to-back diodes are formed between source and drain 

contacts and the channel current is essenLially zero for 

zero gate bias. If the source and drain diffusions are 

N type then a positive voltage on the gate causes holes 

to be depleted from the surface and, with increasing 

bias, electrons accumulate at the surfaco 	The surface 

channel goes frm P type, through intrinsic, to inverted 

N type. In their analysis, of the operation of this 

device, HOFSTEIN and IJEII"lAN defined a pinch off voltage 

Vp as 'the potential difference across the oxide 

(at any point) which will just cause the mobile charge 

concentration in the channel (at that point) to go 

to zero'. They also assumed that the depth of the 

surface channel was much less than the thickness of 

the gate oxide so that almost all the applied gate 

voltage appeared across the oxide. 

Their analysis for a device with N type source 

and drain diffusions is summarised in Section 23. 

In summary, a whole family of solid state field 

effect devices, as illustrated in Fig. 24., has evolved 

but the high packing densities possible (1) with NOSFET 

integrated circuits has led to their widespread use for 

the implementation of complex logic functions. 

2.2. 	QUALITATIVE DESCRIPTION. 

NOS transistors may be classified as N-channel 

or 2-channel corresponding to devices with source and 
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drain diffusions of N-type or F-type into a F-substrate 

or an N-substrate respectively. Transistor action 

is obtained by the control of majority carrier concentration 

in a surface channel, between source and drain diffusion 

areas, by means of an externally applied gate voltage. 

Either type of device may be further classified as a 

depletion or an enhancement device depending UPOfl whether 

or not a channel is formed in the absence of applied 

gate voltage. 

The diagram of Figure 2.5.  shows a F-channel device 

biased so that current flows from source to drain. The 

negative voltage on the gate electrode repels electrons 

and attracts holes to the silicon surface resulting in 

a F-type channel between source and drain which, for 

the drain negative with respect to the source, results 

in hole current flow from source to drain. This current 

flow is restricted to the channel region, the depth of 

which, at any point, is a function of the applied gate 

and drain voltage. The IxE drop along the channel 

causes a distributed voltage along the length of the 

channel. The gate voltage sets up a transverse field 

to support the layer of mobile charge in the channel 

but the strength of the field is proportional to the 

difference between the gate voltage and the channel 

voltage resulting in a channel which is deeper at the 

source than at the drain. 

For a given gate voltage, increasing drain voltage 

decreases the transverse field strength along the 

channel, until this field can no longer support an inversion 

layer at the surface close to the drain (as described 

by HOFTEIN and HEII"IAN). The channel is said to have 

pinched off and a further increase in drain voltage 

causes an increasing part of the channel to pinch off. 

The onset of pinch off causes the channel current 

to saturate i.e. for a given applied gate voltage an 

increase in drain voltage has little effect on drain 
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current. Curves showing (1k) the effect of gate 
voltage are illustrated in Fig. 2.6. where V 1, the 

threshold voltage may be defined as that voltage existing 

between gate and source which is just sufficient to 

cause a current flow, which is not considered negligible, 10A, 

from source to drain. 

Although the NO3FbT is basioai]y a simple device to 

manufacture there are a number of factors inherent in 

the manufacturing process which must be taken into account 

in any design. The most important factors are as follows:- 

The gate metallisation must completely overlap the 

source and drain diffusions. The degree of overlap 

is greater than theoretically necessaPy due to the 

difficulty in achieving perfect alignment between 

the successive masks used for the gate oxide and 

aluminium etches. This results in overlap capacitances 

between sate metal and source and drain diffusions.. 

Sideways diffusion at source and drain reduces 

the nominal channel length defined by the separation 

on the mask of source and drain. 

The source and drain diffusions being of finite 

length give rise to junction capacitances (to the 

substrate) which affect device performance. 

Oxide grown on a silicon surface results in the 

creation of various categories of charge 	which 

can be thought of as an effective fixed charge 

located at the silicon dioxide-silicon (8i02-Si) 

interface. 

The last factor listed above is of fundamental 

importance and the effects of charges at the Si-SiO2  

interface are discussed in some depth in the following 

section. 

15 
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2.. 2.1 ENERGY BANDS AND CHARGE DISTRIBUTIONS. 

The carves of Fig. 2.7. 16) show energy bands 

as a function of gate voltage for N-type silicon, where 

H0, Er,, E and E V are, respectively, the conduction band 

energy, the Fermi level, the intrinsic energy level and 

the valence band energy. The effect of the fixed positive 

charge, created during the thermal oxidation of silicon, 

is to cause the bands to bend close to the surface 

indicating the creation of a charge region near the surface 

which differs from the conditions prevailing in the bulk 

silicon. 

Assuming non-degenerate semiconductor, and an 

intrinsic carrier density of nil  the carrier densities 
( 

for electrons and holes in the bulk silicon are 17 

(HF-H. )/kT 
n = n.e 	1 	

(2.1) 

and 

e P=n 1 1 	
(2.2) 

where k is Boltzmanns constant and T is the temperature 

in degrees Kelvin. 

The electrostatic potential, 0 = -E/q, and the 
Fermi potential, -E/q, may be normalised with respect 

to the thermal voltage, kT/q, and denoted u and u., where 

u = Oq/kT w -E1/kT 	 (2.) 

and 

= -E1/kT 	 (2.) 



then 

n = ne' 	
(2.5) 

and 

(u-uF) 

Assuming a reference level of zero for the potential in 

the bulk then 

n = 	 (2.7) 

and 

u 
p = n1e 	 (2.8) 

Vlith reference to the N-type substrate material illustrated 

in Fig. 2.7. the potential uF  is set by the substrate 

doping level ND  (DTI)  = n1e ). To overcome the accumulation 

condition, caused by the positive charge at the interface 

attracting electrons to the surface, a negative gate 

voltage must be applied.. 

The value of gate voltage which results in a surface 

potential, u0 , equal to 2 x u, is defined as the threshold 

voltage. At this voltage the surface is said to be 

inverted and a slight increase in gate voltage can cause 

a rapid increase in drain current. 

The flat band condition of Fig. 2.7.(h) corresponds 

to an applied gate voltage which just causes u to equal 

O,at this point the number of electrons and holes at the 

surface are equal to the concentrations in the bulk. 

The charge distributions corresponding to the 

energy bands of Fig. 2.7.  are illustrated in Fig. 2.8. 

18 
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where the distributions are approximated by 6 functions. 
In considering the relationship of the charge distributions 

to the energy bands and their dependence on gate voltage 

an insight into device operation can be gained by also 

considering the corresponding variations in gate 

capacitance. 

The charges Q, j QSS7  Q,and. Q,shown in Fig. 2.8.1  
are charges per unit area as discussed below. 

Fig. 2.8.(a) shows a charge, 
A'  due to an accumulation 

of electrons, at or near the surface of the semicondutor, 

balancing a charge Q,close to the 8i02-Si interface, 

due to surface states. This accumulation layer and the 

gate metallisation form a parallel plate capacitor separated 

by a distance 

Increased, negative bias causes the formation of a 

depletion region which effectively widens the separation 

between the plates.. by the width of this depletion region. 

As the gate is taken more negative an accumulation 

layer begins to form and the effective separation of the 

plates of the capacitor decreases until for u)>2 x u, the 

gate capacitance is effectively independent of further 

increases in negative bias. 

At the point where uc, = 2w  the accumulation layer 

is considered to begin to form (although the process is 

continuous for increasing u8, where u8>u) but the charge,.:  

Qjj  due to the accumulated mobile charge in the channel, 
is still insignificant compared to the charge, QD'  due 

to the depletion region. This point u = 2 x u F1was 

defined as corresponding to a level of gate voltage known 

as the threshold voltage. 

Thus at this point the charge QG  can be considered 

to support a charge. Q 	and a charge Q. (assuming Q1<QJ , 

thus 

+ 	 (2.9) 
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2. 8. 	Charge distribution corresponding to— 

Surface accumulated with elcebrons. 

Surface depleted of elect1e. 

Surface inverted with holes. 



Now assuming that the separation of the capacitor plates, 

at u5 = 2 x UF,  is equal to T 	and that all of the applied 

gate voltage appears across the capacitance, of width 

we may define the threshold. voltage, V THI as 

V TH 
_-(_Qss± 	 (2.10) 

where C is the gate to channel capacitance per unit area, 

and 

C = 	 (2.11) 
T ox 

where 6oxis the oxide permittivity. 

In subsequent discussions the term Qs is assumed to include 

the effects of any work function differences and the terms 

threshold voltage, VT11,  and pinch-off voltage, V, are used 

interchangeably. 

2.3. 	QUANTITATIVE ANALYSIS. 

2.3.1 ANALYSIS OF IG-FET DUE TO HOFSTEIN AND HEINAN 

The circuit representation used for the following 

analysis is illustrated in Fig. 2.9. 

If the potential at some point in the channel is 

V(z), where 0V(z)VD, and assuming that all of the gate 

voltage appears across the gate ox:ide, then 

V(z) 
E ox 	

VG 
(z) =  
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V G 

ii'. 2e9.Schema-tic representation used in 

analysis of IGFJT by HUF.TEIN and HIHAN. 
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where E ox = electric field strength and T0 = oxide 

thickness. 

Now mobile charge can only exist at a point 

in the channel if the voltage at that; point is greater 

than V. Thus the mobile charge density at a point in the 

channel is given by 

(z) 	OX 
- 	- V(z))V 	 (2.1)

ox  

for 	VG 

Now the channel current, 'd'  through a 

channel section of conductance G(z) is given by 

Cr(z).v 
	

(2.14) 

where 6,v corresponds to the voltage across the channel 
section. Now if an infinitesimal channel length, ZS.Z, 

and a width W is assumed then 

G(z) = 
	

(2,15) 

hence 

VP 	V(z)) iv 	 (2.16) 

where C 	Ox 
° 	

T ox 

and where surface mobilityis assumed to he constant 

and independent of gate voltage. 
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Integrating over the channel length yields, 

IdXdz = COWX B 	- 	- \T(z))dV (2.17) 

- v)(v - v)-(v 2  - V42)) 	(2.18) 

whereA = c0 

	

	 (2.19) 
L 

Now assuming V =- IdRD, Vt-, = 0 7  

V3' 	d S I R 	and Rç.= 2D  then 

= 	
. 	 (VG - v)2 	

(2.20) 

14BR3(VG 	V)+(1 + 2)R3(V 

Note that this equation is only applicable in the so-called 

triode region of the device i.e. where VL ) V 
The drain current in the triode region is such that the 

drain to source 	 appearsas a resistor whose value 

is adjusted by the value of gate voltage. 

ii' v L<(v - v) then the limits of integration used 
in (2.17) are not valid. As indicated by IHANTOLA (18) 

equation (2.18) becomes less accurate near the point of 

saturation and, assuming IVD)2f,  a more accurate 

equation would be 

'd A{(vG v11)(v v)(v v)2  
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wlie r 0 

K = 	
(2q. 3.N) 	 (2.22) 

and is -ye for N-channel and +ve for P-channel.. 

2.3.2 OPERATION OF 	IN 2Ar[URATION  REGION. 

The equation (2.18), for R(, = RD = 0, reduces to 

A((VG - VTIi)VD - v) 
	

(2.23) 

This equation predicts that there is a value of drain 

voltage at which the drain current will begin to decrease 

and, for 
2 
VD 	(VG - V!flI)VD, will reach zero.. 

2 

The point at which the equation predicts a decrease may 

be obtained by differentiating equation (2.23) with 

respect to V and setting the result equal to zero to 

show a decrease in 'd  to begin at 
	V =G - VTH 

This point is defined as the boundary between the triode 

and saturation regions of operation. The equation (2.23), 

however, is not valid beyond the boundary of the triode 

and saturation regions since a different model of device 

operation is applicable. 

The increase of VD  beyond a value of (VG - VT}I) 

reduces E ox 
 such that the electric field can no longer 

support the same level of mobile charge in the channel 

and the channel length reduces, i.e. the channel at the 

drain end progressively pinches off'. for increasing VD  such 

that the drop across the channel stays approximately 

constant at (VG - VTFI) and. the excess of V over (VG - VTFI) 
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appears between the drain and the point at which the 

channel pinches off. 

To a first approximation the onset of saturation 

results in a constant drain current for increasing IV D I
and hence 

for 

(VG 	VTII)VD*2VD 

= 	- VTI) 

2 	 (2.24) 

Whilst equation (2.24) is valid to a first approximation 

a more accurate equation, which includes the dependence 

on substrate doping density, has been derived 

= 	(v - M ±K1( !VG 	v1 ))2 	(2.25) 

Equation (2.25) predicts that the drain current is 

constant in the saturation region but., as the characteristic 

curves of Fig. 26. indicated,an MOST exhibits a finite 

output impedance in the saturation region. This character-

istic can be explained by the effect of feedback from the 

drain to the channel. 

2.3.3 MODULATION OF CHANNEL LENGTH. 

Once saturation has been reached the effective 

channel length reduces, as 	increases, from the 

nominal length given by the source and drain separation. 

The voltage drop along the channel is maintained 

approximately constant, for increasing IVDI , by a 
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corresponding increase in drain current. 

The difference between (VG - VTTI  and VD  appears 

between the point of pinch off and the drain terminal which 

consists of a depletion layer at the surface as illustrated 

in Fig. 2.10 (20) 

The width of the depletion layer, L', assuming'bhat 

the substrate doping is much lighter than the drain doping, 

is given by 

28 

(2.26) 

where the v61ago V across the depletion region  is equal 

to (V1) 	(VG 	VTII)). 

This modulation of the channel length with increscin.g 

in the saturation region can be incorporated in a device 

equation, by modifying equation (2.19) 

from 

to 

Co  \:.I ji  

where 

LEFF =. 
	

(2.28) 

2.3.4 !)PAIN TO CHANNITh COUPLING. 

For substrates which are. very lightly doped such 

that the substrate can be assumed to approximate an 
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insulator another feedbL'ek can pre-dominate as discussed by 

HCFWEIN & iU.INAN 	who showed, as illustrated in 

Fig. 2.11 , that electrostatic feedback from, the drain 

could cause the drain to act as a control electrode and 

modulate the channel conductance. They concluded, that 

normalised saturation drain conductance was a linear 

function of the norrnalieed gate voltage with a slope equal 

to an effective capacitance ratio which was dependent 

only on the geometry.  

This conclusion may be expressed as 

GD( 	P)C (G 	VT11 

G H ( v 0 \"G  (2,29) 

where 

DS 	
J VG constant 	 (2.0) 

Go  = unmodulated. channel conductance 

C DC = effective drain to channel coupling 

capacitance 

CGC = gate to channel capacitance 

The assumptions made for equation (2.29) to hold are :- 

Oxide thickness >> channel depth 

Substrate approximately intrinsic 

and 

and 

and 



Enhanced Charge 

INeu.troll. Region 

J3 Depiction Region 

2,11 	-Illustration of eiectrostabjc feedback 

from drain to channel - due to 

IJOFRTEIN & HEINAN. 
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2.3.5 E1flECT OF I;UBTiATF BIA3. 

The analysis thus far has assumed that source and 

substrate nodes are at the same potential. If however the 

source-substrate junction is reverse biased then the 

depletion layer will extend deeper into the substrate. 

The effect of this deepening of the depletion layer 

may he better understood if, from equation (2.10), the 

product (V }1  x C) is split into two components 

V OS  x C, which supports the charge QSS  

and 

V ITH 
 x C, which supports the charge QD  

thus, for a F-channel device 

and 

where 

hence 

V . = - 
	=  
C 	i ox 

VITH = 	 (2.32) 

C 

(2EqN) x 	 (2.33) 

( 2.34) 

where VITH  is termed the intrinsic threshold voltage. 

The effect of reverse bias is to increase the threshold 

voltage of the device since the wider depletion layer 

increases Q. and hence 

VT11 	k1(( 	+ VBG)) + 	 (2.35) 
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where V,, is the bias between source and. substrate. 

2 . LI.. 	J)PV'ICE IVIOD  71LI14I G CCNGIDE[L\.'i[ONS 

Device models are, an essential pare of couputeraideJ 

electronic circuit; analysis and may be sub-divided into a 

number of classes 	
1) 

A.c. or d.c. 

Measurable (model parameters can be physically 

measured) or unmeasurable. 

Simple (can be solved by 'hand.') or complex 

(require a computer solution). 

Linear, piecewise-linear (as in ECAP 
(22)) 

non-linear. 

Approximate or, relatively accurate. 

Physical (parameters related to device physics) 

or terminal (only terminal characteristics represented).  

The design engineer's choice of analysis program and. 

available models is influenced by practical considerations 

Availability of model parameters. 

Suitability of model for analysis program to be used. 

Costs of a solution. 

For the type of circuit to be analysed by KDNOS the design 

criteria indicated that the model(s) to be used would be 

physical models; that the model parameters would be based 

on the process parameters of particular manufacturers 

process and device geometries as specified by the designer 

and that the designer would be able to incorporate his own 

model and hence could exercise control over the cost of a 

solution by specifying how accurate a model was required. 



For EIINOS the model data which the program would 

accept was broken down into data determining d.c0 

characteristics and data determining a.c. characteristics. 

2.4.1 	.D.C. CI-IA1?ACTERISTI CS 

The d.c. characteristics are considered to define 

the drain current, 1d• 

As discussed in Section 2.. a number of equations 
can be chosen to define I 	for a given process, under 

given operating conditions, to varying degrees of accuracy. 

The data required 	solve for 'd  may be summarised as :- 

(a) 	The voltages applied to the terminals. 

(b) 	Various physical constants such as 	 and E1. 

(c) 	Substrate doping density. 

(d) 	Oxide thickness and device geomelries. 

(e) 	Sideways diffusion. 

(f) 	Carrier mobility. 

(g) 	The 'interface' charge, Q. 

(h) 	The ohmic resistance of source and drin diffusions. 

The above data is sufficient to define the current I for 

any of the equations, for 1d'  derived in Section 2. 
The basic d.c. equivalent circuit for a F-channel 

MOST is shown in Fig. 212, along with the symbol used for 

a F-channel MOST. 

0 Ji 0A.C. (-1 . . 	• . 
is  The equivalent circuit shown in Fig. 21 (2) 

derived from the d.c. equivalent circuit and includes 

capacitances associated with device geometry and process 
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variables 

The capacitances considered are : - 

source-subs brate and drain- substrate capacitances, 
(•1 	 ,z 	f-i 

(1 dflu '-'1 ((1 
1J3Ja 

These capacitances are the voltage dependent 

capacitances associated with IN junctions and. are 

defined as follows for a one-sided step junction 

"E / 	m 
= ______ 	____ 	

(2.36) 

INT / 	INT + / 

where A = area of junction, N = doping density on lightly 

doped side, VINT = junction contact potential, V = 

externally applied reverse bias across junction and m is 

a constant varying between 0.5 (for a stop junction) and 

0.33 (for a linearly graded junction). 

The overlap  capacitances —between gate and source, 

and gate and drain, 00D'  due to the gate 

metallisation overlapping the source and drain 

diffusions. These capacitances are essentially 

independent of voltage and may be calculated from 

device geometries. 

Theato-channei capacitance Cc0, is a complicated 

function of gate and threshold voltage as discussed 

in Cection 2.2.1 since it varies as the effective 

plate separation changes as the channel goes from 

accumulation to depletion to inversion conditions. 

An additional complication is caused by the way in' 

which the capacitance is distributed between the 

gate metallisation and other device terminals (24), 

dependent upon the voltages on these terminals. 

For S>>2F  the capacitance may be considered 

approximately constant and this is the approach taken 

in EDNO3. The distribution of the capacitance between 
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13 	F-channel MOST equivalent circuit. 
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source and drain is left to the designer. 

In this chapter NOB devices have been described With a 

view to providing background data to help arrive at an 

analysis program which would meet the design criteria. 

However the typo of data is only one of the requirements 

for an analysis program and the additional requirements 

are discussed in the next chapter.. 
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CIIAI'TER THREE 

DATA FHGCJI33ING AND CIRCUIT ANALYSIS 



3.1. 	INT[ODUCTION 

A data processing system is considered here to he 

a complex consisting of a digital computer, computer 

peripherals, control programs, user programs and data 

The data for EDNOS. were considered to comprise:- 

a description of the device characteristics, in 

terms of their physical parameters, in the circuit 

to be analysed. 

a description of the layout or interconnection of 

the devices comprising the circuit. 

a definition of the circuit operating conditiona 

including applied stimuli. 

The development of ENOS, in accord with the criteria 

established in Chapter One, required that a variety of 

the component parts comprising a data processing system 

be considered. In particular it was felt that the programming 

language to be used for EDNOS and the method of storing 

and accepting data should be given attention,-'as these two 

elements would have the greatest impact on the ability of 
EDNCS to meet the initial criteria. 

An important consideration, which is frequently 

overlooked, is the extent of structural relationships 

which may be present in data. For example a random set 

of numbers differs from a set of numbers which represent 

a model of an electronic circuit since the interconnection 

of the component parts of the circuit necessitates that 

there are structural relationships inherent in the data. 

Exploitation of any structural affinity present in data 

can lead to more efficient processing. This consideration 

led to the investigation of techniques, known generically 

as list processing(26  ) techniques, for application 

within EDNOS. List processing is dealt with in some 

detail, in Chapter Four but it is: worth mentioning at 

this stage the concept of dynamic storage allocation 



which is a feature of all list processing languages 
and.- is of importance when array dimensions cannot; he 

predicted. Programming languages such as FOfTf 	
(0 

AN " 
and COBOL, 	for example, require array dimensions 

to be specified at the time the program is written, 
whereas a system which allows specification of array 

dimensions at execution time is said to use dynamic 

storage allocation techniques. 

3.2. 	PROGRAMMING L1,INGUAGEL3 

A large number of documented programming languages 

exist but only a small number are in widespread use. 

The lowest forms of languages are known as assembler 

languages, characterised by the one-for-one correspondence 

between an instruction and a single machine operation. 

To convert the programmers' program into the strings 

of bits which are required by the machine a special 

assembly program is required. The use of a low level 

language for EDNOS was avoided completely since t 

suffersfrDm the following disadvantages:.- 

The language is difficult to learn. 

A program written in a low level language would 

be difficult to interpret: by any programmer other 
than the writer of the program and would be 

difficult to transfer to another machine. 

surprisingly, according to a recent Civil Service 

report 	', the efficiency of the machine code 

produced is usually much lower than the code 

generated by a high leveloompiler. This is not 

meant to imply that, with extra effort, the most 

efficient programs cannot be achieved by using 

low level languages if the programmer is well 

versed in his art and has sufficient development 

time available. 
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High level languages provide a user with a more 

natural means of expressing his problem without the need 

to known where or how quantities and instructions are 

stored or represented by a machine or the need to indulge 

in a lengthy education in programming. Programs written 

in high level languages are essentially, but not completely, 

machine independent, (e.g. file handling is often a 

machine dependent function). 

Machines are provided with translator programs. 

which will translate a source program, i.e. a program 

written by a user, into a form capable of execution by 

a machine. The translator program may analyse and execute 

the source program in a sequential manner which follows 

the order of the statements in the source program. guch 

a translator is known as an 	berreter. Alternatively, 

and much more generally, a translator program known as. 
a 	ler analyses the complete source program before 

execution. Hence the use of a compiler for programs 

which are to be run regularly provides a translation 

which can be stored and used as often as required whereas. 

an  interpreter would have to translate the source program 

each time it was run. The efficiency of a compiler may, 

as a generality, be judged by the time it takes to compile 

a given source program, the speed at which the compiled 

program executes and the amount of storage required 

for the object code generated. 

A dialectical c29) difference in a language may 

be due to a failure by a compiler to accept a feature 

of the standard dialect or it may be due to an additional 

feature not included in the standard, Generally speaking 

a comparison of any two compilers for the same high 

level language would demonstrate the high level of 

agreement on the interchangeability of programs between 

compilers (30) 

In many programs there is a need to perform the 

same basic computation at a number of points in the 
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program. The advantage being that programmer time is 

saved and the possibility of errors is reduced. Sub-programs 

may, upon compilation, be classified as open or closed. 

For an open sub-program the corresponding block of coding 

is inserted in the body of the program at each point where 

the sub-program is required. In contrast, a closed 

sub-program coding has one fixed location in memory, and 

is used from all required points. The advantage of the 

open sub-program lies in the increased speed due to the 

fewer linkage operations required, whereas the advantage 

of the closed subprogram lies in the smaller storage 

space required. 

During the development of LDNOS the need to reduce 

the amount of sborage required by the program became 

increasingly apparent, and extensive use was made of 

closed subroutines. at the expense of increased program 

execution time. 

The most widely used languages for scientific 

problems are ALGOL and FORTRAN. The major conceptual 

difference between these two languages is that ILGCL (31 ) 

an algorithmic language 32 	facilitates the expression 

of numerical procedures which, in an algebraic language 

like FORTRAN, must be broken down to a far greater 

extent into arithmetic statements and algebraic expressions 

with control statements. The major weakness of ALGOL, 

in terms of its use as a source language for programs 

which are to be machine independent, as required by RDMOS, 

is its lack of a general input-output (I/O) system which 

may require a program to have significant parts re-written 

to work at a different installation. ALGOL was designed 

to be as independent of the characteristics of particular 

computers as possible but. due to the differences in 

I/O devices from machine to machine, each writer of an 

ALGOL processor chooses the system of I/O which is most 

appropriate to his machine. 

Both languages cater for the use of sub-programs, 
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although the manner in which they do so is differenb.Ino1 

FORTRAN has two types of sub-program, a function and a 

subroutine. A function sub-program gives a single 

scalar, whereas a subroutine sub-program can give more 

than one value. A sub-program in ALGOL is known as a 

procedure but, if only one variable is to be assigned 

a new value as a result of executing the procedure then, 

the procedure can be used as a functioi.'.. 

ALGOL allows the body of a procedure to be written 

in machine language and allows a procedure body •o make 

a call to itself, i.e. allows recursion, neither of these 

features are generally ( 	), allowed in FORTRAN. FORTRAN 

has the advantage that its sub-programs can be compiled 

separately whereas this is not generally 	of ALGOL. 

Difficulties are presented by both ALGOL and 

FORTRAN when there is a requirement to express algorithms 

concerned with the manipulation of quantities which 

only occupy a fraction of a computer word. ALGOL's 

ability to call machine code procedures by an. ALGOL 

procedure statement overcomes this problem but the way 

in which the procedure statement is translated determines 

how the machine procedure must be written. Some iruplementabions 

of FORTRAN offer a partial solution to the problem by allowing 

byte addressing, if this is acceptable in terms of the 

computera storage organisation. Both ALGOL and FORTRAN 

have limitations in applications where the data structure 

is elaborate and it is important to operate on the 

structure as well as the quantities in the structure.. 

Special languages, known generically as list processing 

lang 	
(7L 

uages 	, have been developed for these situations.. 

ALGOL was eliminated as a possible language for EDNOS) npt 

due to its lack of a general I/O system and in spite of 

its other advantages. 

A more recently developed language named FL/ (35 ) 

is beginning to gain wide acceptance as a scientific 



'language, although it is best described as a general 

purpose language since it is suitable for both scientific 

and commercial problems. PL/1 provides most of the 

features inherent in ALGOL, FORTRAN and COBOL as well as 

an extensive list processing capability. Its major,  

disadvantage was that the early compilers generated 

inefficient machine code but continuing development 

has overcome his problem. At this point in time not 

all of the principal computer manufacturers offer PL/1 

compilers but it seems possible that the majority will 

eventually support FL/I. A possible disadvantage of 

PL/I. which is a function of its wide scope, is that 

to fully utilise its capabilities requires a comparatively 

long educational effort on the part of a programmer 

PL/1 was finally eliminated as a possible language for 

EDMOS because it was only available on one manufacturer 

range of machines. 

It is not uncommon for a group of computer users 

to develop a language which more closely reflects their 

needs than the lanAaes normally available. Edinburgh 

Regional Computing Centre (E.R.C.C.) use a language 

called 1N1 	which is a development from ATLAS AUTOCODE. 

IP is structurally much closer to ALGOL than FORTRAN 

and has the capacity to sustain recursion and to dynamically 

allocate storage space as well as a number of features 

associated with a list processing capability. The use 

of IMP for EDMOS was rejected primarily because it was 

not widely used outside of E.R.C.C.. 

The programming language BASIC (7) which was 

initially developed at Dartmouth College is now widely used 

on time-sharing services and can be usefully applied to 

both commercial and scientific tasks. BASIC bears 

superficial similarities to both ALGOL and FORTRAN but 

is a much simpler language to learn. The use of BASIC 

for EDI'IOS was rejected because of major dialetical 
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differences between compilers on timc- shaing services. 

FORTRAN was chosen as the language for EDNOS and this 

choice is further discussed in Chapter Five. 

3.3. 	IE-SEiAf?ING (38) 

In the development of EDNOS attention was paid to 

the type of computing environment which would enhance the 

alue of an analysis program. The most common environment, 

or operating mode, is known as the batch mode where a 

users job is submitted, along with a number of other jobs, 

in a job-stream to a data processing system. In terms of 

maximising the efficiency of an installation this can be 

a desirable mode of operation since jobs with heavy I/O 

and. light computational requirements can be mixed with 

jobs of light I/O and heavy computational requirements (39). 
The advantage gained is that by switching control from one 

job to another without human intervention, whenever a job 

requires a relatively slow I/O operation to continue, the 

maximum use can be made of the comparatively expensive 

central processor. Whilst this mode of operation has, in 

machine terms, proved efficient it has increasingly 

separated the user from control of his own processing 

requirements since he has no means of interacting with 

his data or programs. Systems have been developed to 

overcome -this problem by allowing a user to interact with 

his data and programs from a suitable terminal-.  

Time-sharing is a multi-program execution technique 

in which pre-determined slices of time are allocated -to a 

number of programs in rotation. A time-sharing system 

supports multiple users working at remote termimials such 

that each user can interact with a central processor and 

be effectively unaware of other users who are simultaneously 

interacting with the same central processor. This concept 

is illustrated diagrammatically in Fig. 31. and Fig. 3.2. 
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u s e r s 

Figs 3o1. 	Single Time—shared Processor 
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for a single time-sliared. processor and for a satellite 

computer approach (io)  where the satellite is used for 
tusks demanding little computation and the central processor 

for tasks requiring a higher degree of computation. 

The value of a man/machine interactive facility may 

be illustrated, by examples quoted 	of increases in 

programmer productivity, of between three and seven times, 

if they are able to test and correct their work on this 

type of system. Similarly electronic designers, with access 

to a time-sharing service and suitable analysis programs, 

can evaluate designs in a highly efficient manner without 

experiencing the, possibly, frustrating turn-around dimes, 

often of the order of a day, associated with a batch 

processing facility. 

Commercially available time-sharing services can 

provide designers, who have no suitable facility in their 

own organisation, with access to a powerful interactive syaem. 

However the nature of the processing environment 

places a number of constraints on what constitutes a 

suitable problem for time-  shared execution. In particular 

HPNOS criteria dictated that these constraints, which 

are to he discussed in this section, were considered in 

terms of their effect on obtaining an analysis tool 

which could be used at an acceptable cost. Ignoring 

telephone line charges the cost elements incurred using 

a commercial time-sharing service are basically:- 

A connect rate for the time a user is connected 

to the system but regardless of the use he makes 

of the system. 

A central processing unit (CPU) rate based on 

the amount of work a users task requires a CPU 

to. perform. 

A storaaLe rate for the amount and type of sLorage 

required by a users tasks. 
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(d) 	Aconsole,_orterm:Lna]_:Le for purchase or 

rental of a terminal.  

Consideration of a simple interaction as illustrated in 

Fig. 3.3. (42) facilitates discussion of the operating. 

constraints of a time-sharing system. 

Assuming that a user is connected to the system 

then, whilst a users program is. in the inputwaib state, 

the processing system is merely scanning the users 

connection to see if a request for service has been 

made. A servicing request is signalled when a user 

reaches the end of an input line on his console and 

indicates this to the sysLern, whereupon the system will 

cause the contents of the consoles buffer to be transmitted.. 

The users program will then be brought into main storage 

and executed in pre-determined slices of time until the 

program requires additional data. At the end of each 

time-slice the program is 'swapped' from main to back-up 

storage which will then hold a core-image of the state 

of main storage at the end of the time-slice. For a 

large program the ratio uf swap-to-compute time can be 

considerable (0)  with a corresponding decrease in 

processing efficiency. The storage requirements of the 

complex control programs required for a time-sharing 

system limit the amount of main storage available for a 

users programs and data. This can compound the problem 

of swap-to-compute time since a large program may have 

to be segmented 	to fit into main storage with a 

further decrease in processing efficiency. Hence a 

programmer in a time-sharing environment is under some 

pressure to reduce the size of his programs (8)  and this 

factor became a major consideration in the development 

of EDI'lOB. An interaction period is defined as the sum of 

the input wait time and the working time. The input wait 

essentially equates (ignoring a users typing skill) to. 

the 'think time' required by the user to respond to a 

request from the system for additional input. 
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-VI 

Think time' can be minimised by system messages and 

error diagnostics which specify wind; the user should do 

next, either when prompted by a user or automaticaiie. 

The scope of the message is limited by the type of terminal 

used e.g. a terminal incorporating a cathode ray tube 

could display an actual no4a an ic of user' circuit which 

would be invaluable if be we-re making regular changes in on 

attempt to oI.)tinauc  his design. for PJDNOC it was assumed 

that the simplest form ofterminal, a teleprinter, would 

be used and a means was devised, as discussed in Gedtion 5.10, 

to enable a circuit reconstruction to be made by typed 

lines only. 

The working time is a tune 1; ion of the iiunii)er of 

users competing for the system and the size of the programs. 

There could be liLbia advantage in running a large program 

on a time-sharing system which has a limited amount of main 

memory and a large number of users, since, due to 'swapping 

and competing for time, the poor response to a user may 

negate the advantage of program--user interaction 

!1iatI 	0 	eat 

Computer aids for the analysis of electronic circuits 

have not always received the acciaie; UNA t; he concept-

apparently 

oncept

apparently deserved. 

To achieve a uidcnren.d acceptance an analysis 

program should consider the needs of a design engineer 

attempting to use or .adapt programs at a given, computer 

installation 	/ 	1. n'u'ber of OP eec rn:'jtr jn at 
discussed below :.- 

(a)(a) Circuii dcscrmuL n inu 	iIa 1'uu Jeuuege 

should allow .freedom in germs 01 the order at data, 

the expression of numerical values and convey 

meaning to the description of components. 

(h) 	Computer time control - the selection of the level 

of accuracy of a model and of the time steps used 



by the ntcgraton roUtjn.CH should ideally be 

controlled by the user. Accurate models and. small 

Lime steps may produce a solution, which is more 

accurate than required, at a cost which is 

unacceptable. 

Lanuaje- adapting a program to run on a different 

installation can be a tedious task if the language 

is Obscure (i.e. not in common use) or exhibits 

major dialectical differences. A well-proven 

language should be used.. 

torage requirements--  the smaller the program 
the more likely it is to fit into a given installation 

(even identical computers may have less storage 

available due to the overheads of the different 

operating systems used - this is particularly true 

on time-shared systems).. Program size should be 

minimised. Additionally, since a program may be 

stored in source code or object code, consideration 

should be given to limiting the storage requirements 

of the source code version. Although this aspect 

of storage is much less significant it could. be  

important to users of commercial time-sharing 

services if the net costs of storage in source 

code form, plus the cost of compile time, are less 

than the costs of storing aprogram in object code 

form. 

Testing and documentation - a large program is 

never completely free of 'bugs' but should be 

thoroughly tested before general release. 

Documentation and in-built diagnostics should 

enable program errors to be readily corrected. 
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CII.A:FTER FOUR 

LIST PROCESSING 
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L. 1 , 	INTIODUCTION. 

A digital computers inherent power lies in the 

speed with which it can compute numbers or perform 

arithmetic. The order in which data is stored in a 

computers' store need bear no relation to the order in 

which data is required for the arithmetic computations 

required to solve a given problem. The speed with 

which a machine can carry out arithmetic operations 

is often masked by the time required to retrieve 

quantities on which to operate. In situations where 

it is known in advance that a particular group of 

items will be operated on by the machine, in some ordered 

sequence, steps may be taken to structure the data in 

such a way that the location of successive items or 

quantities is carried out in an ordered, rather than 

a random, fashion. This ordering may be achieved by 

structuring the data in sets or lists. The primitive 

or basic operations gor setting up and visiting lists 

differ from those required for carrying out arithmetic 

operations but for many classes of tasks they are 

equally, or even more important. Processing efficiencies 

may be achieved in terms of speed and/or storage 

requirements. The application of list structure 

primitives allows lists to be visited in a manner 

which reflects their inter-dependence on other lists 

or on some unit entity. Data may be'mapped" by a 

pre-defined set of 'routes' which are selected so 

that different areas of storage are visited in accord 

with an order that a program may require without constant. 

recourse to a possibly lengthy symbolic table. 

The manner by which storage savings may be made 

in certain situations can be illustrated by the following 
two examples (Lo) 

(a) 	Assume a particular representation conventionally 

requires an PJXN matrix which has e entries which 



are non-zero and that e is substantially less than 

the product of N and. N, i.e. the matrix is sparse. 

Conventionally this representation would require 

NN units of storage, thus a 50x60 array would 

require 3000 units. An alternative method, 

achievable by list processing techniques, of storing 

the same information would he to establish e groups, 

each with three storage units. The first unit 

in each group could contain a value associated 

with a specific non-zero entry in the matrix and 

the second and third stage units could contain 

the corresponding N and N indices respectively. 

Since these indices are comparatively small integer 

numbers it is normally possible, assuming suitable 

list processing routines, to 'pack' these two 

numbers into a single storage unit and retrieve 

either number as required. The storage requirements 

for a matrix with say 250 non-zero entries would 

than. be  2500=500 units. 

(b) 	In certain languages, such as FORTRAN and COBOL, 

the storage space is allocated at translation time 

which proceeds actual execution time. For a 

general program covering a range of problems 

the specific nature of the problem may define 

which vectors dominate in terms of numbers, 

e.g. essume a program covers a type of problem 

whose nature is such that a maximum occurrence 

of a given set of vectors, X, necessitates a 

minimum occurence of a given set of vectors, 

Y, and vice-versa. 

The program is required to claim sufficient 

storage to accommodate the maximum possible 

requirements of both X and Y. In a practical 

situation where the available core is limited and 

assuming that all members of sets X and Y are equal 

in length and XY or YJ>X then almost half of the 
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total storage allocated for X and Y is never used. 

Luitable list processing techniques would allow a 

single block of storage slightly in excess of the 

maximum requirements of X or Y, whichever was the 

greater, to fulfil the storage requirements of both 

X and Y. This may be achieved by dynamically 

allocating, from the single block of storage, 

sufficient storage for a vector of either type 

whenever required. 

The manner in which improvements in the speed of 

processing can be achieved, by the manipulation of the 

addresses of quantities rather than the quantities 

themselves, is illustrated by the following 'simpleminded 

problem. 

The first 26 words of a compul;er's store hold 

representations of the Heart suit of a playing card 

pack as illust:ated in Fig. '-.1 . (a) where ii signifies 

Hearts and A,K,Q and J signify Ace,King,Queen and 

Jack respectively. Assume that the cards are to be 

stored so that they are 'visited sequentially in the 

order A,K,Q,J110 99,81 7,6,5 74512. 
Re-ordering of these cards requires that H/A 

replace H/10 and that H/K replace H/5 etc. The suit 

designation must be included in the re-ordering since, 

in practice, the cards could be any one of four suits. 

Thus the actual quantities must be physically moved 

in storage. An alternative technique, which can be 

much faster, is to allocate three words of storage 

per card and to use the first word to hold the address 

in storage of the next card in sequence. Then having 

obtained the address of the first card of the sequence 

the addresses of successive cards may be stored without 

physically moving the card representations as illustrated 

in Fig. 4.1.(b). 

Ideas on list structure operation are developed 

in the remainder of this chapter leading to the basic 
ring structure adopted for :rDrios. 
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4. 2. 	LIST OPRAT[ON3. 

The most common list is a linear list which is a 

set of nodes whose structural relationship is simply that 

of relative node position in one dimension. 

Consider a set x of n nodes, X(I) to x(n), with 

each node 1 words long and where n 	There are a 

number of operations on a linear list that may be required, 

e.g. :- 

Count/record the number of nodes in a list. 

Read, re-write or delete the contents, or part of 

the contents of the mth   node. 

Search the list for a node with a particular 

value in a given word w whe ce 1 w 

Re-order the list as a function of the values 

in a given word of the node. 

Insert a node immediately before or after the 
th m  node. 

(1:) 	Remove a node from the list and add to another list. 

separate the list into two or more lists. 

Combine the list with oUher lists.. 

Linear lists are classified according to the method used 

to perform the various operations e.g. a 	down or 

LIFO ('Last in First out') list is one where insertions 

and deletions are made at one end, whereas a circular 

store or FIFO ('First in First out') list is one where 

insertions are made at one end and deletions at the other. 

The common denominator of the pushdown list and 

the circular store is that insertions and deletions are 

made only at the ends of the list. 

List structures and operations are dealt with 

in more detail in the next section. 
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L, 	LI3T TiUCTLdhS (5-48) 

The following definitions are made without 

pecific references and do not in any way imply a 

universally accepted coding but their usage facilitates 

the communication of ideas on this topic. 

A data structure links objects, known as beads, 

which contain information in such a manner that information 

is also inherent in the actual structural linkages. 

A bead consists of n consecutive words of storage, so 

divided that a bead always has a head of h words, where 

h k 1, and a trailer of t words, where t 0. The len..th 

of a bead is n words where n=h+t. 

A head is part of a bead and consists of h 

consecutive words, each word of which may be divided 

into f fields, where f 	1. The first word in a head 

is also the first word in a bead. The length of a head 

is h words. 

A trailer is part of a bead and consists of t 

consecutive words, adjacent pairs of which may be 

formed into double words. The first word of trailer 

follows immediately the last word of a head. The length 

of a trailer is t words. 

1, bead. address is the address of the first 

word of a bead relative to some datum. 

A field has a width, expressed as a number of 

bits, equal to or less than the width of a word, 

A_IDointer is a field, in a bead head, which 

contains the address of a bead. 

A diagrammatic representation of a bead is 

shown in Fig. 4.2. This bead has an address, 105, a head 

which is 4 words long and a trailer which is 8 words long. 

A notation is defined for this head as BD(105,4,8). 

The bead head is divided into 10 fields labelled hi 

to FlO. A notationfor any field in the bead head 

is considered to require the address of the bead:, 



g. 4.2 Diagrammatic. representation of a bead 
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'the relative position of the word in the bead. head 

and the relative position of the field within the word. 

Thus a notation for field .F7 in defined a FLI)005,3,2). 

Similarly the bead trailer is divided into six single 

words and one double word. A notation for any word in 

a trailer is considered to require the dddress of th.e 

bead, the length of the head to establish a datum, the 

position of the word in the trailer and a reference 

to the length of the ord. Accordingly the single word 

VB is defined as iD(105,4,2,1) and the double word VD 
is defined as VjD(1051LI 1412). 

Fig. 4.3 shows two beads BD(98,2,4,) and i3D(204,1,3) 
which are connected by a pointr. FLD(98,1,2) contains 
the address of IBD(204,1,3) and is said to be a pointer 

to this bead. The two beads are linked since, providing 

the correct field is known, no external information is 

required to access BD(204,10) from Bi)(98,2,4). 

However with the information shown it is not possible 

to access B1)(98,2,I) from BD(204,1,3). If the beads. 

are considered to be members of a list which may be 

traversed or mapped by means of pointers then this 

list is said to be unidirectional. 

An example of a bi-directional list is shown in 

Fig. 14 where from BID(98,2,4) it is possible to access. 
BD(156,2,0) or BB(204,1,2) by the addresses contained 

in FLD(98,1,1) and FLD(98,1,2) respectively. 

In traversing a list it is important to know 

when the final member of the list has been reached, 

requiring some implicit or explicit identification 

Fig. 4,5 illustrates a uni-directional list whose last 
member is BD(1260,2,4). The identification of the 

final member of this list has been achieved by setting 

ILJD(12b0,1,3) to zero. 

It is assumed that zero is an allowable identifier 

since, for all other beads in the list, FLD( 	1.3) 
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the highest address to be encountered. 

One advantage of a bi-d.irectiona.l structure is 

that it is always possible to return to the head member 

of the structure. In a ring structure this feature is 

implicit in the nature of the structure and hence by 

accessing any bead in the list it is possible to establish 

which bead is the first bead in the list providing this 

bead is suitably identified. The heaJ of a bead has 

been shown to be used to link with other beads to 

establish structures. In practice one is interested, in 

moving through a structure to read or enter data. These 
data &re normally assumed to be in a beads trailer, the 

head being reserved for the mapping function. In computer 

terms the data may he considered to be real, integer 

or logical values of varying precision, some values 

requiring a double word for their expression and others 

requiring only a single word. An advantage of a simple 

list structure is that similar objects, requiring similar 

operations, are linked such that, once their first bead 

is located, the location of all such objects is. pre--

defined. Beads belonging to the simplest list would 

have identical lengths for head and trailer and identical 

separations of fields and of single and double words as 

illustrated by -the simple ring structure shown in Fig. 4.9 

In this particular structure the first bead differs from 

the rest in that it is only of unity length. This pre-

supposes that the first bead in this system does not 

include data and is only used to establish a base on 

which the list may be 'grown'. If the number of beads 

in this ring were zero then the structure would be simply 

10 F J'iorio 
The establishment of lists in a computers store 

requires the development of a set of list structure 

primitives which enable the type of operations described 
-thus far to be carried out. 
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In addition a method must exist to allow the initial 

'creations of a bead, so that it can be allocated to a list. 

This is usually achieved by dynamic storage allocation. 

t 	• 	 ALLOCATION. (49 __50) 

This technique, when applied to list processing 

systems, allows beads to be allocated, from a single 

block of available space,  for use in a list(s). This 

feature is of particular importance when the growth 

(or size) of lists cannot be predicted as could be the 

case for a general purpose analysis program. 

In order that space for a bead may be allocated 

on demand it is essential to record 'the amount, and 

address of, the space available for allocation. The 

available space may be thought of as a bead with a head 

which contains data, specifying the amount of the 

available space, and a trailer of variable length 

representing the unallocated portion of free space, as 

illustrated below for a free space area with 1000 words 
unallocated. 

1000 	 1000  

In this example all. allocations are macic from the foot 

of the trailer, hence, having accessed the head., no 

other information is required to locate the address of 

the area to be allocated. If allocations were made from 

the top of the trailer the head would need to record the 

address and the length of the unallocated portion 

The situation becomes more complex if beads, srich 

are no longer required, are to be returned to the free 

space area, a process known as 'garbage collection' 

As indicated below the 'book-keeping' performed by the 

head in the first example cannot record that two additional 
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areas of free space cxi a 

LicIi1 oco 

A suitable method of recording that beads have been 

'returned' to the free space area is suggested by the 

list structures discussed in Section 4.3.  Namely, form 

a list whose first beads trailer length is equal to that 

portion of free space which has not been allocated. 

Add to the list, by means of pointers, beads which have 

been returned, as illustrated diagrammatically below 

for two beads of length LI and 12. 

(1000 	0 L u 	) 	 - 

-i c",  

3inco the free space list now contains returned heads 

a request for a bead allocation involves deciding whether 

the bead should be allocated from the unallocated trailer 

of the first bead or from one of the returned heads. 

If a returned bead exists whose length is identical 

to the length of the requested bead then the logical 

decision is to allocate this bead., by deleting it from 

the free space list and adding it to the required list. 

If there is no bead in the free space list of the 

exact length required but there is a bead longer than 

required, then this bead could be allocated.. However 

this is wasteful on storage and if the bead is ever 

returned to the free space list the look-keeping' might 

only record its length as that length which was requested, 

rather than the actual length allocated. The difference 

between the actual and the recorded length would then 

he storage which was completely lost to the system. 

If no area is as long as required, 'separate' areas, 

which are adjacent, could be merged to form a suitable 

bead length. This is a complicated exercise and adds to 

the storage overheads due to the list processing routines 

themselves. 
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LI. 6. 	LIST PROCESSING CONPUTER LANGUAGES. 

A number of specialisod list processing (iP) 

languages have been developed to handle problems which 

cannot easily be solved using conventional computer 

languages. These languages enable some, or all, oft he 

processes described in Sections 4.2 to 4.5 to be conveniently 

carried out. They are characterised by the common feature 

of dealing with a special kind of da;a (34)  morecomplex 

than the numerical data, in the form of numbers or fixed 

size vectors and arrays of numbers, traditionally 

associated with computer data processing. The data may 

be in symbolic as well as numeric form and information 

may also he inherent in the relational structure. 

All LP languages provide a dynamic memory allocation 

facility and include mechanisms for returning unused beads 

to a free space lie-I;. These mechanisms include means of 

setting up and extracting pointers which may typically 

occupy only a fraction of a computer word. 

The use of specialised LP language for EDI1GS was 

rejected because they are not generally available on 

time-sharing services and, in some cases, for example 

lEE-V 	and LISPI.5 	they are inefficient in 

their handling of numeric processes. 

In addition to the specialised LP languages a 

number of conventional languages have been 'extended' 

to provide a list processing capability 	The 

'extension' is often accomplished by the use of machine 

level code as in the case of the list processing system 

SLIP 	SLIP is intended for embedding in higher 

level languages capable of calling sub-programs coded in 

machine language. Cne of these sub-programs returns the 

machine location of a word (this location being used in 

the construction of complex data structures). 

The use of SLIP within EDP1OS was rejected because 

of the requirement to use some machine language routines 

but a discussion of some of the features of SLIP is 



useful to an idorsUonding of tile possible e posble requirements of 

a list processor. 

-. 6.1 	h'fMEPIC_iI6T PI.?.O61}L:C1 	8LI.P 

-In 8L1h a bead is known as a cell. The basic 

information module is a word pa1r, whose first word is 

divided into bhree fields. The second. word is a. single 

data word which may be split; into three fields. 

The three fields are an identity field (2 bits wide) 

ID, and a left :Lir.k (LITKL) , or top pointer, and a right 

link (LNKR) , or bottom pointer, each of minimum width 

equal to the machine address width... 

A slip-liob is a linear string of cells with 

bi-directional links as i:Llustratedini Fig. 4,10, bach 

list has a single cell which has the iIEADIf ID. The NAME 

of any list maybe considered to be the machine address 

of (or the programmers symbolic representation of) the 

address of the bead cell or HEADER. 

A list may he assoeiated with a number of other 

lists. The LNKR field of the second word of the HEADER 

is a REFERENCE CC[.JNTER used to record the actual number 

of associated lists. 

All cells are allocated from a single dimensional 

array which becomes the LIST OF AVAILABLE 81ACE (LAyS) 

to which cells are returned if no longer required. At any 

point in program execution all cells are on a list structure 

which is a sub-list of LAVS, or on LAVS itself. 

A cell is either the READER, the HEADER, or a 

member of a list and is identified as such by the. ID 

field in accord with the table below :. nbb. if the cell 

is a member of a list ten its second word contains either 

a list DIANE or some datum which is not a list name. 
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Hedr ID 

] .1 K 

532i 2 5421 

54322 0 0 

List Mark 	Deirpt. Ref. 
Let. 	Cnbr. 

(a) 	Empty List. 

Header 

Top 

Bottom 

(b) 	Simple List. 

'g. 	i4.10. 	Lists in SLIP. 
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ID 	 JUNCTION 

0Datum, not a NAME 

I 	 Un bum, a NAME 

2 	 READER 

3 

AfEiJ)EI? is a cell which contains. sufficient information 

to access, and hence trace, an entire list structure. 

This is illustrated diagrammatically in Fig. 4.11 for a 

list (A,B,(X,Y,2;),C,D) where list (x,Y,z) is a sub-list 

can be accessed from the second. cell of Uhe READER STACK. 

Discussion of all of the features of SLIP is beyond 

the scope of this section. However it is useful to consider 

some of the primitive subroutines required to deal with 

the features thus far discussed for comparison with the 

system adopted 'in EDNOS. 

46 .2 FEIMITIVES IN SLIP. 

Three primitives are required to extract information, 

in integer format from a word :- 

ID(C-ELL) 	extracts ID portion of CELL. 

LNIKL(CKLL) 	extracts machine address stored 

in left link, field of C NLL. 

LNKR( CELL) 	extracts the machine address stored 

in the right link field of CELL. 

Two additional primitives exist to fetch the contents of 

words indirectly 

COET(A) 	are both functions which have as 

and 	 their volues the information stored 

INHALT(A)J 	in the word whose machine address 

appears as an integer in A. 

In addition to extraebing information primitives are 



JVjj 	list 

Reader Stack 

7'l 

F 	Lt 11 
	

List sbructure for a list (A,B,(L,Y,Z),U..D). 



needed to store information in the three fields o a SLIP 

word 

;iSTDIE(I ,L ,1? CELL) 	Harps I in ID field, L in LNR.L 

held, E in ILLS field of CELL. If I or L or F has 

the value - then the corresponding field of CELL is 

left unchanged. 

SLTIND(I ,I, S,A) 	has the same effect as (C) but 

the cell modified is the cell whose machine address 

appears as an integer in A. 	 - 

Two additional primitives are required to store full length 

words in specified cells :— 

ST:IF(nATUN)cfLIIJ) - is a function having DATUM as 

its value which performs the operation of storing 

DATUM in CELL. 

STRIN.I) (DATUM , A) 	is a function having DATUM as 

its value which performs the operation of storing 

DATUM in the cell the address of which appears as an 

integer in A. 

Primitives (d), (e) and (ii) exist to avoid difficulties 
(c r 

introduced by the fixed/floating point '- conventions 

of FORTRAN. 

A FEVIEW OF LIST FROCESSIUG. 

List processing techniques are useful for 

applications where the data to be operated on is symbolic 

as well as numeric and, where structural relationships 

within the data can he exploited. The dynamic storage 

allocation feature associated with all list processors 

is particularly valuable when storage space restrictions 

exist e.g. as may be the case in a time-sharing 

environment. 

List processing routines can he incorporated in 
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conventional languages but, if storage limitations are 

the concern, any storage overheads due to the list processing 

routines themselves must be optimised in terms of the 

savings made possible by using the routines. Igoring any 

consideration of a programmers skill in devising efficient 

routines, the storage overheads incurred will be a function 

of the complexity of the list structure required and the 

shortcomings of the programming language used 

SLIP is a list processing system, suitable for 

embedding in FCRTIAN, which overcomes some of the 'host' 

language restrictions by calling machine language routines 

and by effectively duplicating a number of routines. 

SLIP, and similar systems, offer a higher degree of 

sophistication than required for many of the applications 

which can usefully employ list processing techniques. 

These techniques should be considered as an additional 

tool, for a programmer, to be employed only to the love]. 

where benefits will he obtained and not as a means of 

weaving ever-more intricate 'patterns'. 

In devising list structures and associated routines 

there are a number of decisions to be made regarding the 

complexity and type of lists and beads required and the 

class of operations to be performed. Some of the factors 

which influence the decisions are discussed below using 

the notation developed in Section 4.3. 

Consider a list with two member beads, BD(98,2,4) 

and IBD(204,43). To obtain information from a beads 

trailer assume a function sub-program, INFCTR(BID , JJATUN , DISPLT) 

is required where BD = address of head, DATUM 	displacement 

of first trailer word from the head and DISFLT = relative 

position of the word, cpntaining the value required in 

the beads trailer. This system would cause practical 

difficulties since a programmer would need to know the 

length of the head of each bead. To overcome this each 

bead head could contain a field which explicitly defined 

the head length. The required routine could then be 
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I III FOTR (BD , DISPLT) but now, instead of simply adding 

Li) + DATUM -i• DISP1LL' to arrive at the address of the required 

word, a field must be created (extra storage overhead) 

for each bead and interrogated (additional time) for the 

DILTUF'i to be established. An alternative approach, which is 

used in E.DTICS, is to establish a fixed length, ML, for a 

head. This if lNljb0T(IBD,J)I;flThT)  is called then the address 

of the required word. is BD + IIIJ + DISPLT where .F{.L is a 

constant. This approach obviates the need for an additional 

field in the head, and the interrogabion oft his field, 

but suffers from the disadvantage that storage may be wasted 

if beads heads differ in the amount of information they 

are required to hold. 

Another important consideration concerns the 

possibility of incorrectly addressing a bead head. This 

is of particular concern when first developing a system. 

An explicit identification of the first word of a bead 

can be achieved by including an identifier field in the 

bead head which can he interrogated to check that; the 

address of a bead had, been correctly specified.. Thus a 

routine such as INF0TR(i3i),DISILT) could perform an 

'addressing check' by interrogating this field and comparing 

the value contained with a range of allowable identifiers. 

The 'cost' of this safeguard is the additional storage 

for the identifier and the time taken to interrogate the 

field each time a routine is accessed. An alternative 

approach is to allow a bead head to exist only at a number 

of allowable addresses e.g. if each bead were some multiple 

often words long then an addressing check would simply 

check that the address of a bead was exactly divisible 

by 10 (sec Section 6.2,1). This approach would identify 

900 of bead head addressing errors and save time and. 
storage space compared to the former approach. It has the 

added advantage that once a system was proven the addressing 

checks could be removed. 

Structures have been described in this chapter 
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where lists are members of other ILiets. A list processor, 

SLIP, which can establish and manipulate this type of 

structure, has been briefly discussed. The storage overheads 

for a list processor for this type of system are greater then 

those required for a system where the lists are restricted 

to one level i.e. a list cannot itself be a member of 

another list. These storage overheads must he considered 

against the benefits obtained from a multi-level list 

structure. In general benefits accrue from a multi-level 

system if, in moving through one list to access another, 

information is obtained pertinent to the processing required 

when the member list is accessed. 

These ideas are developed further in Section 5.5. 
which discusses the structure adopted for bDi'O. 
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CHAPTER FIVE 

EDflOS - A PiCGRA1v1 I)ESCRIFTICN 



Yb 

5 1 	TI-IEDESIGN GEITEEIA AND SPECI111CA]P CNN 

The ideal design criteria for the analysis program 

EDNOS were stated in Section 1.3. and are repeated below:-. 

It would be suitable for general distribution. 

It would be structured so that different models 

could be incorporated to meet the demands of 

changing technology and the variations in models 

demanded by integrated circuit manufacturers 

who process NOS circuits designed by equipment 

manufacturers. 

The program would be essentially capable of 

running in a time-sharing environment to allow 

designer/computer interaction and to enable those 

firms without their own computer installations 

to take advantage of C.A.D. for NON circuits. 

The program would be efficient in terms of its 

ease of use, its execution time, the amount of 

storage space it would require and hence the 

running cost would be attractive, 

The program would accommodate cirdi.its of a 

size which would cater for the requirements 

of the majority of equipment manufacturers. 

The specifications for EDNOS were based on the design 

criteria modified by what was practically possible in 

terms of the available data processing system and the 

time-scale for development-. 

The major areas of concern as the specifications 
evolved were:- 

Type of Circuit to be analysed. 

* 	Operating mode. 

* 	Source language. 

* 	List processing system. 

* 	Nathematical techniques. 
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* 	Error detection and diagnostic faciiities 

* 	Noduflixig of components. 

* 	Input data; medium, format and, order. 

* 	Program output; content and format. 

The specifications are discussed in detail in subsequent 

sections, 

5.2. 	TYFL OF CI EC bIT TO BF ANIIYSEII). 

The specification was restricted to the transient 

analysis of NOB circuits comprising F-channel and N-channel 

devices and associated capacitances and resistances. The 

allowable number of components in a circuit was set to a 

nominal maximum of 99, for each type of component, 
dependent on sufficient core being available. 

If sufficient core is available this figure can 
easily be increased by slight modifications to the input 

data format and by increasing the dimensions of the 

block of core from which component beads are allocated. 

5.3. 	OPERATING MODE. 

The facilities available dictated that the program 

be developed in the batch processing mode using the lEN 

System 360/50 at E.R.C.C. 

To enhance its potential FIDNOS was developed with 

a structure which facilitates further development of the 

program into an efficient on-line program. Great emphasis 

was placed on minimising the amount of core required for 

the program, both in source code and object code form, 

to reduce the running costs. 

This emphasis has impaired the readability of the 

program listing but the detailed algorithms and flow charts 

provided should ease this problem for anyone who wishes 



to deve.L op he prograrn 

5 i 	SOURCE LANGUAGE. 

FORTRAN was chosen as bhe source ILanguage with 

the advantages listed, below:- 

(a), 	The wide availability of suitable compilers on 

batch and, time-sharing installations and the 

comparatively small dialectic differences between 

compilers for a given level of FORTRAN - facilitating 

general distribution of ED1IOS. 

FORTRAN is probably the most widely used language 

by engineers - increasing the likelihood of engineers 

being able to make modifications to RUNGS to meet 

particular requirernont a 

Although FORTRAN requires extension to produce a 

list processing capability, its separately compiled 

sub-routines enable just those features required 

in an cxension to be implemented 

RUNGS was written in IRN 560 10 1iTRAN IV (lev(--.,l G) 

5 ,5. 	LIST Ff0 CESSING SYSTEN. 
The system finally adopted for RUNGS reflected 

the continual need to balance the implementation of one 

desirable feature at the expense of another. 

The major restrictions on the design freedom are 

listed below:' 

(a) 	EJJ1vIOS must be capable of running in a relatively 

small block of storage to be economically run in 

a time-sharing environment - this necessitated 

that any storage overheads, due to the list 

processing routines, he minimised. 
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The time taken to access any part of a structure 

must be minimised for efficient operation 	this 
requirement was found to conflict with (e). 

To facilitate Implementation of EDNOS at other 

installations, no recourse to machine code was 

allowed - the use of machine level routines to 

overcome short comings in the host language was 
precluded. 

Precision, 1,%rord length and the addressing 

organisation of main storage vary from facility 

to facility. Because of these variations it was 

decided not to use the haifword, doubleworci and 

logical EQU[ViLENcJ features available on the 

FORTI?AN IV G compiler at E.R,C.C. - this 

eliminated one major source of dialecbic difference. 

The basic list processing system adopted is juified 

in the remainder of this section for each of its component 
par b s. 

5.51 INTRY POINTS. 

A list structure must have one or more entry points 

from which point(s) other parts of the structure may be 
accessed. 

In EIP10S the structure may be accessed from twenty 

separate entry points which, in terms of symbolic name 

entries, are reduced to four. The name of an entry point 

is the neme of one of four indexed arrays; NODE, KODER, 

ITAB and IAVAIL. This method of entering the data 

structure was adopted for the following reasons:- 

The average time to access a given item is reduced 

compared to the time needed if only one entry 
point existed. 

Each of the four arrays is associated with a 



C) 
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group of members of the structure,  which have a 

natural affinity to each other end have common 

data processing requirements. 

The use of I'UhWihdN array addressing and 1)0 

loops exploits this affinity with a corresponding 

saving in both the compiled length of the program 

and the source code storage requirements. 

The inclusion of additional menbers of a particular 

group, as may he required to meet advances in 

technology or particular design requirements, need 

not require a proportional increase in program 

length or major changes to the program. The 

corresponding array dimensions may be simply 

extended and any associated initialisation of 

data adjusted. 

5 5.2 .LhLNG STRIJ CT bUE. 

A single-level ring structure was adopted to 

support 20 single rings. Each ring head is two words 

long, and includes a counter word to record the number 

of beads in the ring. 

This system was adopted in preference to a multi-

level or master-slave sLrucure since:- 

The use of a bead in a master ring to hold 

information common to all members of a slave ring, 

accessible from the master ring, can result in 

storage savings since the data need only he stored 

once. 

However for the class of members to be 

operated on by ED1'I0S this offered no apparent 

advantages. 

The average time Go access a member from a given 

entry point increases as the number of ring levels 

increases. 
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(c) 	The additional linkages required by a multi- 

love]. structure increase the minimum core required 

to fulfil the napping function or, alternatively, 

if more fields are provided in a word to cater. 

for the additional links, increases the time required 

to establish a given link. 

EDNOS does require the ability to move from a bead in one 

ring to a bead in another but this is ochieved in a direct 

manner as explained in Section 5.6. 

5. 5. 5 i)YNAIIIC ST0R.AGI .ALLOCATION. 
The inclusion of a dynamic sboruge allocation 

feature was of fundamental importance to the concept of 

the future development; of EThiCS to run in a Uimehar:Lng 

mode where storage may he limited. 

A block of core, designated as array IFhEE, is 

claimed by the program at translation time. The first 

40 words of this array are used to hold the 20 ring heads. 

(or entry points) and their associated counter words. These 

40 words are initialised (see BLOCK DATA in program 

source code. listing) so that the counter words are all 

set to zero and the 20 ring head words are split into 

two zones, a pointer zone and a field zone. The field 

zone of each ring head is set to the relative position 

of that word in IFREE and is never changed thus providing 

an indication (the value is always an odd number less than 

40) that the word is a ring head. The pointer zone is 

initialised to the same value as the field zone so that 

the pointer zone. points to the relative address of its. 

own word i.e. the ring head is head of a ring that contains 

no member beads. The value in the pointer zone(s) 

changes as beads are added to the ring head(s) since the 

pointer zone indicates the address of the next bead in 

the ring. 



The single exception to tic rule for ring heads and 

counter words applies to the 20 th ring head. All beads 

that are required are dynamically rilocated from that 

portion of IFEEE which is not used for the ring heads. 

The counter word of the 20th ring head is used to record. 

the unallocated length of IFREE. Each time a bead is 

generated and. added to a ring the value in this counter 

word is reduced by the length of the bead generated 

Ring heads are allocated, as illustrated in 

Fig, 51. , for the different groups of members listed 
below::- 

The different types of electronic components to 

he modelled 	refer to KOI)E, 

The various classes of voltage nodes in the 

circuits to be analysed - refer to KODER 

The classes of Irible of values that may be required 

e.g. tables of 'voltage and. time' pairs are needed 

to specify the changing conditions on input nodes 

- refer to ITAB, 

The different types of bead which having been 

allocated are no longer required and. may be 

returned as 'free' beads for re-allocation - refer 

to IAVAIL, 

n.b. although EDNOS has a built in search for 

returned beads no means of removing beads has 

been built-in. This is left until E.DNOS is set-

up for actual time-sharing operation but an 

algorithm for returning 	 -. heads coctcL be - 
C__ 

ee1oped, 	-vcL 	kot/ 	p -o'fl, 
given the diagnostic features n.rai.Lable in. tJ)hO.G 

In EDNOS,if no suitable beads are found in rings IAVAIL(1) 

to IAVAIL(4), then beads are allocated from the foot of 

the available free space which is 'linked' to IAVAIL(6). 
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RING II Ni\ D2 
[LII) 	IN 

I2:,tAtIV E,  
[Li 	iii 

 I 	.l N3 iR 
jAil 

1.1, iN I 
[LAIFICATtCN 

RDNC$ 1 	] U ii I LGTT1.  

icu( jJUJNNEL NOGI 

12 T(2) 	 I  ITI 

() 5 8 ti P1XKD i?LNI2TANCL 

8 FC . LIXLD CAPACITANCE 

(5) 9 12 NC NODAL CAPACITANCE 

60* 1  $PLRL 

kuDIIi( 1) 13 8 XV II LLt[[LIG ND DL 

(2) 15 8 V111  FIXAD NODE 

(15) 17 8 VI INPUT ND.LJE 

(Li.) 19 8 W13,  VIJIBiL 	I.DDj, 

J. 	( 1) 21 -- 	* voL.rAGLIIRL FAIILI 

 23 * -* ROBhtITYVCtAAGE 

 25 * UP ORE 

 27 * * 

LVA.LL(1) 29 8 RET UXILL; 	.iLi;; U 

 31 12 - LIURNED BEAD 

 33 16 RETURNED BEAD 

 35 )16 - DuTURNED 

() 37 
- UPARE 

(6) 39 * * * LDAiLOC.ATtI) .NLAI) 

Iiot used 

** Variable length -. depending on number of values 
required in Ueble 

Single bead' representing that; part of IFREE 
which remains unallocated 

n.b.the corresponding counter words for each 
ring head are immediately 'below' each head 
i.e. at IFR]fL(2), IFREE(Li-) ......IFRLE(40) 

Fig. 5.1. Table showing designation, relative addresses, 
cIasification and associated input codes of 
rinG heads and members. 



The algorithm used for bead alocabion is described in 

the description of 3UB}OUTINE IIAKEED. 

All beads generated in EDMOS are a multiple of 

four words in length. This has advantages and disadvantages 
as discussed, in Section 5.5.4, but, in terms of future 
development of a garbage collection capability in EDNOS, 

it is a definite advantage. 

Returned beads could, if they occupied successive 

storage locations, be merged to form larger beads e.g. 

3 beads each 8 words in length could be merged then split 
to form 2 beads each 12 words in length. Conversely if 

only larger beads were available the beads could be split 

to fill a demand for smaller beads. This would reduce 

the possibility of returned beads being used, once the 

available free space was exhausted, which were longer than 

required, a process which would soon b self-defeating. 

5,5.4 BEADS IN EDNOS. 

Each bead has a head of four full words and a trailer 

of N double words, where N is always an even number. All 

integer values associated with a particular bead are 

stored in its head, all real values are stored as double 

words in its trailer. The length of a bead depends on the 

entity it represents and all pointer zones, field zones 

and double words perform a defined storage function as 
illustrated in Fig. 5.2.. The decision to adopt standard 

lengths was based on the following process considerations:- 

75 of bead addressing errors can be identified by. 

a simple check on the bead address e.g. is it 

exactly divisible by 4? 

Processing efficiences are possible since the start 

of a trailer is always displacement 4 from the 

bead address and does not have to be calculated by 

extracting a value from a field in the beads head 

each time a field or a word is to be interrogated. 
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-Fig. 5.2. 	A Standard EDlIC'S Bead 



Who above considerations were evaluated in qee Lion 47 

Additional factors which influenced the decision 

to adopt standard lengths concerned the differences in 

main storage organisation between different ranges of 
rnachines.The lOb 1900  range of machines ubilises 24 hit 

words which is normally sufficient; to express the range 

of integer values commonly encountered but lacks the  

precision to express, in a single word, the range of 

real values normally expected and hence requires two 

words to express a real value. 

The IBN 360 range use a 32 bit word (but; with an 

addressable unit of 8 bibs - namely a byte) to express 

both integer and real values. For extra precision a 

double word may be used to express real values or, for 

a more limited range of integer values, a half word 

may be used. 

The standard bead in LD08 is such that:- 

No changes of address or initialisation of free 

space are required to move the program to a 

different machine (organised as described above). 

There available the double word equivalence 

feature of i'ORTRAN can be used to extract 

(or enter) a real value from a trailer more 

efficiently than the generalised routines used 

in KDI'iOS. 

Oimilar efficiencies could accrue by using the 

half word equivalence feature of FORTRAN to obtain 

a pointer or field value, in preference to the 

'shifts', achieved by multiplication and division, 

used in the E]DNOS sub-programs 

The major disadvantage of the bead structure is 

that the maximum use is not made of the total storage 

capacity of a bead since:- 

(a) 	The values stored in the field zones of a bead 
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are typically less than 991  and could be expressed 
in far fewer hits than 16. 

8ome fields are unused. 

There are real values, for given parameters, which 

could be adequately expressed in a single trailer 

word. 

Overall it was felt; that; the 	hem adopted went closest; 

to meeting the initial design criteria. 

The entities represented by beads and the manner in which 

they are located in the ring structure are detailed in 

the next section. 

5.6. 	NO DDLLIDG OF COMPONIERPS. 

The circuit data required was considered to 

comprise:- 

The processing •orameters which apply to a g:Lven 

manufacturers process. 

A description of the circuit topology to specify 

the interconnection of components. 

A description of extrinsic input conditions. 

Data to allow the NOS transistors, and any 

associated resistances or capacitances, to be 

modelled. 

The ideal design criteria required that KJJNOS be 

developed so that models could be readily incorporated 

to meet demands for variations in component models. 

This section first describes how the component parts 

of a circuit are represented and concludes with a 

summary of how EDNOS met the design criteria. 
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5.6.1 ctAdsIFICrC 	 OF NODL;$.F    

A node is defined as a terminal to which 

components are abtached. Each node has an associated 

voltage measured with respect to a reference node. 

Following the convention acLopt-ed in LiOgTdIN nodes 
are classified as:_ 

 Fixed 	iiC vol huge on a fixed node is independent 
of time. 

 Input - 	the voltage on an input node is constrained 
to change with time in a manner specified 
by a circuit designer. 

 Variable 	any node which is not a fixed node or 
an input node. 

An ED1168 user iius specify the voltage on each node at 
time 	0, For the variable nodes this voltage must; he 

estimated and for input nodes it must be specified in 

the form of a table of time and corresponding voltage. 

All nodes must be consecutively numbered from 1. 

In E]J'iO a node is represented as a bead with a 

trailer of two double words. The first trailer word 

holds bhe value of voltage on the node and the second 

holds a value of current as calculated by NIDNOS at a 
given time. 	henever a node bead is created it is added 

to a ring which holds all nodes of a given class. An 

example of a fixed node ring with two member beads, 

representing nodes number I and 4 with fixed voltages 

of 0.0 and -10.0 voles respectively, is shown in Fig. 5.3. 
Note that the pointer and address values are in 

hexadecimal notation to line up with the diagnostic 
features of EIiN(13 which are outlined in Ecefion 5.8. 

Also note that the ring structure is uni -dire ctional 

but the ring head can be directly accessed from any 
bead in the ring. 
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070 0700  

* I 

* * 

* 

0.0 

! CU 	U 	ii b''T ' 

000F 1,,CUHP(2) 
14. 

* 

* * 

-10.0 

* 	Not: used. 

n.b, 	KODE2(2) = 000F 6  

Fig. 5.. Example of a fixed node ring with two 

members 



Any node, referred to in the input data stream, 

which has not been specifically classified is assumed 

to he a variable node. If subsequently, the node is 

classified as an input or fixed node its bead is removed 

from the variable node ring and added to the appropriate 
ring. 

An example of a variable node ring with five 

member beads, representing nodes number 5161 7,9 and 10, 
is shown in Iig. 5.4. An additional field, is used 

compared to a fixed node bead. This field identifies 

the relative position of a bead. in the variable node 

ring and its purpose is explained in the subprogrom 

description of UBRCUTIHE (J.E[KCNP, Note that the last 

member bead of any HBMOS ring is readily identified since 

the values in the pointer and field zones of -the bead. 
head are always equal. 

Associated with any 	j21 jb node is a table of 
data defining the voltage on that node with respect 

time. An input node is represented by two beads, one in 

the input node ring, whose head is KGDER(5), and one in 

the 'table' ring whose head is ITAB(i). The length of 

a 'table' bead is 4 + (6 x N) where N is the number of 

pairs of values of voltage and time in the table, as 

explained in the sub-program description of EUBRGUTINE 

TABLE, and the number N is entered into the field zone 

of the word displacement unity from the table beads 
head. 

An input node bead is linked to its associated 

table bead. by a pointer as illustrated, in Fig. 5.5. 
J.1E10S does not specifically cater for intrinsic 

nodes but a possible requirement for the separation of 

this class of node from a variable node was recognised.. 

Hence an input code, 'XV, and a ring head, KODER(1), 

have been allocated and, as detailed in the sub-pro:'..earn 

descriptions, a method of searching for these nodes has 

been established. However the present version of ED'I06" 
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* 
* * 

0.0 

\J U Li.LUiJ IT  

07A8 

* 	7 

C U FRENT 

07A0  

* 9 

4. 
* * 

0.0 

CUE? 	1kNT 

7r3O 	 07B( 
D 

 K0DK ( '- 
----•1 

38} 	CDid ( 

* 	
3 

* 
* 	* 

-18.0 

'CURREN1L1  

001 

* 	A 	- 

* 

0.0 

I 	JRENT 

* 	Not used. 

n.h. KGDER(4) = 001316 

Fig.  5.1+  Example of a variable node r.in -  with five In [Ibe: 5. 
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* * 
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* 0 

4 

4 
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C[J1?RENT I  
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Y 	I1"AE(1 	(7!h. _ 	 - 07 14- 	ITAB(1  C1'4 

4 

4 * 

0760 ' 'N2 

* 4 

0015 I[TAE(i) 

* * 

* 4 

* 	Not used. 

	

n. b. 	KO DER() = 001116 and ITAB(1) = 001516 

	

Fie,. 5.5 	Example of an input node ring with three 

members and its associated table ring. 



will flag an error if an input; code lT I appears in the 

input data stream. 

5.6.2 FIXED RESISTANCE AND CAPACITANCE. 

The passive components accepted by EDNC:S include 

resistors and capacitors. The low current levels and. 

switching speeds associated with fdCS circuitry did not 

appear to justify the inclusion of an inductor representation 

at this stage in the development of KDNOS. 

In E]JNOS a fixed capacitance, or a fixed resistance., 

is represented by a bead with a trailer of two double 

words as ilustratod. in Fig. 57. The first word of the 

trailer holds the value of resistance or capacitance. The 

second word is 'spare' but could, for example, be used 

in subsequent developments to hold a component; tolerance 

value • Fixed resistance and fixed capacitance heed.a are 

added to ring beads IKODE(3) and KODE(4) respectively. The 

second and third pointer zones of either beads point to 

the nodes to which the component is connected. Each head 

is identified with an integer number assigned by a user. 

Fixed resistances should be numbered from I upwards and 

similarly for fixed caps cii; ances, 

A fixed capacitance in EJDNOS is used to represent : 

(a) 	Overla2 ca,acitance - between gate and source and 

gate and drain. The values must he calculated by 

the program user, 

(h) 	Late-channel—capacitance 	this capacitance, as 

discussed. in Section 2.4.2, is a complicated function 
of voltage and its distribution between terminals is 

dependent on the voltages on those terminals. In 

EDNOG this capacitance is assumed fixed and its 

distribution between terminals is left to the user 

who must represent its component parts as fixed 

capacitances between specified terminals. 
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02iiL. 

94 

I 	 - 
02CC 	1CLll(j 

0005 KODE(3) 

03138 I 

0LL0 * 

* 

LL) 

' C1 A.i 	1I 

cooy 	02D'4- I'•( 4) 

I 

0007 ODttll ( I0 

0E8 * 

* * 

CAPAC IlANCE 

I 	••) 	:11 

(b) 

Pig. 56 	Examples of fixed resiU!;ance and 

fixed capacitance rings 
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(c) 	Interconnection cauactance - the effect of any 

capacitance due to metai isation crossing the thick 

oxide is left to the user who may calculate its 

value and mocie.L as a fixed. capacitance. 

Faasi tic resistances are inevitable in NOS circuitry due 

to the finite length of the conduct:Lng paths of the source 

and drain diffusions from the channel to the aluminium 

interconnect. In addition, to eiini:Lns.te cross-overs which 

might otherwise require muiti-layer metallisation, diffused 

strips are oft en used to connect; selected parts of a circuit. 

These strips which are, electrically, resistances 

with distributed capacitances along their length could he 

accurately modelled by a series of lumped R and C sections. 

The effect of modelling in this way would be an.. increase in 

the number of nodes and hence program storage requirements 

as well as to increase the analysis time. 

In the light of these two disadvantages it was decided. 

that DNO would only accept a two terminal, non-reactive 

resistance, 

L_ ( Z 	T\1r1' i,Th' 1rm,r-r 
I_iJU 

The voltage dependent capacitances due to the PN 

junctions formed between source-substrate and drain-

substrate are termed node capacitances in EDiiOS which 

simulates their voltage dependence. 

The user enters dimensions obtained from a processing 

mask which specify the nominal area of a source or drain 

diffusion. 	IICg then calculates the capacitance using 

processing parameter data. For rectangular geometries. 

the user should enter a pair of values specifying the 

nominal length and width of the diffusion. EDHOS 

automatically corrects .for the effect of sideways diffusion 

by calculating the peripheral length of the diffusion, 



multiplyingt his value by the sideways diffusion and 

adding the result to the nominal area spec.fiod by the 

iongbh and width on the mask. An addsi. tional fact-- or known 

as 'PRiid[Lh' is used in this calculation to modify the effect 

of -the sideways diffusion term dependent on the actual 

diffusion profile. For non-rectangular geometries the pair 

of values must he replaced, by the user, with a single 
value which specifies the area as calculated. by he user, 

In this case no correction is made to the area entered. 
The voltage dependence of a FN junction capacitance 

can be calculated using equation (2.56) which, slightly 
modified, is 

C = Area(2 x q x 	x 11) 2j1 

VINT ± V/I 

which may be re-stated as :— 

C = FACTOR I FACTOR 2 

A node capacitance beads trailer is 4 double words long 

and is added to ring KCDE(5), as illustrated in Fig. 5.7. 
which also specifies the content of the trailer. The 

identifier for a node capacitance is the number of the node 

with which it is associated.. 

5,6.4 666 ThAN: ISTOR. 

In concept JADNOC was intended to readily cater for 

the incorporation of different models.. with the exception 

of the a.c. characteristics which have been discussed in 

Sections 5.6.2 and 5.6.5, the manner in which this flexibility 
was to be achieved was to allow a user to specify his own 
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F 
UOINTH;) 

TO 
\/ARI A BEN 

NODE 
NO. 6 

02 3  LGD.2(5) 

03DB 3 

* 

* * 

'NIXED VALUE 
OAF 201 TAN CE 

* * * 

* * 

0009 

O3DO 6 
* 

* * 

FIXED VALUE 
CAPACITANCE 

* * * 

* 

0200 

F il. IU'i?.LR 
TO 

VAR I JLBLE 
N ODE 

NO.. 3 

FACTOR I for an NI -diffusion area 

FACTOR I for a P-diffusion area 
* 	'OFABE' 

p1u of a nodo ea5acit;anco rina :i 

two members which are identified as 3 
and. 6 to correspond to the nodes to which 

they are 'connected'. 
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ci 	c 	p oat I or a. 	A 	a a P - proa  earns, A LP PCI LIAL Ccl iL, 	I a used 
I o hcld the d. c 	equations requi.red as discussed in A-3.23. 
A user can then insert his own equations to achieve a required 
degree of accuracy. 

The equations currently in use in LIMOS are equations 
(2.23) and (2,24) as listed below. 

=- V1p1)V - v) 

V1  < V - 

'd =_- 	ii)2 	for V.)> JGVTH 

2 

LIMOS accepts both N-channel and F-channel COSTs. 

A user must supply values for processing parameters, as 

discussed in Section 5.7. device geometries, source 
resistance (assumed equal to drain resistance), identifiers 

and the numbers of the nodes to which the devices are 

connected. 

An MOST bead, has four double words in its trailer, 

is connected to ring KOilE(i) if if is an N-channel device 

and KOIJE(2) if . it is F-channel.A MOST ring is shown in 
Fig. 5.8.. The first and fourth trailer words contain the 

values of channel width and source resistance as specified 

by a user. The second word contains the value of channel 

length, entered by a user, corrected, for the effect of 

sideways diffusion, by the program. . The third word 

contains the value of BETA associated with the device. 

The current version of LIMOS assumes that carrier mobility 

for 

and. 
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(99  

f 03oc HCDE(2:, 

- 	21 2 

- 	P2 

- 	23 * 

CfION MOE 
N I UT II 

CORRECTED 
CHAN. LGTH 

** 
BETA 

C' (\ T
U
i Fr L' 	' L) 	R  

RESISTANCE 

0300 I!%. C) 	(2 

2'l 3 
P2 * 

P3  

Cj}JANNEL 
;iIBTH 

CO1 	EC V HI) 
C[iN 	LCTII 

.BETA 

S CUR GO 
IOLIIST0000 

0003 

- P1  

22 

23 

C1IANISJ •[ii 
IDTH 

CCRi.N;CTEB 
C HAN. LGTH. 

T) T(11 
** 

SOURCE 
OLSIST A1T Ch 

* NOT USED 

* IF NOBILITY IN TABLE FORM THIS VALUE A'OULD 
BE EETA/1"IOBILITY. 

Pig. 58. 	Example of a P-channel MOST ring 

with three members each with 

pointers Fl, P2, and P3 to nodes 

corresponding to source, drain and 

gate respectively. 



is constant but if, in subsequent developments, a table is 

to be used to specify the voltage dependence of mobility 

then the velue entered, in the third word, would be C x 

5.7. 	NiTHi;h ft'i'l 	L ANh.LYSI g•  

The techniques. used in iJX'IOS 	are, essentially, 

standard 

A user must specify starting voltages for all nodes 

at time t 	0, kl)NOS then calculates the rate of change 

of voltage and predicts the node voltage at time t 	t 

for successive time intervals until the total circuit 

analysis time, specified by the user, is complete. 

The matrix equation for the total current at variable 

nodes is given by 

[i] + 	] 
L'LJ= 

0 

wl'iere, 

[c 	is the resistor matrix. 

TJ 	is the node voltage vector (which is known). 

[i] is bho voltage dependent current 

source vector. 

[c] 	is tha capacitor matrix (whose diagonal 
terms include voltage dependent nodal 

capacitances which must he re-calculated 

at each time step). 

I 
dlT 

dt 	is Uhe rub 	n e of change of -node 

voltage vector. 

The chpscitance matrix must be inverted at each time stop to 
Q  1 

calculubo 	since, 
dJ; JJ 
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[c] .[] 	[I]) 

(7 
As in h .lL.Iri 	[c 	is aoL s 	jlicaily isluat ed 	L a 

technique is used, ehich is similar L o that described by 
(dO) which calculates tue cuuren b in each 

resistor sepuuaciy arid adds Lhe calculated values to the 

corresponding current vector, i] 	te..uns. 

Thus, 

F61 _1~1 I 	1 1-1 11 
where 

I' is the current vector due to the 

resistances and voltage dependent current 

sources, 

EDNOS calculates a predicted vauë at time t = 	+ 

FRED 
4- [111, 

± cLi t 

and hence 

FRED 	
r1i 	11 L'Jt 	2 

thenet; time T = T ± 	_r D" another value is calculated 

2 

FRI) 	 FRED 	 1d7 
[1 	+ 	

- 

[J 
b + 	 L 

2 	 2 	 - 
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and 1 	a 	; od value is objaixa 

XftR 	FRED 
Ar +t 	H + fi 

FFED COFR 
If the difference hetwen 	 and 

[V~ 
i 	 is 

greater than a given value then the time step is halved and 

the whole process repeated. 

I.f the difference is less then a given value then a 

nsr value of t(t new 	t + b) is established, [VItnew is set 

FRED 	 2 

equal to \[} 	
, 

the time step is doubled and the whole 

process repeated. 

There are 3 ways in which a user can control he time 

steps and hence the cost and accuracy of a solution 

Th user specifies the initial value for St. 

The user speci fies The allowable difference be t.cen 

FRED 	 CORR 
j] 
	L 	 t± 

The user specifies an iategar value which controls 

the use of the value specified in (b).. If a time 

step is doubled twice consecutively then the 'allowable 

difference' is reduced by the ratio of the integer i.e. 

if the integer was 2 the allowable difference would 

be halved. 

If a time step is halved then the allowable ditfeeace 

is increased by the ratio of the integer. 

This may not be L1.athemaically rigid but it appears to 

work reasonably well. 



For bat;ch processing it; was assumed The data 

would be on standard FORTRAN cards. 

The value to a user of format-free input data 

was recognised but; This approach was rejected because of 

the additional storage overheads incurred for routines to 

:process format-free data. The emphasis was placed on 

specifying a set of formats which exploited the excellent 

fixed format I/O features of FOINThAN but eased the 

difficulties involved inromenihering format typos and in 
checking an input data deck. 

The following assump ;ions, w:Lth rag ard to input 
data, were made:- 

A routine to process an input card, and possibly 

a numb(-,r of subsequent cards, could be selected 

by a two character alphanumeric code (The codes 

adopted. are similar to those used in 108T8I11i 

The maximum number of nodes or components, of a 

given type, would be 99 (see 2ection 5.2.). 

Any integer value to he input would he a positive 
number between 0 and 99. 

Real values could vary greatly in magni ; ado end 

he positive or negal;ive and could require expression 

in real or floating point form.. 

(a) 	A real value in floating point form could be 

adequately expressed with a fractional component 

limited to three significant digits. 

(f) 	The first card in an inpu-b data deck would he a 

'title' card with any combination of alphanumeric 

characters in the first 72 columns (the card 
could be completely blank if required). 

With the exception of the title card only the following 
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two basic formats were adopted 

FORMAT (A2,1x,I2,5(1x,G9,2)) 

I1UfL (12,12(lx,12)) 

FORMAT (a) allows, an alphanumeric code an integer up to 

99 in magnitude, and up to five real values, expressed 

in real or flouting point form, to be road from a card. 

FORMAT (b) allows n, where 1 	 two digit integer 

numbers, in the first n fields to be read from a card. 

n,b. If the limits on maximum integer values are found 

restrictive the formats could be simply modified be: 

lO1FdAT (A20x,I3,5(x,Q1o.)) 

FOidiAT (13)i2(IX,13)) 

The next decision made concerned the order in which 

data could appear in the deck. The ideal situation was 

considered to be a virtually order - free system but 

compromises were necessary. 

The complexity of the routines to process order 

free data and the constant repetition of identifiers on 

input data cards were not thought to be a worth while 

price to pay for completely order free data. 

The data was considered to comprise the following:— 

First card - must be a title or blank, 

Diagnostic level specification (discussed in 

Section 5.8). 

Processing variables (to include data on the 

substrate node). 

Electronic component parameters and inUorconneetion 

data. 

inalysis specifications and output required. 

Last card - initiates checks on assembled data 

and if o.k. begins the actual analysis. 
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This was considered to be a logical order for the groups 

((a) to (I)) of data to be input to the system. The order 

in which data appears within each group is relatively free 

but there are deviations which are discussed below with 

reference to Fig. 5. 9 

(1) 	The first; and last cards must be a title card and 

a 	'OK.' 	card respectively. 

Any of the cards IIvAl, 	'ES', 	"PR', 'hO' may be 
omitted if their default values (values assigned by 
RUPOS in absence of input data) are acceptable. 

In GROUP (c) the card 	'bS' 	must be read before the 
card 	'PD' 	and the card TO' must he read before 
the card 	'TX' 	(or their default values will be used). 

(Lb) 	The cards in CROCI' (d) may he read in any order 

relative to each other although the program is 

slightly more efficient if the cards classified as 

nodes are read first. 

All cards of GROUP (a), (b), and (c) must be read 

before 'NH', 'PM', 'It?', 'PC' and 'NO' cards, but 

cards 'VP', 'VI' and 'PS' can be read at any point, 

and in any order, after GROUP (a) and before GROUP 

(e). 

The cards in GROUP (e) may be read in any order 

relative to each other, 

Card 'hi?' is classified as 'I"UTUtLR USE' and 

is of interest only if the program is adapted for 

interactive operation when access may be required 

to the actual analysis section of the program without 

assembling any other input data. 

nil cards, of GROUPs (b) to (f), are read under the same 

format, FORMAT (A2 5 1x,I2,5(1x,G92), which allows up to 

7 fields to be read. The first (A2) field is a compulsory 
entry on the card but other entries may be omitted and 
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CROIJi 10±01 
C(lD L;C 

D LR"AIJLI 
VA) UE 

0[i1AT 	USED 	TO 
Ri!;.IJD 	C IA? D 

).ASSIFICA!I00 

(a) 1 HAL1 TITLE 

- 	(b) 'NA A2,x,12 FIRUPING VRIABLL 

A2X,I2,1(X,G9.2) 1ASUESTRATE NODE 
I U  N-SUES'iRATE NODE 

'iS' WD  IJLIJ 	(JiP 	i11N 

0 60 ' DIFFUSION PRO lIEN 
Edo  l 0. 34  u UIT CPU. 

P2, x, 12,1 (x , 09 2) OXIDE THICNES5 
T\ U CT fl 	1l A 1ff' 	1 	rr.i\1 [C' 

	

LiJL.A JD 	JJLI 	UL) 

NO' - U  CARRIER NOBILITY 

VP " TER-LB EfOLD VOLTAGE 

SUBSTRATE LOP .DIAIS 

(A) 'XV' 1`112,XI2,1(X,G9.2) 'INTIIINSIC NODE' 

VP U  FIXED NODE 

VI ' it INPUT NODE 
'I jLI\j3LE NODE) 

'NF1' [2 	 G9.2) N-CHANNEL 0051 

P-C[IANN IlL 0051 

FR' AS , X )12 , 1 (x , G9 .2) FIXED RESISTANCE 

PC " FIXED CAPACITANCE 

'NC' A2,.I2,5(X,G92) NODAL CAPACITANCE 

'GC' - 'SPARE' 

(e) 'ON' A2 ,X,12 OUTPUT NODES 

'IX' A2,X,I2,2(x,G92) STEP CONTROL 

TI 2 	I (x 	2) , 	,x° , 	)09 INTEGRATION TINE) 

'FUTUI?E; USE' 

A2 DATA CHECKS 

ij.5.9 Table of input code groups showing default 

vLLe 	iP any, and read format required. 



the program will assign a. value by default. This value 

is o or 0.0 uri:fts otherwise stated 	The table of Fig. 5.9. 
shoas the default values and fields corresponding to the 

different input codes 	Note that where a second field 

(an integer field) is not required the table 'format 

column' shows X2 in p11 ace of 12 and tI.mit the number or-

real 

f

real values associated with an. input card, if any, is stoan 

as n(X,G9.2) where n is a maximum of 5. 
Certain input data codes require an extra card, 

containing up to 13 two-digit integers to be reed under 

FOIFIAT (12 ,12(IX,12), immediately following the card 

containing the input data code as described below:- elow:- 

(a) 'NM' and 'PM curds must be followed by a card 

with 3 integer numbers which describe the actual 
node numbers to which the source, drain and gate 

respectively are connected. 

e.g. "M01  3,20N-05 'I .65E  2.0 
03 07 10 

-specifies a P-channel MOST, identified as NOhT 

number 1, whose source, drain and gate terminals 

are connected to voltage nodes 3, 7 and 10 
respectively. 

' FIR 'and.'FC' cards must be followed by a card 

with two integer numbers, 

e.g. EN 05 2.0 
05 12 

-specifies a resistor, identified as resistor 

number 1, connected to voltage nodes 5 ad 12. 

'ON' cards must be following by a card listing 

the actual numbers of the nodes to be output. 

e.g. ON  05 
03 06 09 07 10 
-specifies that 5 nodes are to be lis-ted as output 

and that the nodes are node numbers 3, 6, 9 2  7, 
and -10. The output listing will be in columns 

from left to right to correspond to the order 

shown. 

107 
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(d) 	VI' cards must be followed by a card specifying 

the number of points, n, in the input waveform 

and then followed by n cards each with a vaiuó of 

time and voltage. 

e.g. VI 02 0,0 
0 

0.0 	0.0 
100.0 	-10.0 
00 	0.0 

-specifies an input node, identified as node 

number 2, whose input voltage swings from 

0 volts at time = 0 to -10V at time = 100 n-secs 

and back to zero at time = 300 n-sacs. 

The table of Fig. 5.10, details the purpose, and 

allowable values., of the second field of an input data 

card and similarly the table of Fig. 5.11 illustrates 

the purpose of each real value field (field 3  to 7). 
It is suggested that, until familiarity is gained 

with KDN03, t he following procedure should be adopted 
for input coding:- 

Code the problem on standard FORTRAN coding sheets. 

Keep to the order of input codes shown in Fig. 5.9 
For each input dea card required, separately 

enter (or omit), the integer value required for 

the second field by-reference to Fig. 5.10. 

For each input data card requiring real values 

separately enter the values required by reference 

to Fig. 5.11. 

For integer values less than 10 enter a leading 

zero. This should enable one to see at a glance 

if the fields line up correctly. 



U IN LHJ t i'i:U. 1ALJX, il 	LAT 	HO 	JO 	ULE OF .GECCLID 
GOThU; fEThi 	(12) 	ON INIUJ1  DATA C!RDS. 

(U) MA' lAXINUN VALUE = 4 
iFEGI.I[EJI J.BVLL OF NIITING 	1,  L(,, 	IRE]) 

(c) I
i.
, iiU$T BE 	NUMBER BLTUhLN I AND 99 J nC { 	I 0 T}L NUNTh ? OF 111 	VOLT P 	u 

TO 	'viliICITI ThiN 	L LII YR /IE 	IN 	CU U LC C LID. 

OTfOULD BEFIT 	, 	K 
1..NY 	ENTRY IS 	10MG 	lID I) I TILl 	[LTOGRIfl 

TX ' MUST BE NUMBER I OR 2. 
D,  I l ir,C I i'f 	N 	diL TIll 11 	TB] 	I'iRi hL LA 	L 	ii RN 

'MU TO N-C11[TNJ1 DI'VICF OR PROCISS 
'VT' (NUMBER iS 1) 	OR P-CII/dI UIIL DEVICE 

OR ITOCiOLI 	(NUiIBILR IN 2). 

( 'irI\ 
1  

1  VF JCrr BE A NUMB HR BIITNEEN I AND 99. 
SPECIFIES TIlE ID UMBER CF III H VOLTAGE 
NUDE 	HO' NI/N]) TO. 

N UST 	EU A 	JUG 1 JR 	1321111 ilL 	'1 	AiD U 	99. 
Ni?BCIFIIIG 	1)12 N IN]3JlI/ 	OF 	TIDE 0011112. N HUT 

, 1 NF±IL/ED TO. 

'NC i liUST BE A NUMBER I3IITEEEN I AND 99. 
SPECIFIES TI-ill NUMBER OF TIlE NODE TO 

--------- 
U HIGH THE CnPACITiNICE IS 'MINE CTED 

(e) 'Oil' /NXINUN VALUE 	10 (THIS LIMIT 1.0 RELATED 
10 ITHE FAINT GIDTH, 132 CHORACTEIIS 	01' THE , 
LINE PRINTER USED AT N.H * C C. AND MU 31 BE 
tTERED IF NYNJEThI TJNLID BAlD DIPIERIUNT 
HINTER WIDTH) 

12 II DUlL BE A SMALL NUMBER GIJLLIIER THAN 0. 
USED TO CONTROL ThlI; 31111? NINES IN TIRE 
NiL1HlIiTiC-L ROUTINES. 

Table of input codes for which a 

second field is required. 
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U 1C (j Nil NUT 
ff1 
ij) J1f 

F'IU1) INFO id,111APION 	L111V 	NI) 	IN 	Ti IN)) 	ND 
T)11f 

LA 	
1 	 ( 

U- Tj 
	1Tf1('l 	inc. 	ci 	Unc 3 U J)) 	ULi 	.L 	.L 	.L,JJUf 	 LU 	U I. 	. 	i 	1jj 

3 101JTAGF ON GLiGilINLIE NOuN (5) 

3 UNIT CAI?. 	OF SILICON 	i'FG/Cil 

DIFFUSION PROFILE FACTOR OF 
I  

SOURCE AND DRAIN DIFFUSIONS. 

:0 3 UNIT CAP. OF SILICON DIOXI UN - 	FF5/CU 
3 ((rJ)1 	OXIi)EI 	Ti:I1CJFtJESS 	Cl"! 

GIDELAYS DIFFUSION - CF'IS 

MAJORITY 	 . RRIEN MOBILITY 	C 2/Vc1jTWC. 

VT ' 3 ThREShOLD VOLTAGE OF MOST 

'lID' 3 DCL IN'G DENSITY CF SD BGTRIULE 	ATONG/cN. 

(ci) 
vi 3 VOLTAGE ON NODES AT TINE = 0.0 SEC. 
vs 

I 	
I 

NFL CIDTH -• GUS. 

NONINAL CHANNEL 1 ENGTI[ 	GUS. 

SOURCE (= DRAIN) 	lINGISTANCE 	• CLiNG. 

3 VULUE OF RESISTANCE - OHMS. 

VALUE OF CAPACITANCE - FF3. 

'NC' 3 VALUE OF CAPACITANCE -. iFS. 

4 N-'DIFFUSION VJIDTH ON NASK - GUS. 

5 N-DIFFUSION LENGTH ON MASK - CUS. 

O 1-DIFFUSION NIDIII ON FlASK - CNS. 

N-DIFI 1i.UI0]?i LENGTIl ON NAGIL - CNS, 

- TNTEG'? 
SECTION2 	 (SEE 	5.7) 

INITI IS 	TINE INC LlLNENT 	(I[esTJ•UP) 	-5 LOGO 
ie 	Ll 	1 	Ti, 	I: 	0.0 	+ 

SEE TEXT OF 5.6.3 LITII REGARD TO 
TRLi iLl L iTT 01 NON-I LOT IIGULf [? GLOI Ii Till L . 

Of I1LLLtU cod 	oeac 

real values required. 
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.9 	 L;oil:oN ANO DIAGNOSTICS. 

It was considered essential to devise an error 

detection and reporting system that would be basically 

applicable to batch and on-line modes of operation. 

In a batch mode major errors would b 	non-recoverable' 

whe.res, given suitable diagnostics, the same errors in 

an on-line mode could, possibly be coreected by the user. 

The possibility of providing a complete map of the 

list structure was investigated and finally implemented. 

There were two basic reasons for incorporating this nap 

facility, first, it was found that in devising and 

modifying list structures the effort required to reconstruct-
the lists for 'trouble-shooting' purposes was excessive. 

Secondly, it was hoped that, in on-line mode, a reconstruction 

of a circuit configuration could he simulated, in the 

absence of expensive cathode ray tube displays, on a 

typewriter like terminal 

In addition to the map facility the error detection 

facilities provided by LIDhOS may be divided into the 

following areas- 

Detection of errors in the list; structure at any 

time during the running of the programs. 

Detection of certain input conditions which are 

acceptable by the program but which may indicate 

an omission or incorrect value of data. 

Detection of errors in numerical routines after 

the transient analysis had been initiated, 

Detection of input conditions which are unacceptable 

to the programs. 

Any errors of types (a) or (d) which are 'non-recoverable' 
can, result in a. cp:tt to SUBROUTINE ERRATA which prints 
out error codes and -map and returns control to the MAIN 

FCGiA11 where an EXIT will he made' in a batch mode of 

operation. This ensures that if the programs is adapted 

to an on-line mode of operation then a single conditional 



GO TO statement could make the errors recovorahie at; the 

discretion of the user. The no.n—recoverable errors and 

cautionary messages are tabulated in Fig. 5.12 and. Fig, 5.13. 
The map facility is best described by reference to 

the sample problem of Section 510 which is used to illustrate 

the method of coding a circuit for analysis, the program 

output and the use of the mapping facility. 
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200 LIEAC.L  

HAN 0 LE?OJ?- I! 0 B FlAB OR FREE •HjL C 	AVL iIji 1.Li 	(JO 
OF IBNGTi1 GOFATER W}.LAN 	IAI?EC 

'I 2 fl.?O1?- ' IAIDOJ.I0 	INVALID AID DRESS FOR BRA 1) 
TO BE ADDED TO RING HEAD 	'ICTIIET? 

AOl; .11) '1 11-  ;?R02- ' IADRES ' 	INVALID ADIDREEF; FOR RI?? (1 
BlAB 

.LI3ETIJJ 1 (3 lEO??- ' lABELS ' INVALID A 	EEOC FOR DEAL) 
TO BE IDOTIFIED AS 	'IOTBER' 

IC1"TFI1  OR 	' lOLUET? ' 	INVALID 
-flOR 1 	A 

.E 	.EE 	.L 
fl 	)JEj 

LCCIELi3 20 iR?Oi-?- EITIIlLR 	IA DUES 	IS INVALID ADDL?1C3S 
FOR RING IIEAD OR 	'ICTHE1?' 	IS INVALID 
1)ISPLACI3IIENT FOOl) RING hEAD 

>AVL' 22 0R0O lABELS ' INVALID EDiTh ESS FOR RiNG 
ILAI) TO 	1111011 BEAD 	[DNTII f U AS 
'ICTHI?f? 	IS TO BE CONNECTED 

El U??TV  -2 	[? ATTEMPTED TO NOV 0 BEAD AT 1. FF1? BOG 
)j UN Y 	TDLTIIIL LB 
TO 11'NTRINSIC NODE,' RiNG 

B -- 	INTRINSIC NODE 	SOUGHT 

011101.! O .11 	DB- CO. OF NODES ' IADRES 	iN VARIABLE 
lODE RING DOES NOT EQUAL I- WElDER 

IOTIIER 	IN RING COUNTER COED 	01?. , 
LEO VARIABLE BOILS EXIST 

l!.IDILO B- 	' \/AR].LIB1.E? IIODOS 	0, 	OR, 	KOUNT 
INCORRECT' 

CIIKCIIB EEO1? SIPECIFIEID OUTFTJT NODE NOT 	[11 
VARIABLE NODE RING 

'OUTPUT NODE 	MISSING' 
11110 '10 11.2ON- ' IADRE?$ ' INVALID ADDUEIIS FOR BEAD 

1 50 BIROR- INVALID INPUT CODE 

50I- 	'UNACC. 	i1Ai31. 	li-BOUT 	CODE 

5'! E1L?OR CB(I)=1) 
- I 

22 LLtO 	- -  O. 	 .0 

DATA FOR NC 

52 BIRCh?- CHANNEL CIDTH OR LENGTH = C 

* CE - IC THE,  SQUARE ROOT OF 
(2.0x ESI x 1.6 x iO x BOOING DENSITY) 

Fig. 5 12 Table showing non-recoverable errors that 
result in CALL to ERRATA. 
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La iinii.D / .1LLHN IiI L. LiE A C 	 I 

MSTWIX I cIILPP A H- 2JLPO PIVOT 	I  

CAPACITANUp L1ATRI[N 

OPAL L0T- All values CAP( N, N) in the CAP matrix 
must be non-zero or mathematical 
routines will not work. The valLue of 
N and all elemenLs in the matrix are 
Linted out. 

Cll1Ki P 'I1 P [IL V J-i 	eU.DJJiO 

Peal value entered into a heads trailer 
and immediately read back differed by 
wore then 0.1L. The bead address, the 
number of the trailer word and the 
value read in are prinLed. 

jVTOCII il 	(IN- ' 3-3 Y.B. ON LViC3T  NO. 

(JCMU ANT- Pource node of a MOST, whose number 
is printed out, has become forward 
biased with respect to the substrate 
which invalidates the circuit equations 
U 	C d 

P CN-1Pi:cov NP C.N1LF 

HAIIIN 	Li1L O 
	

1ZKRO 	\ !\.1• JI FOR 	I 

An input data card has specified a 
zero value for a fixed resistance or 
a fixed capacitance or for the fixed 
capacitance field of a nodal capacitance. 
The input code and the device identifier 
are printed. 

CAUTICIJ GAILY 

iLIN 	HFP(LL 	CAUTION INPUT FOR 	NUALBTAP 

OCilliLdI- On an input data card 'NC' elbow the 
second real value field is zero whilst 
the third is non-zero, or the fourth 
real value field, is zero whilst the 
fifth is non-zero. The input code and 
nodal identifier are printed. 

CAUTION ONLY 

Fig. 5. 13 Table linkina cautionary measap:es and errors 

that do not result in CALL to ERPATA. 



5. 10. a M]PLE IPROJ L I. 

5.10.1 DATA_IFFUT. 

The schematic of the two phase shift register circuit 

chosen for analysis, to demonstrate the use of EDNOS, is 

shown in Fig. 5.14 (a). For the purpose of this exercise 

the nodal capacitances are shown as fixed values of 20 

picofarads at nodes 3,6,7,9 and. 10. 
The table of MOST data shown in Fig, 5.14 (b) includes 

measurements of channel width and length which are taken 

from production masks. 

Fig. 5.14 (c) lists the required processing parameters 

and the values assigned, in tabular form. 

The input waveforms to be epnlied to nodes 2, 5, and 
8 are shown in Fig. 5.14 (d) 

Note that 

All nodes are consecutively numbered from I upwards. 

Each type of component, with the exception of node 

capacitance, is nurribered consecutively from I upwards. 

Node capacitances are identified by the number of 

the node to which they are connected (the other 

te'mina]. is assumed to he the substrate). 

The level of mapping is set to 4 this ensures that 

after the last card has been read and the data 

successfully checked then a full map of the structure 

will tie output before the analysis is initiated. 

The data is entered on cards in accord with the rules 

established in Section 5.8. 
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c4' 

T F-j I r-1 

( 	- cLIi 	 I 	 1 	i 2 0K 

(a) 

Fig. 	 for Gi.rcui U Thenaiic f'or s3rp1e proh1711. 

1P-NO3T JI D1L'LI 'IT  OUICE I?JJ 
(i 	) 

flOUUEfl J2I (T'J 
'rPc 

00040,002 c_) I 3 2 

-- 2 00010 0, 0086  

0002 0,004 0 6 5 
4 0,004 0.002 0 1 7 6 

5 00C)32 0.004 0 7 — B 
fl00TB 0004 0 7 9 8 

(h) 

FiB.. 5.14(b) Individual MOST data for cainpie problem. 



]ROCESSING 	 iEAi 

- 	N.AJ'IE Vt' ITT 

Oxide Fermi ttivity ft. 

Cilicon PermjttiC;y 1 J)4 
rpi..±Q1d 	Volta" 3.0 

Carrier Nobility 250 

Oxide Thickne--lci, 20 x 10 

T)oping Density I 0 x 10 

:derays Diffusion 2 x 10 

Oubstrabe node 0.J) (NODE 1) 

'lapping Variable "I 

Fig. 5.14 (c) 	Table of Processing Parameters for 

sample problem. 
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5.10.2 
	

J2IR.(D GINA:! 1 011 [ PUT 

The output; listing, shown on pages 119123 provides 

a record of the data input to EDNOS which can then he checked.: 

As shown on nages 119 and 120 when an input waveform 

is specified the Slope between adjacent bro0pointq is 

calculated and printed out. 

Similarly as shown on. page 120 the Vulue 01 5fl 551 ci 

length, corrected for sideways diffusion, and BETA is 

calculated and printed for each MOST. 

With reference to input code 'IX' on page 120 note 

thatte 'allowable difference' (as discussed in Section 

5.7) is sot; at; 80 millivolts and the initial time step for the 

analysis routines is set; at 2.0 nanoseconds. 

The output nodes speci fied (see input code 'ON' on 

page 120) are nodes ,6,7,9,  and 10. 

The last; card in the moat data dock bears the input 

code 'OK' . This card initiates the required 'housekeeping' 

routines prior to the actual circuit analysis, The  

'housekeeping' routines calculate, and print;, the va.uuu of 

constants (CA and GB) associated with an MOST of either type. 

The array entries of NON are printed. Each entry corresponds 

to the relative position in the variable node ring of the 

output nodes rejnested in the order in which they were 

requested (see A.3.16). The head addresses of the output 

nodes are held in the same order in array NON. These addresses 

are printed in hexadecimal notation as an aid to using the 

diagnostic map which is in hexadecimal notation. 

The map, shown on pages 121 and 122 show that the 

circuit contains 

(a) 	No N-COSTs 

(h) 
	

Six PNOSTS, one fixed resistance one fixed capacitance, 

five node capacitances. 

(c) 	Two fixed nodes (numbered I and 4), three input nodes 

(numbered 2,5, and 8) and five variable nodes 

(numbered I,6,7,9, and 10). 
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MAN i( 1'( 

(1iIiiJl r NMI  

0 	1) 	(1 () 

V 0 0 0 	• 	1) 

ES 0 1. 	04 

05 1 () 	10 

VT 2 1•00 

2 250 

IX 2 0 	R00::0H 

Di) 2 0100E 1' 

SD 2 0 	200 V 03 

vs :3 00 

vs 6 0,0 

VS 7 

0 00 

'IS 10 0) 

VI 2 0.0 
5 

0 j () 00 
* SLOPE= 1005 00 

100.0  0 	1.Q0 V 0 2 
* 0 	U 

5000 100E 02 
*SLOPE= 0.100E 00 

bQf)() 00 
SL OPE =  0 	0 

i0000 00 

V[ 5 00 

S 
0.,0 00 

0.0 
240 .00 0 

51.005= - 0 	1005  00 
3500 lOGE: 
* 

02 
SLOPE- ) 	. 	() 

750.0 -0100E 0 
* -)L0P5 U 	005 00 

850.0 0.0 
2 SLOPE- 0.0 

1000.0 0() 

VI 5 000 
1') 

00 0.0 
* si.00s= U 



() 	0t 

0 	1 i;)1 	3) 
00 t) 	010 

10000 0 1 0 

'IF 

v   i 

PM 1 400104 002 0.0 
:3 4 
* LPASH =  O. WOU E-02 O/-Jj GAME 04 

PM 2 C), 1 SOE-02 0 	P0-02 0.0 
3 ', 5 

0,"100-02 uco/tiE: r.i= 0.2073E 01 

PM 3 0020r - o2 0100- 02 0'0 
3 () 

* 
5 
LDASH= 	1) , 300E02 tico/jlr f\= 0.9444E 01 

PM 4 0400E-02 0.20002 0,0 
176 

* L\5t.: 	0. 1 "00-02 	UCO/3Uf O?;- 56F 08 

PM 5 0.160E-01 0 8b0-02 0A 
7 4 8 

LDA3H= 	1) 	420O:- O2 .JCO/t:ftTA 0.20M )7 

PM 6 0320E-o2 0.400E-02 00 
7 9 8 

I..Th\SH= 	0. 000E-02 	900/OLT!\ 09444E 0 7 

PC 470 
9 10 

(:4 20f) 

10 1 

TT 0 0.120E 	0 4 

2 00002'01 

ON 5 
:3 6 7 	; 	io 

NC .3 200 

2 0  

NC 7 2, Ut) 

NC 9 200 

NC 10 200 

CK F) 

P;l , 472E 	Ut) 

NON 1 2 	3 

t,;: 	, e'+; o; 

13 	5 

2.00 

00 0.0 00 0,0 

0.0 0O 0i) 0,13 

0U 0,() 

00 U0 00(1 

0 	t) 0 A 0 	0 0 	0 



ON 	 C i\L 0 	OHO OOCH U Co 

WAGNOMIC W 	HATA STOIC UU:O. AP 

WOO= ) 	 U 	 1) 

nH 	(flt)S 

1 	Hi 	0 jonj=> 

121 

3 ) Jj 

o oo c 0003 000 1) 0001 
Q3ç) 0001 0301 0)0? 

0.009 0000 0344 000 
0300 0000 0304 0000 

** 

O2 DC 0003 0003 0003 

OOCH 0005 0 .)Cd 0006 
0304 0000 03C0 0000 

0034 0000 U 3S 0000 

S 	PR 1. 1)0C C::> 

0005 0003 

0300 000.1 
0301) 0000 

0000 0000 

T)? l:/ 	000.3 

VUH 	00 03 

C:) U 
0334 0001) 

() (0. (3 	1)00.3 

0.303 	(I 

1) ); 00 	(II) 	1) 

0300 	0 Ci 00 

( 	CC 	.1  

0007 0007 

0300 0001 
0318 0000 
0000 0001) 

H 	i') IT 5 0 c 00 

02114 0009 00AI 00 3q 

0300 000.3 ONO 000b 

0000 0000 0000 0000 
0001) 0000 0000 000H) 

* * 
000') 000 
U PS 0003 
0 (3 1(c) Ii () 1) 1) 

0000 0000 

	

31)0 / 	 OC) 	00 

0';OC 	0000 	 1)01) 

	

01)00 0000 	 001)1) 

mm 



V 9 3 

0 
:) C) 1)3 0 9 	1 9 9: 
0000 or))))) 9{)1))j 9)91) 

90 1:) C) 909 09 ' 

17 V 1 :3 u 3 

o 0) Ii 1) 35 93 
0'00 0002 9399 Ci 
01)90 000 1 ) 0033 0099 
0030 0000 0003 0090 

* * 

19 VS 5 33 )3::> 

OODO 0013 03C.o 031. 
0300 0003 0000 0006 
0000 0001 9090 000 
0300 0000 0000 0000 

* * 
0013  oo1:3 
0000 000A 
0000 0009 
0000 0003 

21 VI 3 )3.:C> 

039C 0015 0)2C 0019 
9330 0309 0184 0006  
0000 0009 0903 0000 
0000 0001) 0000 0003 

23 U I 0 00 1 7=> 

29 03 0 OUH)=> 

31 12 C) (JO 12> 

3:3 16 0 0D9 

C)) 11 	1)0 1 
0900 9003 
Ci 0 0 0 	9 o o a 
0 0 0 0 	Ci  0 C) 0 

0300 091 3 039 0013 
0900 0037 0090 903) 
0030 0003 0 6 	3L 
0090 0003 0609 3303 

00 15 0 C) 13 .  
1) 3-;L. 0009 
9000 0900 
Oi)00 0000 

:C I_) 	 _ (•' 	 0 	C 1) 



0 

TIME OU iPU. 	VOL1 :. 	 j 

0 1 ) 

0>0 U0  

2.01) 0000 0>0 00  

14.00 2,00i 00 ''0000 00 

30.. 00 000 0>0 111) 0 • C) 0 

66.00 -119ty 0.0 -2>000 o,>:) 0..) 
sq.00 ,  -1106 17 0>0 000 0.0 010 

0.0 0.0 

70)00 -1.110 010 2100)) 0.0 0>)) 

70.00 -0..712 0>0 -.)0() 01  0 0,0 

86.00 -O W93 0.0 -P.000 0A 0. 0 

94. 0 0 0, 04 4 0 	0 2> 0 0 0 0 	0 0 	0 

102.00  0 	0 / 3 0 10 2 	000 
10 >00 -0.02o  010 -2,000 01) 0,0. 

110>00 0..009 0>0 - 2..O00 0 	0 0.0 
126>00 ---000 0() -2..000 0>0 9>0 
142.00 -0.,003 0.0 ?.000 00 0.0 
174>00 o..00:) 9.0 '2..000 0.0 0>0 
939>00 -0.003 No -21000 0.0 0.0 
302>00 -0.003 0 	0 "2 >000 0>0 0.1) 
334.00 --0..0 -0000 -2000 0>0 010 
069>00 -0>U3 '0..,092 0000 0.0 0..() 
382.00 -0 1 214 -005Q 1.3 -2-000 0.0 010 
398.00 -0.243 -0 -2>000 1) 	1) 0A 

414A0 0 -0-0 4  -2>000 No 0 .. 0 
4:30..00 0..250 -0.220 -2,000 0,0 0A 
146.00 -0.252 -0236 -2>000 U.() 0>0 
478,00 -0, 256 -0- 291 -9.. 090 C) 	0 0 s 0 

010>00 0,..259 0.54 "2,000 0.10 0>0 

502.00 -0370 -0074 -2.000 o>o 0.11) 

550,00 -0,400 -0.099 -2>000 010 0.0 
07',00 -0.,7C) -2>000 0,0 000 
590.00 -W12 -010 49 -6= 0>000 -0,00() 
605.00 -000 0:,702 -W934 -o.oi'+ 

622,00 -1.171 -0W52 -1.692 -0,107 -0. 1b;) 
635.00 1.307 '05 -1.371. -0391 
654,00 "1,037 11132 -1,100 -0.340 
670 	00 1.H)1 -1.291 -1>197 0.>903 
693>00 71.579 -1.339 -1.20 0>906 -0.77.3 
702.00 -1>703 1 	007 - 	:3;3 -o 	oo o o .. 950 
734.00 -0>000 -1. 735 49 / -I M2 1 

166.00 -2007 ->3 	044 -1 .b49 -1.255 1 	2.iO 
798.00 -H.227, W.osl i.. 	00 27 31 

1o302 "1,450 
030>00 -2>227 -2..031 1..1155 -1.531 
046.00 -9>227 -2>05.1 -1,249 -1.,575 -'1.5.11 

862-,0() --2..207 -2>051 -1131 -1,090  

H78.00 -2>227 051 -1.641 -1.. -390 -1,51t) 
910.00 -?,227 051 1 1..90 -1.5D) 
974,00 -2.227 001 4l I 	5) • 

1102.00 -2027 -2>001 -i..0A3. "'[.50') -- 1,510 

1200 >00 -2>227 9..051 -1 	941 I >9) >5 to 

NO, 	CV LINES OUTPUT IN 	ANALYSIS 1.A9. 0 52 
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(d) 	Three voltage/time tables with 5,6, and 6 breakpoints 

respectively. 

The manner in which each bead is linked in a ring was 

discussed in detail in Section 5.6. The first and last beads 

in the PH ring are at addresses 0318  and 02DC respectively. 

Similarly the first and last beads in the variable node ring 

are at addresses 03DB and 0388 respectively. Note that the 

connection pointers of, for example, MOST number 4 link the 

source, drain and gate terminals to nodes number I (in the 

fixed node ring) , 7 (in the variable node ring), and 6(in 
the variable node ring) respectively. 

It is a simple matter to check the actual circuit 

connections using the map and this could be of particular 

interest in an on-line mode. 

The output, on page 123, shows the vol Lage on the 
output nodes 3,6,7,9  and 10 at various time intervals. 

Note that the inital time step was 2.0 nanoseconds and that 

the time step doubled until the point at which the voltages 

began to change significantly (as discussed in Section 5.7.). 

The next chapter includes a detailed flow diagram 

of the main program logic and in conjunction with Appendix A 

provides the necessary pregram documentation. 



CHAPTER SIX 

PICGIIiiC GUII)E TO IR]D'1OS 
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6.1 	D-11" j-1  S(d)UCTICN 

This chapterprovides technical documentation 

for the program ;1)1'1O$ has been developed, for a 

processing mode of operation but structured to provide 

a framework for an on-line progralri. The overall prograln 

flow is illu ;rted in Fig. 6.1 

This documentation provides individuals, who 

wish to modify or extend the capabiU ty of PDNCS, with 

a detailed description of the programs logic. A knowledge 

of list processing techniques, IIIDMOS specifications and 

application, as outlined in Chapters Four and hive, is 

assumed. Detailed sub-program descriptions nra provided. 

:Ln AppendiX A 

6.2. 	MAIN PRCGRAM 1) Ck.I.ETICh- At tt"1 '/1 ti: 

The main program is divided into five sections. 

The first section is preceded by coding which simply 

reads the f:i.rst data card in the input data deck, which 

should be a title card, and writes out the title. 	The 

section program flow is illustrated in Fig. 6.2. 

In Section 1 data cards containing a two character 

alphabetic code, an integer number and up to five real 

values are read  and the program flow is directed to 

Section 2, 3, or L  depending on the two character 

alphabetic code. If this code represents a processing 

variable, or a substrate node)  or the variable flAP, 

which determines the level of diaCD gnostics, then the 

program flow is directed to Section 2. 

If the code represents a component or a node, 

other than the specified substrate node, then the progrwn 

flow is directed to Section 3. 
If the code represents an integration limit, or 

the transient. analysis time, or the output nodes to be 

monitored or the code 'CR' , which is the last card in 

the input data deck, then the program flow is directed 

to Section 'I. 
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An understanding of the process involved in 

initialising the list; struc Lure is a fundamental 

requirement before considering the program logic in detail, 

6.2.1 INITIALISATION OF LI$T STRUCT U 

The array IFREE, designated as BLOCK CCNL'ICN 

storage and initialised in BUCK DAT (see program listing) 

is the area which holds all 20 ring P 'ads and from which 

all beads are allocated. The requirements for initialising 

IFREE are listed below with reference to the first 19 ring 

heads, the 20 th  being a special case. Note that all ring 

heads are two words long, the first word being split into 

two zones known as a pointer and a field zone and occupying 

bits 0 to 15 and 16 to 51 respectively of the word. 

The following requirements must be observed when 

initialising the first 19 ring heads:- 

(a) 	The, pointer zone must be set to point to the hedds 

own relative address in IFREE - since initially 

there are no member beads in the ring. 

(h) 	The field zone must be set to, and remain at, the 

ring heads relative address in IFREE - the field 

zone, of the first word of any member of a ring, 

including the ring head, is always set to this 

address thus providing a means of identifying to 

which ring the member belongs. In the program 

the ring head addresses are refered to symbolically 

as members of arrays KODE, ROPER, ITAB, and IAVAIL. 

(c) 	The second word of any ring head must he initiali3ed 

at zero 	this word is used to record the number 

of beads in a ring at any given time. 

The table of Fig. 6.3 shows the initialisation value 

required (in hexadecimal notation), for the first 40 words 

of an array IFREE which is 1000 words long. Also listed 
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INTii. 

11 	1  L 	L i 	I 	ID fl 	I 	' 
BCLI.LC 

OF 	I?131G 

:000iJyL1cT) 

)T 	(H LJ U.L 

COJI[Ill 
PING 	([(31(3) 	. 	(D0(JNT (331. 

(30001'1 00011 , 1, 

 

Z00000000, GOD 	(1) 

3, 4 (300030005 , (3000C)oCC0 (2) L LI 

5, 6 (300050005 , (300000000, (5) 

7, (3 (300070007 , (300000000,  1  310' 

91  10 (300090009 , 200000000 7   'N C 

113  12 (30001300013 , Z00000000,) (6) 

13, 14 Z000D000I) , (300000000, GONER 	(1) 

15, 10 (30003100031 , (300000000,, (2)VJY 

17, 1 LI (300110011 , (300000000, (3) vi' 

19, (TO (300130013 , (300000000, (4) 

21, 22 (300150015 , (300000000, 11(3' .31 	(1) kl 

23, 21L /00170017 , (300000000,  

25, 20 (300190019 , (3(39000000 9   

27, 20 (3001 BOO1B , (3000000001   

29, 50 (TOOIDOOID , (300000000., IAV.A.ITIL 	(1) 

31, 52 Z0013100131 z00000000, 2) * 

33, 33 (300210021 , Z00000000, (3) 

35, 56 (300230023 , (300000000, (LI) 

37, 38 (3002(0025 ., L.I00000000,  

39, no 7.002700/ 3.000C05II2, (e) 

Fig. 6.3 	Table showing initialisation values, 

symbolic addresses and associated input 

codes for ring heads. 
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are the symbolic add: sees and input codes 	ocis Led 

with purL iculur rings. 

Note?  for example, the pointer zone of KOiJEh(4) 

is 	nP.; bo 1)16  which is the relative address, 19 10,  f 
the ring head and that the counter word associated with 

ring K0DPd(4) is sob to zero to indicate thab there are 

no beads in the ring. 

The sO th  ring, IAVA.iL((D) , differs from other rings 

in the use of its counter word. This word is used to 

record the number of words in IFREE which have not been 

allocated for ring heads or bends i.e. in this instance 

apparently (1000-40) 10960 	however the word is 

seen to be set at 000003BF1(. 

The reasons for this concern the bead head addressing 

check built into EMS, such that all bead addresses are 

exactly divisible by 4, and the fact; that all dynamically 

allocated storage is from the foot of array 1FREE. 

If a bead, 8 words long was allocated when the 

available space was shown as 960 then the h€tad.s address 

would be 955 + 40 = 995 whereas for a free space of 959 
the heeds address would be 992 which is exactly divisible 

by 4. 

It is important to note that if the dimension of 

lEPEE is altered., say to N, then IFRLE(40) must he 

inibialised to the greatest number, equal to or less than 

N - 4-0, which, when incroased by unity is exactly divisible 

by 4. 
If the use of DOME WORD EQUIVALENCE is to be 

implemented, as stggested earlier, care should be taken 

on certain compilers to ensure the alighinent on a double'  

word boundary of the first word of CCNIION storage. 

In general ensure that all variables in CONIbON are arranged 

in descending order of length and that they are initialised by 

BLOCK DATA sub-programs. Further ensure that variables are 

correctly aligned if EQUIVALENCE is used. 
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6.22 	F GRAM 	CFCTICN I 

The section reds input data cards, with e variable 

number of fields, validates the input codes, prints out 

the values read from the cards and directs program flow 

to an appropriate section for subsequent processing. 

If the card contains more real values than the maximum 

number associated with a given card only the numbers 

up to the maximum are printed. Conversely if fewer 

values are read than the maximum then the omitted values 

are each assigned values of 0,0 and printed out. 

This is achieved with the aid of two initialised 

arrays, ItODhA and IJCNGA, and a long 'GO TO' switch, 

The arrays are initialised to the values shown in the table 

of Fig. 6,4. which also illustrates the corresponding 

entry--in the 'GO TO' switch which corresponds to the 

number of a program instruction to which the prbgrarn flow 

would he directed. For example if the card image- 

FM 04 	0. 401E-02 	0,002 

were read under control of F02NnT(A2,IX,I2,5(1X,G1O.2)), 
then the program would print ouU- 

EM 	04OOJ2 	0200R02 	OO 

since the program expects up to three real values to be 

associated with input code PM. 

Successive entries in KCJDEA are scorched for an 

input code 'match'. If a match is found in the I th 

position of KUDEA then the 1th  entry in i;GI-CA ssec:i.fies 
the maximum number of real values expected. 

Invalid, codes direct the flow to line 62 and 

initiate error routines. 

Currently only the first 25 oat H.s of FODEA are 

accepted as valid although subsequent flow charts in this 

chapter show the program flow for input code EH. 

Positions 26-0 in. KODEA allow for expansion, 



A 2 RA ( 	C 2 	NW I T C H 
rrF 

t1IiL N 	A 	H 
I 011 1:0Th (3 6 TO l  iO 6 A 

I 60 9 C(. H' ON LIlT 

2 F1[ 160 9 

2 
y1 	1 1I 10 I U 

/ ? jff C l  130 1 U 

5 'NC 101 5 
6 G0' 62 1 < 	:1jT 	082.0 

7 ' XV ' 62 1 NOT 	082.) 

8 Vi.? ' 1'? 9 1 N 0102 
9I.V. 

I I 179 '1 U 

'10 'v S' 179 1 

11 01K 330 '1 IHNT CALD IN 1)310K 

12 T1L 180 1 * 	TflTiYd! 'TY8I 	T. 

13 'LT' 176 2 

ON l  175 1 OUTINiji 	(iOJjiH 

15 128 ' 80 1 * SUBSTRATE NOUN 

16 I8' 82 1 H 

17 VT' 66 1 FROCLI:ING HARAHINT.NO 

18 'NA 72 1 IDIAGNCHTIC LI3VIIL 

9 ' 128 70 1 * 	) 	)r'T 	() 	pp{AJjJ'm'.( 

LU L\.)  II 

C ,  no It 

22 ftIO' 88 it 

23 031) 90 1 

26 92 1 

25 I 111)1 II 

26 '2(1' '199 'I lL:U212 USE' 

27 62 1 * 

28 (32 1 

2 6? 1 

6.6, Th0ie illustrating relation between inpub 

ude and program flow. 



a. U The vu ue of I iscarried forward. inho sub quent 

ions Lo ho facilitate prOcessing: efficiencies, 

IN P206PIN - 2 CTICN 2 

Pro:'ram flow is directed to this section, when a 

code associe bed with a processing parameter, of the circuit 

to be arvJysed., is input. The i)rocessing p arameters, 

their units, proCrain nemee, input codes and default values 

are shown in. the table of Fig.. 6.5. Note that; parentheses 

following a program name indicate thot the parameter is 

represented by an array of dimension 2. 

EDOS accepts F-channel and. Ii-channel NOSTs and 

parameters represented by arrays indicate thet a different 

processing value could be associated. with F- and N-channel 

devices. Recall that the integer value field on the input 

records set to I or 2 depending on whether Uhe card refers 

to an N-channel or F-channel device, 

Currently VITH is fixed in the program but if a 

requirement exiebs to make this variable then the following 

hops could be taken. 

Initialise KODEA(27) at 'VII', say, and change the 
27 	entry in the 'GO TO' switch to 73. 
At a suitable position in the main program, say 

immediately preceding the instruction, 

74 FIIFII26V(I) 	, insert the following:-  

73 VITH(TOTLL) =v( I) 
GO TO 50 

Extend the 1)0 LoOp range, in Section I, from 

25 ho 27,  

n.b . 	The progro H 	 uo id to Uho urluro o U 

successive fields of an input data card are: - 

and V(5). 
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OC 	OOi1.'O LXOGJXi 	' t 1N2[JT ' 	DE]AUI L 
aUDI; 

L.JJ[f 	C", 	1- 	iL L CX. LU O 

UNIT LILICUX 3.,,. ' 1 i.) J Cl IL. CIT.ANCL 

J U'' (11 ii  C N (r 	) 1[LtIt( 	) / L 'I I.  

ALCf a/c'X LOP  lI 

C.A R L?Ia 
OI3 to iGhhiTTY LU 

. 	/ IJ 	I 

III DXS1{OLJD 
VQiTACiI; C 	T3 rmfi ( ' 	) - 

DL 
LUI 

LXXI 1 IX fL 1  0 0 

1111 UiS  

:i>: 	
a VOLTAGE 	 .0 

** 	The Junction Voltage is initialised at ±0.7 for 

Pchannel and - O7 for fJchanrel and cannot be 
changed by input data. 

Oxide thickness is not assigned a program name 

since it is used immediately it is input and has 

no continuing name. 

Table of processing parameters)  units and 

associated data. 



In addition to directly a;i.H_.e; v:i e ho PcaeH;nL; 

parameters, values of 011(1) or 011(2) and COX(1) or COX(2)7  

are calculated, in this section according to the formulae: 

CB(I)(2x11S1x1 .CxiO 7xDOF(I) ). 

cox( I) =R0X/TOX 

These values are requieed for certain calculations 

when access is made to Section 3 and cause restrictions 
on the relative order in which the processing data is read 

in as discusacd in Oecl;ion 5 

i.e. IOOX must be a' hgned before tlfl 	is input end 1101 I:IUS b 

he assigned before 1102 is assigned. 

The restrictions related, to LOX and 'TX can readily 

he removed by:- 

Assigning a program name, say TOX, to correspond to 

input code TX and initialising it at some nom-zero 

value. 

Replacing the coding:- 

92 CCX ( TOTAL) -. h;ox/vl 
GOTO5O 	 ,by 

92 T0xOrAL)=v(1) 

COX (TOTAL) LOX/T CX( OTAL) 

GO TO 50 

and replacing the coding:- 

76 EOX=V(1) 

GOTO5O 	 ,by 

76 EOX=V(1) 

COX(T(-,Tni) =EOX/TOX(TOTAI) 

GO TO 50 

The restrictions rolated to E0I[ and DOd? can be 

removed by replacing the coding:- 

78 L3I=V(1) 

GOTO5O 	 ,by 
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78 ESI:V(I) 

GB ( TOi'L) SQRT (2 C:xI;:;IxBoP( TOJAL ) xl bs-7) 

GO TO 50 

In addition, to the assignment of desi sated processing 

parameters, the input code NA is directed to this section 

to allow assignment of the variable NAP before extensive 

manipulation of the data structure begins under the direction 

of input codes which are directed to Section 3. 
The variable GAP has a default value of 3 initialised 

in BUCK B/JA which, on data structure error, will print 

out the rings associated with components nodes and table 

beads. 

Currently the maps produced only incorporate the 

heads of the beada although slight modifications to 

Subroutine ERRATA (see sub-program descriptions in Appendix A) 

would allow trailer word values to he printed. 

6.2.4 MAIN PROGRAM 	ECTION. 

Program flow is directed to this section, when a cede 

associated with a component or node, of the circuit to be 

analysed is input. The input codes are the first ten entries 

in the table of Fig. 6.4. The flow meg be followed with 

reference to Fig. 6,6. 

MAIN PROGRAM SECTION 4, 

This is a stright forward section of the program. 

The program flow is directed to this section when data 

affecting the analysis routines and the desired output 'nodes 

is input. 
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MAIN PROGRAM SECTION 5, 

The section deaIs with the analysis routines and, is 

more readily followed by reference to the Figs 6.6. and the 

detailed, sub—program descriptions of Appendix IL 
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A full program listing is given beginning on page 151. 
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i'ip. 6.6(a) 	Hiowchart of main program 
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L C VAL =C 	 i CVALC 

I 	 (J-3 
(Iz5) 

CCE C(CPCC :tT 	 CL1  CF BCCD 
Li 	(1\ODL (1)) i c 	 j1If Ti 	LC1  (F 

F ;AD IDjCiIIfI 	 \CIF !DC UBiF} 
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J=CD Fiji 

L 
L Li n,  
_ 	

-- 
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OF BEA1) J 

Bi 	66 (b) 	Flowchart of uain pro:-rani (con t;inued). 
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Fi1. 66 (c) 	Flowchart of main pr 00-ram (continued). 
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Fig.66(h' 	Flowchart of main program(continued) 
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0034 20 1(12, 1213) 

0 35 P n F34AAF ( so ' 	'U 1( ( CE 	IA iLl 	WSW I 	( UU 	' , LX 

0036 25 [13'A I ( 	' 	tP 	3) 

0031 131 [3'A1 ('0 	,l/[0o DUPDENOT0 comES&M 	lu DOrA F mi M413) 

00333 02 0\1(' 	I., 	 * 	LDA101L12,4, 

00139 3* [UOAi( '0' 	.A2,1O,51,133) 

0040 3* [3)'1A 	( 'l)'i 'CIiI1U3i 	INPUT 	FOR 	'A?, 	NUMER 	'11I) 

0041 '1? [UiAI(r50F31) 

0042 9.-l\i(' 	, ,(:/?,1O(p,.,I. 3,3)) 

0343 4 [0-e\ 	I 	2 	F 	1 	2 	;Ei3 	3) 

C * 

C loiS surm 16 CALLED SoCiLON 2 

C MAPIOADFILE&OAMSIMM NUS F 	I 	RE AD 	I I 	( r 	\J 	L 13 	\ 	EL 	IN 	ANY 	C 	3' 

C KFONE 	AlY 	()IIOR 	DATA 	IS 	3lftk 	1) 

C * 

0054 12 MAP 	LU [AL 

0045 09 	TO 	00 
C -1 	* 

0046 71 pR[L[ 0) (1) 

0047 U) 	10 	51) 

C * 

0048  

0049 no 	To SO 

0 050 7 0 r 5 3 	'1 11) 

0051 RO 	10 50 
C * 	-""- 

0032 3052 i) t= 
0053 UO 10 04 

NP i1 
3055 01 CALL 	ri.iJ'/(C*fl(1) 	2 i T1jI0L,.i,A1O) 

0056 CALl.. 	C-61AL W ,  1 NJ I U 
IJ)N I vSijA If) ::v 11) 
juml 9 	10 	0) 

C 
C TmE 

II 	iN 1 cU 	SEf Of 	DATA KFOUNKU IS 	THE P40090nb3 	13 	110 ""n"" 

C PROCESS 	THEN 	[DIAL 	1 	[3 	FOR 	[-CHANioL 	THEN 	T13IAt.= 



153 

:) i 	I 'I U I_FVEL 	I ) 	:).) (3 

* 

0E9 mn 	'/ 	(t):\i(I) 

0(0) WD 	Tj 	o 
c 

061 81 	)'))t  IjFAL) 	V ( [) 

060 UU 	1;) 	50 
* 

((33 0) 	uH - NtIj( 1JTAtU'( 1) 
,J 	TO 	50 

065 50 	( IUTAL) =o.J;K/V (1) 

Ooô 50 	Fl) 	5)) 
* * 

061 94 	UJ 	C i')itL) 	v (I) 
06,131  ( 	( MY AL) =5.0 	F (?0EN I 0 01P 	TO FAL) * 1 • 

C Co 	H- 	rOE 	S)1( *UDiU5 	0055117) 

0(3) U) 	10 	50 

C 00.) 	OF 	LC1 [00 	2, 

C * * 

C K V10A 	to CALLM SM ION 	3, 	iJt 	tOS 	J4/ 	/1 2 /rb/ 	CI 

C ppicnisEW 	CULWNS 	73/7o/l = //6/77/ 	Vt 	if 	[) 	//L/ 	/ 	/ 	It) 

C CO 	RESAOH) 	To 	1)LSE 	t55u15. 	iii-: 	PAT" 	TtRUl 	{E 	5501100 	An 	tE 

C 1UC5) 	57 	Is 	0(Ct..'kit0 	OF 	Tri5SF 	LETTERS 	UP 	TO 	Si 	EXIT—D. 

[ 	IL 	( 	0;19J 	CORKSPUNO 	TO 	150 ii 	CODES 	V £ 	It 	'IN 

C M!)\/;\LDJD 	OF 	MAL 	;U-US 	['I 	vK50=4 	FO 	NC,=e 	FOR 	 F(Tv 	J .!s0tt 

C J 1.005 	 P 	1 	1 	> 	IWE 	MAM 	1).'  

CA 19 6 5 	1 	F U 4 	C P,F,' 	( 	 N 	\P I 

C 
070 101 	•)/ALS- 

071 .J.)OD51 

072 11) 	ii I AL 

07.3 ul 	TO 	i0 

974 1:3: 	(3vAL.S0 

075 oil 

076 00 	TO 	102 

077 - 
078 ) 

C LOCATE 	SEPO 	H(Li- OFIFIED 	oY 	filiAL 	IF 	IN 	0155 	K055( 1) 	(hO 	60 	TO 	1e4 

.1 	IS 	THE 	V;\t.U5 	OF 	I 	.iHJ•I 	(011 	15 	HAUL 	0500 	TwA 	It) 

C L0U I 1 	0F 	51(0111)0 	T 

070 142 	Ct'.LL 	LuC.-11( tOtLAIE( 1)- 	I 	T0f/tL9Jl.'1UU) 

C Q 	401 	LOCATED 	S -.T 	UP 	A 	oLAi) 	10001157 	II 	NITH 	fOiAL100 	it.) 	ITS 

C (3)0 '555 	a 	ADO 	IT 	TO 	Alas 	uuF-: (1) 

SIt) ML 	SAV5(N)\/(3LS,J905L( 1) ,TOiALi0i) 

C IF 	WE FIqST 	RE M VALUE  (1 	P 	Co- o QAST 	READ 	IS 	0 

001 

 

14 	1i(V(1)t-3 	5)) 	TIH.I0) 	C5iCL)(i)i()i-\L 

C H) I HR 	11051 	HEAL 	VALUE 	WO 	J/j 	iUULo,tUHt) 	OF 	tEAo. 
53) CALL 	CHK'1AL(J1VLt) 

C FoP 	uDES( I 	TO 	o) 	HEAD 	It-tO 	SOULS 	TO 	HiH [OH 	COol-- o 	rOb 	15 	H: 	U 

C (H0 	(5) 	15 	IHO 	NODAL 	CAP 	o0050 	[0001.10 [01 	10 	i5 	il 	i.. 
.., 	11 	10 	(TThoLCTF1) 

013 [O(t •500o) 	00 	10 	160 

ISo 	5U5(30 I)  

005 . .i-'IIL(r),10) 	(H,U1K)L.zj5OiiuUS) 

086 14t 	CONTINUE,  

11 



DO 	100 	A 	I 	'J'1i() 
WoU I 	0)1 Any 

A00 10 THK VA&AW MOPE  

00 H'LL 	NV I 'I (CAHO C 	) 	Mu Ii\) . 
1 0 	0 

( 1 	1 	V 	( 	I 	I 	I 	I 	0 	\ 	) 	I I 	U 	 ( 	3 	H 	5 	j I 

U 	Cl 	 UI 	1 	') 	U' 	 1 	C I 	j;) I 	0 	JO) 	II 	( 
C 

DO 

 
U i 
CALL 	[VS U I (U V 	3009) 

90 150 	CU' 	[VU): 

C ( 	FR 	1)0 	FC 	U) 	[U 	50 

C 5) 	I) 	I U 	IF 	-'R0CI:VS ILO 	oUDAL 	CAPACITANCE.    

C CV'( 	00 	Al 	iSo 	IF 	000C 	SnIN6 	0USl5 

91 00 	TO 	1 	,0 	500 	UI) ,i 

92 [So 	V (2) ::V (2) 	-? 	5°piF5II) (1) 
H 	COO 	Cl H 	r 0 	o [U 	to ( 	OfF C 0:10 

C I (e) 	IS 	0) I 	THK 	mOMEW.Lc 	o 

193 
V(V(I)iO01).;'t).V(2)10 	50 	TO 	ISO 

LL THEN 	V 
c 

31

194 

Il 	C 	AV U 	131'i 	u 	U<vrI 	L 	10 	r 

I 5R 

MIS 
c 

CALL 5R\ IA HOOD) 

F11 2p 	I 	 I 	Hf 	( 1 	0) 	1 	1 	It 	U lu 	) 	o) 	3 	( 	) 	[Cl 

C 15 	15500105 	c. 	[N 	[HF. 	F000[H

)95 

	OtRU 

[SO 	CALL 	C6V\l.(J,2)V() 	S0U) 

Hi CALL 	CiK/AL C.), 	v ( 3) • 

(00 CooL 	E  	IL  Z (U  1 1 ,V (3) 	-iuu) 

101 H I IL I o, 32) 	V (?) 	V (.3) 

10 	50 

103 151 	CON I [005 

(H 03 	Iou K302 

105 
05 1 	(°ILH 	>1) 	u 	HO 	V(K) 	b 	00) 	1 	U 	153 

I.: IC(/ 	0 	IUL   

10 1-5 -HI i2(o 	31) 	WIlL 

(09 
110 

CALL 520015 (UDO) 

I 	CV (L) 	H 	u 	0 	u 	U 	V (K) 	I 0 	) 	0) 	(50 	To 	100 
III 

1 F (VO 	) 	L 	() 	tot 	1(i) 	L 	(o 	o) 	M ')(i)UHF 
112 
(13 

\/0)./0)\J(3)4?lLLJ1IL/('0  

11!+ 5/U 

115 loU 	(5301[ -tJ 

WD 	10 	30 

117 17 
(--IL 	0031 ')  

110 
119 CALL 	Co/AI.(J1'/(H° )  

120 iF ("F.,1) 	Cu) 	TO 	50 

121 CALL 	iooLE(C-....'0(1) :T0TLHH VI0S-, °3Y') 

122 CALL 	1551 o i (-1 '.1 U 	1)99) 

123 ,U 	10 	i-Si) 

C AL) 	OF 	511Cr 1101 	° 

C * * 

C loiS 	SECTIH1 	US 	CALLLD 	S :0100! 	H 

C 
C 

* 

1°C 	5'(HUT 	NOOOS, 1N1(IORA1ION LU-ti IF. 	V 	iHOViLOl 	H\L.Ys10 	I WE 	H 

C ctri 	) 	t'I1 	DATA 	AAEi) 	I 	TH IS 	Q C F 1 00 	15 	0FLLTA 

C CHAt. 	CA°3 	Im 	1°C 	DATA 	DlCK.3h1( 	[:1itCU 	A 	CtFICA 	04 	I-'-. 	oH 

(5) 

154  

IRAN iv (5 LiIVFL L 	0D 3 	 MA H 	 HAIL 	I 13o 



(Nfk.1 [V C LCVHI. I '.03 I 	 IL 	711)h 
	 1/30/ N 

C 	L0) 1 	%,I[ 	SuCCES WULs 	O[1LfOC 	ir'A,L!iI 	,\:YLi 

175 U 	(1 	H) F AL 

1 0 	A L + I 

03 	H) 	CC 

1 /i CJc 	TO I AL 
A ('C) nv (I) /CJK 
Lii 	17 C 	Ja 114 

-.3 

i/N X(A~l)/NJI< 

uI5I?FV(2) 
uj 	10 50 

( * 

100 fjr:V (1) 

03 	To 50 

C * 

333 CALL 

C 
C 	Emu U F ACTION  4 

C * * 

C 	- 

I 9 CO' II CUE 

C TI [H 	CCC lION 	IS 	CALLED AC TION 	9 - 
C * * 

C * 
1=0,0 
N1 
:3 	) 15101 
1ftp0 

+ I 
"tOi)  

AOl FoAf ( 

	
TINE 	 CUT PUT 	VOLICUEC 	0Il 

i 	CCH' il/ 93110) 

COt) CON II SUE 
j 	.,i:)) 	17 (VOLTS(NOH( I)) 	I2O5) 

* 

t)V F (KOtJ01 

I 	T 
U,) L75 3:1 cOUNT 
i)'It (j)'IDH3)ifl/2t) 

CIV) vOLTS (.3) V0L1S Li) DV1 (0) 

C 
45cr f=TNOtUF/20 

* * 
an 	onn U 1 N ) I >.i F 
v(J)1'iO3i*(DV1(J) DNi,\JDI (3) 
)FA,tiS(0U * Ulvp(J)--Di1 (J) 
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:).16.\.J I  	6 	L1IVIIL 1.7 	'i00 	3 	 NASN 	 02) 11 71116 

2162 . 16 (oTFRL: 	1(0) ) 	(0) 	10 	458 
0163 /20 

c l/t_'iLO 	i: 	sipi' 	AN) 	i 	TO 	r' 

n 164 i61PP]IS1EDi 
C 'U)' CUPCK 	THAI 	lUTE)-> 	IS 	LEO) 	Ii\N 	lo; 	IF 	801 5/1 	11 	10 	o 

6165 [5i5P 	13) 	15fEP:.8 

o 1 66 UO 	454 	K 	I . i 1) UN I 
0161 U!! (F 	U'J I () /2 	0 
0168 46 VJLIO(K) 	'J0L15(6) 	0V1 (K) 

C ' 

0169 (U 	10 	''2 
0170 45d .16 C) (FP6T146HUUR) 	568k)J2rDftF 
0171 44)) 03811 "0)11 

0172 
0173 [P(F?40HdIxUSTFP/2)) 	0T.z[)TDT 

C oAVI%l UI) 	L( ') 	THE 	SIC? 	TAKE 	2 	F83 
017'+ 

C Nja 	091/C! 	THAT 	FS1E(' 	Is 	881 	1.655 	1828 	2 	16 tr 	is 	SET 	TO  
175 1015175PLF,2) 	[SIEP=? 

0176 H') 	632 	J - 1 oC)UN[ 
017? 44 VCH..TS(J) 	1OljS(J) 	0V?(J) 

c*' 
0 173  
0179 t)l) 	633 	NU 	'KOUN F 
0180 463 GiLL 	681/5 ('UN (832) i .1 i VOLl S (',-') 0,9)9) 

C 
01.81 0 0 11E(6148) 	19 (VOLTS (N5'([) ) 
Old? 66+ 16(31>31 	T.y5-() 	D11M,\F-F 

c* 99 

0.183 .(1..I31'iA/) 	00 	10 	445 
C 
C * 

0 19 CONTINUE 
0 183 W41 1/ (490) 	N 
0186 490  ) 	1 	( to 3  I IND.up 	1. MKS 	VA TIMi 	I I 

C F:')) 36 	FOCI toil 	5 
'3157 Oh) 0)81 1 \H1 
'I 1811 END 



UN [\/ 	6 	H.:\lit 	17 	'OD 	3 	 3L 	)Ul, 	 i1 (5 

1 ,LUCK 	U,\ I 

2 LU(,L. 	I.U)U1( 

3 IVUEH (0)0) 
I F.A(4) 913v:\{L(b) 9u:HLiO) •,L(SIC( i) 

4 ii)'I'JU(Ui 	Ci(-) 	C)?) 

) 0 1 , 	[ON 	'I 	t) i Q) vv M (d) 9 01 F K io ( ') 	U 	( fl 	U 	' I 	U 	C?) 	i 1 	(?) 

US 

 

MAMMA  

7 CiUU/0L. 	1/fF('L( 	[()Tr;r.JFI..AU 

3 CU'H/UL•H/'/UL I5CUkkI ,CUU,I)VI) F 

I) 

 

C0&AQWL<WYAD,H H,,PIO FI 	I UKI ) [9( 'rj 

1 
C 	

• 	* 

C 	H 	U3D 	'J1-'IUEP/U 	,UDS 	OF 	H' 	I 	'o 	r:•'U 	OF 	IF:- 	'-: 	SE, F 	rr ,  
C 	 I H 	U 	I[t 	UI 	TENS 	I ) 	I 	 5 , \ 	I 	J( 	i 	II 	) 	3 US 

C 	 -- 	si F 	[U 	/ 	1 i II 	rmE 	E xup II 	In 	i) 	H) 	[1 	1 	1 	I 	F) 

C 	 i - U 	D[ - F:r- SiU') 	US 	Iri:,ts 
	

MINUS 	4O 

L2 U(I\ 	151 	//U101U0019/H)0 	5 	,/5 	)C0.3,tUUi(UOUUO1 ODE 

F 	U 	H) 3 1 0 0 (j 	j 

Zoo 1500 159 7000 0 	()/uj Utfl11(,/ J r)1(1J , II\U 

100 1 you L 9,/; 	o 1 i 	),/ 	1 	)( ' 	0~j l,)00 010, f ol  

0 L 	/ Q  

Z O OM OUR ! 	/ 	3 	3 	03 0050 03 , ' 00 	"10 0 

L U 	U i 	5 	/ G 0 A / I) 

(AU' 	iL/?' 	31 	.' 3 -3, 3 (. i')/ 

'VI' 9 	H;i 	,pp 	,-.0' 	'ES9-' 5i)1 	H!)'.' IAH 	II) 

9 9 1 	1 9 9 	1) 	9/-, 

,,.)SIC/ 1/" ,1- I1-LSU ,/ 
"UL1S-1CUUi 	(32' 	VUI/,HU .,U/ 
MAD / 	/H 	1  

I 	.3 LHU) 



I0RiU.H TV U LFVTL i 	O1) It 	 IEI:LI) 

00 1) I  

C ft 	H•U) 	(TN L) 	31 	H\0. 

C ILI\i'(JC 	POS it1UN 	OF 	VILLI) 	TN 	UL\i[U'i [U 

fri ') 	TO 	[ 	VAL UK 	Ed 	10K 	FIR LD ZO N E 	;014dLACEMKNT  
J. 

* 	* 

0002 Jt"TNSItIi 	IFRLF(1000) 

0003 - 3'1U\J/3LK 1/ [PLE 	[PT 	D3 	[A)Y 

C * 	* 

0006 ENO 

O0TftN I.V 	U 	L1IVEL 1 	NU) 	3 	 [PU [NI LIAIC 	71 	06 	 j 

0001 [NI E G0 	PLJNC I [ON 	[UUIN IC J.,K) 
C * 
C 3= 	)DISS 	OF 	*At) 	VOW 	OF 	110), 

C tTLAI [V 	HUSI hiP 	OF 	03[NILN 	IN 1*L/%h fOnt 	10 	,OJn) 	HO/U. 

C NE 10 	IPOtNI 	11006!., 	ho 	WE 	VALUE 	I I 	WE PO1HL 	u•n1 	,UINPLUIEUOT 	K 

C F014 	05A) 	u-At) 	J 
C * 

0002 1000) UNEPS[0u IM M000) 
C * 

0003 .1'D\i/nLi/ [}011F, 1P 	[EUP.Uk, Lj\l)i-S [jyH11PJ11L1\o 

0004 ll)1pF=1i1OL(jUc)/I-53.36 

vOON MURN 

() 006 11 'Ii.) 

()iU\N IV 	U 	1_EVEI_ I 	00 	3 	 NA.IND U-\1E 	/106 	 .17/30/04 

0001 INtEGER 	iUPCfiON 	.iE;,;(J,K) 

C * 
l\K 71 	. 	nO011 	OF 	f 0 	P AN15 	3 	66) 	0. 

11 3 IS 	VALUE UF THE Po WER ZONE 	N U n Q WK Y,LK u 	I *1 

C ElI-_LU 	ZiJ'IE 
C * * 

0002 uJ'IENN[0U 	fElICE (1000) 
C * 

0003 0 -' PU P / ft 	/ 1 FPEE 	P 	IL < II 	MY& I I r 
* 

0004 MANEMM655MM 

0003 'fcliURP 

0005 



Vki\iU 	iv 	(; 2v(:t .1 	*0 	 103 1P1 	 ,•)* 

000 1 UUUU I 	'1 	 (3 	1 

(2 ** 

C 0. I  

u1j(1 	LVL[POC) 

0003 CUi0N/o((l/ [FPFi 9 10 	i0k, [iD0 	I iI HER 	Jl. *0 

C* 1001 	(, :I),IU 	AN 	i'o:r, 	o -;o INO 	CHOCK 

0004 (J//\:j 	L/'Nf- L) 	O() 	10 	20 

12 
C MCA 	UP 	\/ALJ1 	OF 	O1I5LD 	ZONE ,D[0.\CLNONI 	K 	ii 	-:) 	-OP) 	U, 

000 1i JJII.u(J,K) 
C ,j 	A 	\10 	vU 	U 	[II 	MEU 	PulmIER 	L 	0061( 	FIELD.  

0005 1 w 1 '-T0 ( J K ) =m\K-*D(L 9 JJ) 

000 .1 0ruill 

0003 20 
0009 1AJF6.:j 

0010 13 If nEQ-1- 

00 11 2* 	CAL(2 

0012 0)) 	33 1u3'i 	1 
0013 ENO 

FORT}31N IV 	(3 	LI- VEt.. 	1, 	0) 	.3 	 f3 	lit) 	 041(3 ii 1)0 

0001 Js:v0IJlI-3 	j < 	ET f)(j ' [) 

C * * 

(2 0010 	P 	:ILO,DL 	L4C0000I 	K 	(3000 	3(200 	OPAL) 	U-lU L 

0002 U 	'(300 [0-0 	3(3(3 	lOoP) 
(2 * * 

0003  

C * * 

C ' 	3 (10 F 	P 	)I.-t 	ON 	00(2(3005. oC) 	CoLC' 
I' 	* 

0004 12 (J/44,00 	)) 	(30 	10 	20 
* * 

(2 RiCK 	U 	VALUE 	UP 	POINTEP 	/000 	.,ioR 3(20032-IF 	K P- 	0 	00 *3 	0 

0005 JJ(P01OT (J,K) 

( U - 	NEA YOWD WITM ORIGINAL POWER  

0006 iEEE (J*) :.vAKO3D (JJL) 

0007 101 
000 Pu 	1H00Ri* 

0009 
0010 [.i1EL 

0011 2* 	CALL 	LU01FA(0U1/) 
G012 wMN I 

0013 EJLJ 



rI iv .) 	-VOL. H 11033 	 OA,\OriL) 	 \CO 	f) H) 

LOVi 

	

	 ,UiO'H 1"iO MArNHD(2. .1H) 1 ) 

C '  

C 	v0TS Ji) A mKAO WITH N OHiO 

C 	IVO-'D I'.; '101 10 fH(: 50 O 	\Dni:0 

C * * 

0 C) 

 

0 n  
oH) ,cOiiLHo) 9I1:\iC' 	AvA[LH) 	\1.U.:\H)) LY1)Y( LA) 

* 

0003 	
[)l5 Ci)rriOc JrI.(I 

0004 

	

	 CO 	'1/IIC..:02/E KILIH 1.1h; 	'1JELiLLA,L'OIC 

C * '1- 

000) 1 'uHU-i) 

C L 	I 	- 	1 	1 	1W 	C 	I 	C) 	C' 	C 	V 	0 	0  

0006 ( 0/2W? 	HE 	o) 	N=Nft  

C W?1 	EHC/L 	LE0 ,11 	OF 	HPJ) 	[3 	SINGLE 	WORDS- /bOOS.

000/ coo t 
C IF 	C 	1 	- 	t 	,Ck 	I 	 J 	TAKE 	'') 	0)1 	1 H 	H 

C4110, 10 LENGTH 	61, 	10 	30 	10 	0 	H 	502 	10 	SOITAI)L-: 	A) 	.1 	
00 

C TnLE. 	100 	[AVAIL (4) 

C [AvAiL(l) 9 (0)4(3) 	ARE 	000[V0)r001 	10 	H 	(H()E. 	233i 	1 	33 	00 	iW? -ZE.. 

0008 1p(LW?Lro0I4 ) 	60 	10 	0 

(00') 10/2 

0010 i 	( 1C?2O(300I)H)  ,6T0) 	CALL 	1\-I.lD(J.IH10OiI0V0')} 
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7 .AND CONCLUSIONS. 

EDiI03 is an analysis ;ool with a C01'C TEiql.lILrefflefl.t , 

the I BN 	60/50 machine at; E.RC C of 34,400 bytes 	This 

is substantially less then earlier attempts at; ED"IO3 and 

should encourage its future development into an on-line 

pro gram 
The list structure and processing routines were developed,  

with hin(jsight, after valuating more sophisticated structures 

with heavier storage overheads and poorer speed (tharaCer1st1C'. 

The following steps are recommended to exploit; EDMOS 

() Fully t;es t 	and 	'debug'  the program - EMS was under 

continual development and whilst n 	'bugs ore h; own 

to exist; it is almost inevitable that some do. 

(b) Convert the program for an on-line made of operation. 

cc) 
1  P OS 	o Nvaluate more fully the ability of 

range o f d c. models required for ICLTs.. 

(d) Develop a capability to automatically calculate and 

distribute the gate capacitance 



A1'II?LITDIX A 

SUB-iiCG1AN D.i3CiIIT IONS 



A. '1 	INTRC'lIhJOTICN 

This appendix provides detailed descriptions of 

the function and subroutine sub-program used in EUIiUd 

Either flowchart or printed statements are used to describe 

he flow, depending upon which approach was considered, 

the better to describe a given sub-program. 

The term 'Algorithm'  is used somewhat loosely, in 
the technical sense, in this appendix. 

A. 2. 	PUE--I'POGRAM DE:SCRIPTICL1 	Ah OVEFVIEh 

The following points are stressed prior to describing 

each sub-pronrnm in detail in Section A.3.  

Array IFREE is the area which contains all the ring 

heads and their associates counter words All beads 

are dnamicaily allocated fron this area. 

All beads allocated are an exact multiple of four 

:in lengt;h and the address of any bead is exactly 

divisible by four. 

Each bend has a head of four full words. Each word 

is equally divided into a pointer zone and a field 

zone. A given pointer or field zone is 'uniquely 

identified by a displacement of 0,1,2 or 3 from 

a bead head. 

If EDN0 is to run on a machine whose integer 

word length is not 32 then suitable width': must be 

chosen for the pointer and field zones and the 

sub-programs adju;.tnd accordingly. 

Subroutine ENTER is used to pack a single real 

value into two words of a beads trailer. 

REAL FIJECTI[gN VALUE is used to produce a iigle 

real value from two words of a beads trailer and 

is complementary to Subroutine ENTER. 



To preserve the generality of the list processing 

system these operations are performed by arithmetic 

techniques 

:uLroutine CIIKVAL is only called when input da ta..Ls 

being entered and exists only to ensure that ENTER  

and. VALUE are correctly related. OfINVAL is 

essentially part of the diagnostics of the list 

procesng system and is included, to ease the 

problems of implementing EiTh03 on a different 

facility. 

Calls -to C111,VAL can be replaced by calls to 

In a call to a subroutine, RETURN I is always 

associated with an error situation and the statement,, 

999 RLTUIPJ 1, is used to return control, through 

any level of calls, to the MAIN FRCGAN after 

outputting selected diagnostics via a call to 

Subroutine .ERPATA. 

The 'standard addressing check' referred to in 

checks that bead head addresses are exactly divisible 

by 4 	If they are not, error indicators are set 

and. gubroutine ERRATA is called. 

Once the program has been used extensively 

at a given location this addressing check may be 

removed .but it should be re-instated if any part 

of the data initialisation of I1REE is to be changed. 



A .3 	IDL 1C IJ [ D 2UB-1d.)G {?!d1 Ii.)hPC I PTIOri. 

A 3 1 	INT.GhRF(NCTIUNIFIdtD() 

This sub-pro-ram is celled to eeL; IFIELD bo the 

value in the field zone of the word. 	 K from 
the bead head J. 

A1ROr it 1 I  

LI 	Set JT2K=J±K. 

12 	Set INTA equal be IL ELKL( JFK) 

shift 

 

contents of IINTA to hho loft by a 

pointer zone width. 

14. Shift result of L3. right by a posieter 

zone width, 

.L5. Set IFI1LLID equal to result of 14. 

JR. sTURN. 

A.3.2 	TEGS2 FUNCTION IPOINT(j K). 

This sub-program is called to set IFOINT to the 
value in the pointer zone of tle word displacement K from 
the bead head J. 

LI o:ithm 

LI. Set JFK=J+K. 

L2 	Set I[LITA=IFNLL( JFK). 

Shift conbcnts of IOTA to the right by a 

field zone width, 

Set IFOINT equal to result of L3. 

RSTURN. 



A 

A .3 3 	I.N'tEGhP t.'UNCTICN M AK JdJD ( J K) 

This sub-program is called to create a word 

whoe pointer zone is set to J and whose fio.d zone is 

Set to K. 

Algorithm 

LI. Shift the contents of J o the left by a 

field zone width and call the result INTA. 

L2 	NAKAAv B = I NTA+ K, 

L3. 	]TUIN. 

A. 3.  

This sub..program is called to set the field zone, 

of he word displaced. by K from the bead head J, to L. 

Algorithm 

LI. Check that J is an acceptable address for 

a bead head, if not go to L6.. 

L2.. i PK=J±K. 

L3e Set JJ=value of pointer zone of IFiKE(JPK). 

LL 	Set pointer and field zones. of lhhEE(JPK) 

to JJ and L respectively. 

I5. kh.PUIRN.. 

L6. Define error classification.. 

L7 CALL KSNATA. 

L8.. RITTLRN I 

Comments 

All, bead head addresses are exactly iviible 

by 4. 



A. 5 

A 3 5 	CUBkOUTII'LIWiPT ).. 

This sub-program is called to set Le pointer 

zone, of the word displaced by 1K from the bead head 

J, to L 

Algorithm 

Li Check thrb J is an acceptable address for 

a head head, if not go to .L1/ 

Check that I, is an accop teble for 

a bead heed., if not go to .L7 

 JPK=J.-K. 

 Cot JJ=value of field zone of ILd?EE(JPK) 

 Cci pointer and, field zones of i:IdLLK(JPK) 

to L and U U r e spec t a. ye ly 

 CLTURN.. 

 Define error classification. 

1,8 CALL LURAT A. 

L9. ALTURN I 

Comments 

 With regard bo step L2. in the above algorithm 
it should be noted that all pointer zone 

values should contain the address of a head 

head or a ring head. 

This sub-program is not called when it is 

required to set up a pointer to a ring head.. 

A-3.6 	BUBRCUTIE .LCCATA( I, K , ILCCATD, , ) 

This suh-p:rogram is called to search the ring 

whose head is I for the first bead in the ring with a 

value, in the field zone of the word displacement J 

from the bead head, equal to K. If such a bead exists 



Fig.  A.1, 	i1ojchare o 3ubroutine ILCC'.ri( I , J K , ICCATi), * , 



A,, y 

in 	blic ring then LOCATID :1.s. CCL to the CddI.'CSS of 	Uhe Lead 

head. and LATULN 2 is made 

If there 	is no bead in the ring which rice be 	bhe 

aboVe requ:Lremenbe then LOCATID is se b to bhe highee b value 

found in the field zone, 	of the sord displacement J from 

any bead head. in the ring, and a normal 	in. made. 

If there are no beads in lAte 	ring 	blion 	LOC.AW1D is 

set[-  o zero and a normal R.N.LUUN is mad.e 

Refer to flOWchfl.rt 01 Fig. 

Common Us 

All ring heads have addressee which are less 

than LIQ 

hotbing :LCCATD equal to the highesh value 

found and making a normal Ifl11I1URN is of 

inbereeb with regard to the operation 

of SIJERG[JTI[N L NAK.kiD, 

This cub—program is called to remove, from the 
ring whose head is I}LDLG . the first bead in the ring 

with a value, in the field, zone of the word diepiacesent 

unity from the head head, equal to ItNT and to set 

IBDH:D to the address of the bead. head. 

If a bead is removed bhen ring he C:  associated 

counter word has its value t.educed by unity and a normal 

AL TURN is made. 

If there are no beads in 	nun which meb the 

above requirements then IBDFD is set to zero and a normal 

return is made, 

Alpronibhm 

Refer to flowchart; of Fig 	2. 
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Fig. A.2  -Flowchart of Subroutine i?KJJD(IIWN( ) ILJDTID, iD/NT, *) 



.A.. .8 	1Ji IC; U1\iifl0g(J*) 

This sub-p aogrcrn is call Lo add the bead whose 

head :is J to the rJng .ihose head. is K such that the bead 

is the last member of the ring. 

hm 

LI 	Check that J is an acceptable addr coo for 

a bead head, if not go to LII 

K0LDK 

IP=IFCINT(R0ID,o) 

L4.. If IiK then go to L7. 

1i5, 10L]3=IF 

L6, Go to L. 

IFRLJ!i( J)  

IFFLF ( hOLD)  

I11bE(K±I ) 1 hLb(K+I ) ±1 

110. hETUFN 

L11 	Define error characLertstoj.cs 

1,12. Call error routines. 

L13. FE11'UFN '1 

Comments 

For any ring head K, the aüdress of the oorru3ponding 

counter word is KiI and this must be up-dated each 

Lime a bead-is added or removed from the ring. 

A. .9 
This sub-program is called to produce a bead with 

a minimum of N double words in its trailer and a head which 

is four words: in length. The address of the bead is 

returned as IBDHJ). 



A. i 

If the total length of the bead is 8, 12 or 16 
words, corresponding to D1=2 74 or 6 7  then a search is 
made of the rings whose heads are respectively IAVAI1,(1), 

IAVnIL(2) and IidfAlL(5) since these rings exist so that any 

beads of length 8, 12 or 16 respectively which are no 

longer required by the system may be returned for 
re-allocation. 

If the total length of the bead. is greater Uban 

16 then a search is made of the ring whose head is 

IAVAIL(4) and which holds heads of length greater than 
16, which have been returned for ro-allocation. 

If no beads of the exact size are found upon 

a search of ring heads IAVAII1(1) to AVAIL(4) then a 

bead of suitable size is produced from the unailocatec 

portion of the free list if the free list is not 

exhausted. 

If the free list is exhausted then a search is 

made of 'the ring whose head is IAVAIL(4) for any bead 

which iseater than the required length and this bead 
is re-allocated 

Al t:oc:. t hm 

Refer to flowchart of Fig. A.5. 

Comments 

The address of IAVAIL(1) to IAVAIL(4), 

within 1FRRE,, are displacement 4,6,8 and 1.0 
respectively from 25. 

Any heads which are allocated to hold tables. 

of values conform to the requirement of 

all beads in that their total length mush 

be exactly divisible by 4 but an additional 

reaulrement for these beads is that their 

trailer length is exactly divisible by 6. 

IAVAI1(4) exists as a ring head to which 



CJ.J TiK;D(IAVI:II(4), 
IBLIlt , NCiALG , 4999 

CALL TiJAL3D(JADD, 
IFIDIBD, 0 I &999) 

A 12 

EJ- 13 1j, 1111) =.-. 0 

iANGTH 	 t i:S 	 C 	JILI)=?5~ 
= 	 > 

0 

Y 

:CDLG 

(I:CGp114.)/6 

IL( (rLJ))

--~ 0> 

IBDIBf' 

Y 

IiLL(40)NNJ 
	

IL ID H ID 

IFRIcL( 4 ) LLfC III 
	

I[FL CL(4 

IBD 
CALL LOCATL( TC\riT() 

1 ,ii0 D L G ,4999 ,41 C) 	J 	_-' 

:-Tr, -11 

______ 
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1'1owchart Of Cub:rouLino CA1CLID U(N ILDIIDJ, *) 
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beads which have been allocated to hold 

tables of values may be returned, for 

re--allocation, when no longer required. 

The field, zone of the second. word 

of a Labie bead holds a value which is 

cqul to iTho length of the beads trailer 

devid.ed by 6 

(c) bihen a bead is allocated from Lhc free list 

the length of the bead allocated is subtracted 

from the contents of IFREL(40) which is a 

special case of a counter word in that it 

records the number of words which have 

not been allocated from the free list. Its 

associated ring head is IAVAIL(6) which 

only has one member bead in. its ring, 

namely the contiguous block of words which 

have not been allocated. 

(a) Lll bead allocations are made from the foot 

of the remaining contiguous block of words, 

if made from the free list. 

A-3.10   

This sub-program is called -be produce a bead 

with NOVALG double words, to set IBDHiD -be the bead add eesa, 
to add the head, whose head is IBDIID, -be the ring whose 

head is IRGHD and to enter the value IDENT in the field 

zone and zero in the poin bor zone of the word di Jaceocn.t 

unity from the bead head. 

LI. 	Checi bhb 1..dJL 	OcUOO Le o.d-ro 

for a ring head if not go to 1L7. 

L2. Produce a bead with a minimum of NOVALS 

double word in its trailer and a head of 

4 words. 



A. 1/4 

Iet ]1.BIDHD equal to the address of the bead. 

L'+. Add the bead, whose head is IBDH.D, to the 

ring whoco hoad ic IidlE[D, 

L5 	Set the po:i.nder zone arid 	old zone o.0 dile 

word, displacement uni ly from IBDHD, to 

zero and IDENT respectively.  

L6. IlJ:TUR1'T 

L7, Define error characteristics 

I8. Call error routines. 

L9. RETURN 'I 

Comments. 

This sub-Program is ceo cit iaILiy a means of 

saving core as, whenever it is called in the 

program, it; could, be replaced by calls to 

NI KJIBD , AD'.LCIG and. NAN EbB 

A 	11 SC 3RCUTINE LW 'R(J 	1*) 

This sub-program is called to enter the value 
RN into the 	th double word of bead 110 RN is split 

into a fractional and an exponent part to a base of 
256 	The fractional part is entered as an integer 

number into the firsU single word of tue double and 

similarly the exponent part is entered into the second 

single word of the double word JJ. Note that IFJE'd(Il) 

and IFREE(N+i) comprise the double t'iord., 

Algorithm 

Refer to flowchart of Rig. A.'I-. 

0 'n'rn C\Y 

This sub-program is included in EDNOS to 

preserve the generality and transferability 



II+(2x(J3)) 

3J ( 	) 
1=0 
J-  = 0 

dI\' i
by If 

LbJ 

1 UE(Ii+i)=I_Jj 

Fig. f 	 F1oichart Of SubroutineENTh( II,  
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of 

if 

the 

the 

program but 

DCUBLhiUhD 

can be omitLd 

hQUI VALLNCE feature 

with advaria6c 

of FUhT.RAN 
is available on the installations compiier.  

A5.12 

This sub- proram is called to set VALUE to a 
real, value equating to the intep;er values in the two 
single words comprising the Nth double weed of the head 
EL. 	The real value is comprised of a fractional and an 
exponent part stored in the first and second single words 
respectively of the Nth double word 

Algorithm 

LI 	jet I equal to the address of the boundary 

of the N 	double word, 

L2. 	A=ILhi.?.EE( I) 

L5, J=IFRL'E(I+1) 

L4, 	VALUE=A/'l (57'/721 6x256 

Comments 

The number 16777216 is 2 and 256 is 28 

A.5-13 SlJBRCUTIUEcJ..SvJ:L(J,T)nU.frpy*) 

This :vuh-paaq'rei;i is called to check the accuracy 

of the INTER and VALLm sub-programs. 

Al,go ri thm 

LI. Enter QUE.Id.LY into the I 	daublevoed o 
th 

the bead J. 

L2, 	et QUANT to the value in the 1th double 

word of the bead al 

£3. 	If QUART is not iijAhin a c;:: Lcd peccentaco 

01' QUANTY then print error message and call 

SUBROUTINE ERRATA 



If QUAdT is of acceptable accuracy then. 

RIFT U b U 

Comments 

This sub--program reflects the development status 

of the program in that it is only used to check 

the accuracy of the sub--programs IFN'..VIFR and VA1J[J iF.- 

or implementation on any given system 

this no bine is useful until the implementation 

is proven and should then be eliminated and any 

calls to CL[KVAL replaced by calls to ENTER. 

A. 3.14  U[JBUOUTINEHUNT 

This subprogram is called to find the address of 

the bead identified by IDENT and the ring which the,  bead 

belongs to.. If the bead is not in the ring KODLR(INDL) 

but exists :n a different ring then it is removed from its 

present; ring and added to the KCDIFR(IN1)IFX) ring and a 

message printed to say that this swap has been made. If 

a suitably identified bead is not found then a bead is 

created with 2 double words and added to the IKODJiR( It{DIEX) 

ring,. 

JlOIiThm 

Refer to flowchart of fig. A..5. 

P r' n rn r Vi 4-- c. 

This eubro isa exists because components 
entered as data are specified in terms of 

the nodes to which they are connected. 

If a specified node does not exist then one 

is created and placed in the variable node 

ring. 

If subsequent node data is fed in to specify 

a node then a check must be made to ensure 

that the node does not already exist and, if 
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Flowchart of subroutine 

HUNTV( I, III DEX, IDENT , IBDITD, *) 



it does exist, to rul; the node in the 

correct ring as specified by the input 

data.  

(e) iJJ1''iC3 does not cater for models with 

intrinsic nodes but; to allow for future 

development a ring head has been created 

and intrinsic nodes can be added to the 

ring structure. If this devel opmnnt 

takes place the error indicators in this 

routine should be removed,. 

A-3-15  hUB PG IJT.[Nh  TAt 	;\UD,TTOTIhM'[b\d* 

Whenever an input node is specified  in the data 

input it; is followed by a record. specifying the number 

Of points, hi'OIINT, in an associated 'table which spcifjes 
the time dependence of the voltage on the input node 
ITOTAL. This record is immediately followed by UPOINT 

records, each with a value of voltage and of time 

This sub-program establishes a head with a 

trailer of INFOINT x 3 double words, which is added. to 
the ring head. ITAE(i); enters the value of voltage and 

time and calculates and enters the rate of change of 

voltage between consecutive specified points on the 

input waveform. 

Al po.ei.thm 

Li 	head, 'then write, LUCINT. 

L2. Establish a bead with a trailer which is 

X E±OINT double words long and set 11 

equal to the address of the head. 

L. J.dcl the bead to the ring whose head is 

ITi,It(i). 

L4. Enter the value NFOIItT in the field zone 

displacement-  unity from N. 



Set 1=0.. 

Increment I by , 

Iead a record to obtain a value of time 

and a corresponding voltage associated 

with the input node ITCTPIL, 

hnter the value of time in the (12)th 

double word and the voltoge in the (I-I) th 

double word of the trail or of bead whose 

head. is N. 

L9, If this is the first record read after 

the UWLbT record then go to L6. 

LI 0 	dot L6L02E equal to hhe change in voltage 

divided by the change in time oft he last 

two records read, 

LII. Later the value of RgI0PL in the 

double word. 

L12, Lrite ILLLOFL and the lest value of time 

and voltage read. 

LI. If I is less than 3 x N,LOIhT then go to 
1.6. 

LI4O RLTURN. 

Comments 

(a) Future development of ELAGS may require other 

tables of data such as mobility against 

temperature and hence three ring heads 

ITAE(2)iTAB(4), have been made available 

in the list; structure to cster for this 

development. 
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A-3.16 SUB20NITNE_CH.KC1L11(KO1JjGFS01 71104CON, 

NON , VCtTf). 

This sub-program is invoked by We last record in 

the data input stream which should contain the literal 

'OK ' 	The sub-program performs the del oni:ng .hus kecping 

exercises:- 

(a) 

xercises:-

(a) 	Checks that any output nodes, Tie L;od in. arnay OIf 9  

do exist (n.b.ON(i) records the total number of nodes 

to be output). 

Obtains the successive addresses of the heads in the 

variable node ring (1(oiDtN(4)) and enters them in 

the array NON. 

Obtains the corresponding initial voltage values, 

for the beads whose addresses are entered in NON, 

and enters them in the array VOLTS. 

Sets the field, displacement 2 from each head head 

in the variable node ring, to a value N equal to 

the beads relative position (i.e. 1st2nd is rd etc..) 

in -that ring. 

For each entry in UN specifying on oukp"K node 

this sub--program establishes a corresponding: cnLry 

in NON specifying the relative position in the 

variable node ring of the output node. 

The above house-keeping exercises may he better 

understood by reference to Fig. A.6. (a) which is an 

example of a variable node ring with beads representing 

nodes 4,1 ,B, and 6 after completion of Ci-IKCIIF when 

output nodes I ,4 and 6 are specified by ON. The 

corresponding entries in the arrays VOtTS ,NON,ON and NON 

are shown in lig. A.6. (b). In both figures all entries 

marked with an asterisk are entered during the processing 

of CFIKCN]d. 



4 

I 

0 0 

220 

6_(a) Lxarnplc of variable node ring 
m lmecLLately after execution of CUKCNF 

Posi bion 	V0J1112 	i01 	ON 	202 

-I00' 	9Q* 	- 
2 	 0O 	bBO  

L 	Q* 	cn* 	 -1* 
I- 

4 161i* 	6 	4* 

5 	 - 	- 

Array entries correspondin t  
variable node ring of Fig. A-6-(a) 
immediately after execution of QIIKCNF 



In addition to operations (a)-(0) this sub- 

program cuiculotos the value OW a constant, for given 

processing parameters, for subsequent use in NOG transistor 

equations. 

Alor:i.. thins 

LI. Get NOUNT equal to the value in the counter 

word of the variable node ring. 

12. Set NO and IF=KUflN(4), the address of 

the variable node ring head. 

L3.. Obtain next bend; acdreec from the pointer 

zone of 1FRLE(IL). 

LLI. Get Ii? equal to the address obtained in 

1i3. 

L5 If 	lId is the address of U he 	is r'inbi a node 

ring head go to LII. 

 Get N = N± I 

 Get VOLTS(N) equal to value of voltage in 

the first double word of the trailer of 

the node bead whose head in IF, 

LB. Get NON(N) equal to IF. 

L9. For the sord displacement 2 from filEh(IF), 

clear the pointer zone and set the field 

zone to N. 

LIO 	Go to L. 

LII. If N=KOUNT\O go to Ll'+. 

1112. Call error routines siec. saucer cdb 	I 

variable node ring is zero or does not 

correspond with number recorded in the rings 

counter word. 

L13. NLTUNN 1 



LI 4 	Set N NOFS (where NOPS is the tot-a1 number 

of output nodes plus unity and correspond 

to the number of non-zero entries in the 

array ON) 

L'15. Sot I[=I 

i] o 	Bet Ii+I 

El 7. Search the node rings for a bead whose node 

number (in the field zone displacement 1 

from the bead head) is equal to the node 

number specified in cN(i). If a 

o orre spending number is found set; J equal 

Lo i;Ilo buads address and go to 120, 

Write 'OUTPUT NODE' ON(I) 'I'11th31N0' and call 

error routines. 

REf U RN I 

 Set NON (I) 	c(IUS  I 	to 	RiO value in the field 

zone displacement 2 from ]IFBBL(J) 

L21 . If there are any beads in the L-FiCST 

ring set CP(I)=CB(i)/CCX(I) 

L22. if there are any heads in the R-NOST 

ring set Ci(2)=CB(2)/CU;(2). 

L2,. List entries in array NON from NON(2) to 

N0N(NOFS) 

List entries in array NON from NON(l) to 

NON(KOUNT) 

 List map of data structure by calling 

SUBROUTINE ERRATA. 

 Write 	DATA CHECNED-BEGIN ANnLYS1S 

Comments 

(a) 	With reference to L24. this is the only call 

to ENRATA which does not result in. an exit 

from processing. 



A ")' .L 	c.O 

(b) 	[h's 	ci:J.ot;jse:}s1Lid u.cjastbe 

be hween the laps h 	of cl.uta and the ml hiatiori 

of the aaJycis Any shops to remove 

restrictions on the 	ordering' of input 

data should he eccornmod.atea. 	mrL his 

\ 3 Y 	 1 isJj :AHVfl(KeUdi 2 J 1  ) 

This subroutine is called to ci isblish the 

s hurting conditions, for the analysis routines at time 

T. Additionally cils are made from this sub--program 

to :3ETCAF, h'tI)CI and NaTRIX. Logically these calls could 

he made from the main program. 

)rit}1n 

See flowchart; of Fig. A.7. 

CoarNents 

The trailer of a table bead in ITP113( I ) 

is 5xN douele words long diero N equals 

the number of breakpoints in the input; 

waveform or that; number plus unity if it 

is an odd number. 

The values held in the trailer are values 

of voltage, time and Slope, where siope is 

the unit slope in volts/nanosecond between 

adjacent breakpoints. 

Volts are held in double words numbers 

1,4-,',) etc. Times are held in double words 

numbers 2,5,8 etc. biopes are held in 

double words numbers 5,6,9 etc. 

A.5.18 r3UBRCUTINE 3cPCid(*). 

This subroutine calculates and enters the 

rcuired values for the capacitance matrix. 
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C U UCi;NT VI,CT(C? 
!C U CAiiCITA1 C; 1IIIIJ 

)VL 	VVLL 

) 	I 
I 	

L.UiJ UI'ii:l. 
I, I 	1111 	CiLeVI , 

I 

A 1  (a) 	F]..orchar1 of Ujbroutirie 

SFTt)TT(!VOUN 	111 , *) 



I 	( 	i  
INIPUT 

JJ 	1 

'Iii.:I IS 
))Ct1 \ 1i 
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L 

V Al, LH(N , J.3) 

1104 ~111 

VV /'diJE(t\T , 

V I NTO THE, 	 UL SLTU 
rr 1J?P il L' 	7J) 	 j LL 

(_ ] T pIJ I1l LUDL B1 	 5 jj1 

L1 IDIJ1 	IF. 

FicY.Er/(b) 	Flowchart of Subroutine GFTIJVT(U(JUNT ,T, *) 

')0 
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A. Enter fixed capacitance ring 

12. If no bead e7isLu in Who ring go to L15. 

Locate next Mad in Ii ag and. act; II? couni 

to its address. 

L'+. Femi the value of capacitance from the .first 

trailer word of bead. IP and. set GAFF equal 

to this value. 

L5 	Find The node bead pointed to by the second 

pointer zone of bead IF and set IX equal to 

the value in the third, field zone of the 

node bead. 

L6 	If IX = 0 ( indicating that ibm node rofot:j:ed 

to in L5 is not a variable node) then go 

to L8, 

1j7, Add GAFF to CAF(IX,IX). 

LB. Find node bead pointed to by third pointer 

of head IF and. set IY equal to the value 

in this node beads third field zone. 

1,9. If IY = 0 then go to LII 

LI 0 	Add. GAFF (; o GAL (1Y iY). 

LII 	C.AF(IX,IY) = cAF(IxIY) - GAFF. 

L I d 	CPF'( IY IX) = CAP( IY, Ix) 	GAFF. 

LI3 	If head. IF is last bead in fixed capacitance 

ring then go to LI5. 

L14. Go to L3. 

L15, E:nte.r nodal capacitance ring. 

LIG. If no bead exists in the ring go to 1,30, 

LIZ. Set IF equal to address of next bead in 

The ring. 

LI8. get TX equal to the value in the third field 

zone of the node bead pointed to by the 

third pointer of bead IF. 



L19. 	s 1--iV  = VC[T( Ii) 

1,20 	jet CAIN 	The Va:1..u.e of the second trailer 

word of the nodal capacitance bead at 

address IF 

P21 If CAFN 	1) ;o to L23.  

L22 GAIN = CAPE  

Jet, CAP]? = The ijei  we of the third trailer 

word of the nodal capacitance bead at 

address IF., 

L24. If GAFF 	0 o to 1,26, 

L25 	GAFF = GAPE' , (IvN I +vITII(2);.v3usB(2) )2. 

L26 	CAt (Ix, Ix) = CAF(Ix, x) +c!LLp-CAFN 

I27, 

 

Sct CAIA 	value of I ' 	1rui1 er word of 
bead IP 

C2( Ix, Ix) 	cIt( Ix, Ix) +CAFA 

If bead at; address IF is not lest head in 

the ring then go to Ply. 

LO. RETURN. 

This routine calculates the rates of change of 

voltage on the variable nodes due to current flowing 

into the capacitance matrix. 

Algor:i.th ru 

Refer to flowchart of Fit. 2.8. 

The mathematical techniques used are known as 

Gaussian Elimination and Back Substitution. 
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A 	3 . 20 hUBR01JNEVILIc 	flI C: Li aii 	 . 

This L;:LLOUbiPOJa3 called to return the value 

of voltage associated with the node whose bead is pointed 

Co by one of the connection pointe.cs of the NO2T , or 

fixed resis Canco bead, at address ib, arid the value NAF. 

A}rarithm 

Li 	CIA =IiPGINT( IF, INDEX) 

12. 	NAF=IFI[ELD( NA , 2) 

L. If NATO-0 go Co 1X. (Bead L 	t A is no LII 

variable node ring if N.AF0). 

14 	VLTRTN VOLTS (NA F) 

L5. Go to I7a 

L6, 	\/LTRJEiVLLUI.(NA)  i) 

L7 	LET URN 

A. 	. 21 SUIBRGUTII'IE :3LT;DC  (vcLis , CUPFT * ) 

This subroutine is called to calculate the d.c. 

current flowing; in the network. If a current is incident 

on a variable node it is recorded in the current vector 

else it is recorded in the second trailer word of the 

bead representing the node. 

iklgorithm 

Refer to 1ig. A.9. 

Comments 

(a) Extensive effort has gone into reducing the 

core requirements of this section of program 

and care should be exercised in alLering 

any coding. 

(h) The coding logic may be b 	nde better urs 	d too 

if a NOST is considered as a veriable 

resistor. 
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A. .22 gUBR("', UTIftP  

This s u1l)-c ou LiflO is normal.Iy called whenever an error 

is detected in connection with accessing the ciLita structure. 

Aclditionaiiyit is always called from Subroutine CIIKOMP, 

immediately prior to initiating the mathematical analysis 

rouLines. 
Values of IPR0R, IABRPS and ICTFIti- are printed to 

aid in tracing the source of an error. The length of the 

unallocated free space is also printed. A map 01 solecLed 

rings in Lhe daLa structure is printed for any non-zero value 

of NAP which is less than 5. 
If NAP is greater than 4 then IE?RUR is set equal I- 

to 100, print ed, and control is returned to the calling 

program. 

Al (. rib hm 

Refer to flowchart of Fig. 11.10. 

C orm ant a 

The value of the integer variable OAF will 

cause maps of i;he rings to be printed as 

follows - 

NAF=1, 	K0UF(i )-(5) 
11AF=2, h0Dh(1)-(5),KCDPR(2)-(4) 

f'TAP=, 	KODE(1 )-(5) ,K0DE1 	 (2) 

MAP=-41 	KODE(1 )-(5) ,K0Dif(2)(4) ,ITAB(1 )-(2) 

and IA,V!\.It(1 

ith reference to Fig. A.10.(c), the array 

ISICRE is filled., in positions ISTORE('l) to 

ISTORE('), with the addresses of the next four 

beads in the ring which is to be printed out. 

The positions I3TCRE(5), (7), (9), and (ii) 

are filled with the values of the pointer zones 
th 

01 -the 	word oi the bead heads, where 

I N 4, whose addresses are sLored in ISTCJIE(1) 

to (4). The pesibi oar  
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Pic,. A.10(a) :a.ociiarb of iubrouUine  



A.10. (b) 	Flowchart of Subroutine F.HJTA( *)• 
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Fig. A. IC. (c) 	i.1owc1cirt oji' Cubrou in iLNJTA( *) 



and (12) are filled. with the corresponding 

field zones of the word. 

IGT0Iib(5)-(i 2) therefore can be used as 
a prin[ line which is four heads l  wide 

A. 3,23 	TiBgGUTIN)P10PEI 

This subroutine is called, from SETDCI to 

calculate Lhe value of drain curren. t for the c'102T 

bead is at address IPe In add:LLLOn to the paremeters 

passed to this routine it is possible to access, from the 

trailer of the N0i1  bead, values of channel width, channel 

ie.rigLh, heha, and source resisbance from trailer double 

words 1,2,3 1  and 4 respectively. 

In this version of FtCDJtL Uhe NO2T is &ssujiid bo 

he operating in either the triode or the saturation region 

and diffent equations apply, for drain current' in either 

region. 

.M. 	J- bhrn 

LI . BETAVALUE(IP, 3) 

If VP < VD.-.Z go to L5. 

1DRAINI:.g3TA x 0.5 x VD 

Go to P6. 

PRAINI=BLg[A x (VDR x VP 	0.5 x VT)2) 

1D2AINIDRhITiI a 10 

(a) The parameters passed to bhis subroutine are 

not all utilised in the. basic equations used 

in the abovc. algorithm. These parameters are 

passed so that a user can implement his on 

equabions, by making alterations to this 

subroutine only, from a choice of parameters, 

L listed in Fig. A.ii. 



Au: 	CI 	ti. 	NcAA 
NIINC/VPIiJ A OF PA Al N TEA: - 

T:iADCI 	P A-C1IAiUlEI 	MOOT 

( jJE1I'I.N1T].ON) : FC1IIINNA.L iooT 

id — -7V 

(CU ACE TO Ati]AI{RIAi A 
i)IODE VOLTAGE) rO 7V 

HL''1 :iJiiI_i_ 
( VCLTAC IA ON 

13, -LL AT A AADE) P A CA ALL \/ 	U A 

IJIULL VALUE (NOMINAL) 

(ID RAIN TO 
AOUAC A \/CILT t ACIEAiLISED VALUE (1INAL) 

VU 	LD 	
* ll 1 	ANAL VALUE 

P• UOANALIOAJ) VALUE 

-J  V1)A 	- G ACTUAL VALUE 

( iI/.CEAC 	OF 1T '7D VALUE 
IL AECHOLU V0L1\GE)  

AMPS 	IDI'AINI IA- ACTUAL VAIU HA 

DIIU CU].NALIAT) ( 	AIT IA- UI 	--1 NOA t\11 U 	CLI) 	PHI; 	AYAULL x 

-11?  N- AijDPEAAOF BE ktID 

F- .AI)IJAECO OF FlAPS) 

(2xEAIxl .6xoXNa) /COA 

F- (2xESIxl 6x0_?XNH  ) /G0L 

LI - (211 	61Ox1N d)2 

F- (2xESIx I .6x10xNd ) 2  

VDA I S TilE NOIINALI CIII) VOLTAGE lAIN PEN THE MON I NAL 
DRAIN AND TIlE NOMINAL COUECE NODES. 

* * 	VU IS THE NOII1IALISE.D VOLTAGE BlAT EEN THE NODE ACTING 
C) 0 	11 	Cr I 	) OUPCL 	(TOE VOJ 1i ( 

MACAllUDE IS LOU ILU CL iC ACUACA (ALA). 

Fig. A , 'I 'I 	ible of pa:r:re 	1, TajU(3 pa:od. to 

Oubrortirte NODAL. 
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